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CONTROL MgASURE8 FOR CI-IESAPEA.KE BAY J.ELLYFISHES 
1 April 197 ) - 31 Ma.~·c:h 1973 
Virginia N-043-226-72(O) 
The progress on the irginia multi-disciplinary study of the 
Scyphozoan jellyfishes ( Au.lie · awr..lta., Cflll.y-6aoll.a quln.que.ciNt.ha, and 
Cyane.a ca.pili..a;ta) of Chesapeak Bay is herein rer;orted. During this 
second (and unanticipated fina ) year of this program, the studies 
pursued primarily two lines of endeavor which integrated the different 
procedures developed in the co rse of the progrruu. The underlying 
assumption for the laboratory nvestigations has been that the key to 
controlling nuisance jel]yfish populations lies in the understanding 
of the reproductive processes f the sessile polyp. With respect to 
field endeavors , a concerted e fort was made in 01·der to detail those 
environmental parameters which are associateq. with the strobilati~n 
process , and the release, deve opment, an.d maturation of ephyrae into 
mature medusae, including poss"ble sources of nutrition. Although 
Hurricane Agnes disrupted seve al scheduled 1·aboratory studies, efforts 
were redirected in order to mo e thoroughly study its effect on the 
entire lower Chesapeake Bay wi·h respect to jellyfish populations. 
The asexueJ. reproclucl.:;ion process (strobile.tion) of Clvz.yJ.>a.o-'tct 
qulnque.e,,,Ui,Jr.ha, the stinging ne ·tle, and Au.Jteila a~~Ua was investigated 
·with respect to the 1 .. ole of i ine as a potential hormonal factor 
influencing reproduction. Thee studies show that 1) iodide greatly 
stimulates the strobilation of ChA1J6aOll.a polyps in the laboratory, 
2) early strobilae accumulate ·ree iodide against a concentration 
gradient to a much greater ext nt than non-strobilatirig polyps or 
ephyrae, and 3) although small and variable percentages of the 
accumulated. iodide are incorp ated into compounds identified chromato-
graphically as iodotyrosines d thyroxine, no apparent correla:t:.ion 
exists between turnover of io ocompounds and strobilation (R. E. Black 
and K. L. Webb). 
. Ultrastructure obse 
que.c1.Mha indicate increased 
regions of the mesoglea borde 
may play a role in constricti 
for cell migration in the str 
Black). 
ations on strobilae of Cl'lll.y.6aO/l.,a qu.ln.-
ibrogenesis in strobila:Ging polyps in 
ing constrictions. These fibrous bundles 
stabilization or act as a substrate 
ilating polyp (M.A. 0. Bynum and R. E. 
The nutrition and f eding habits of the newlY' liberated 
pla.nktonic ephyrae were inves igated using both laboratory and field 
techniques. Al though rotifer 8J'ld nectochaete larvae were numerically 
less abundant than copepods i the plankton·, rotifers and nectochaete 
larvae were found in the gas-tr. ovascular cavity in greater· abundance 
than copepod nauplii, barnacl na~plii, and gastropod veligers when 
controlled conditions of obse ation were employed ( Ha.ven and Morales-
Alamo ). 
iv 
. The possible trophic relation3hip between the copepod, 
Ac.alltia to,ua, the ctenopho:ce, Mne.mlop.6-U> f!.eidy)., a..."'1.d the medusa, 
Chlr.y-6aOJr.a qc.unqueWULlw., was examined by analyzing· the total fatty 
acids of the thr·ee invertebr;ates. The fatty acid compositions of 
Ac.o.Jit.)_o., and Mnen;,i,opl.)1-1.:, are sufficiently similar that a trophic relation-
ship between the two is p:r~oboble. The pol~runsaturated fatty acids of 
Mneinlop.61-1.:, and Chlty-oao1ia are sufficiently different that no trophic 
relationship between the jellyfish and ctenophore could be demonstrated 
from these data (J. Dv Joseph and P. L. Zubkoff). 
Strobi_lation of the sea nettle, Clmy.6aoll.Cl quinqueWULha, 
under natural conditions of a small tribute.ry creek of the Chesapeake 
Bay system was followed. Strobilae were first col..lected in April as 
water temperatures approached 17°C, with maximum rates of strobilation 
observed in May and ~Tune. Al though s trobilation continued into October, 
the percentage of polyps strobilating after Jun~ was low. Observations· 
9n individual polyps attached to petri dishes confinned that repeated 
strobilation can occur in nature (Calder). 
Intuitively, strobilation, like any other dynamic biological 
process, must have a source of energy for driving the numerous and 
complex reactions associated with development processes. Two enzymes 
of the pentose phosphate shunt (glucose~6-phosphate dehydrogenase 
and 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogena.se), and malate dehydrogenase ( an 
enzyme associated with oxidative pathways such as the tricarboxylic 
acid cycle) have been detected in polyps and medusae of Chlty-0a0Jr.a 
qc.unqueWUl.ha (P. L. Zubkoff and A. L. Lin). 
Malate dehydrogenase and tetrazolium oxid.a,se of· Chesapeake· 
Bay Awie.Li..c1.. au.Jti;ta, Clvty.6aofl.a qu.lnque.wut.fict, and Cya.ne,ci c.apUl.c<-ta were 
identified using po1yacrylamide gel electrophoresis. These isozyme 
patterns may be used, either singly or in combination, for distinguishing 
polyps of the common Chesapeake Bay jellyfishes (A. L. Lin and P. L._ 
Zubkoff). 
· With the advent of Hurricane Agnes in June of 1972, the survey 
and analysis of the polyp population distributions were extended in 
order to assess the effects of the disturbance on the lower Chesapeake 
Bay. Although medusa populations were washea. out of the major tributary 
rivers, _significant populations of polyps persisted under these 
adverse conditions. It is particularly noteworthy that these polyp 
populations will undoubtedly continue to produce nuisance populations 
of medusae in Lower Chesapeake Bay (Haven and Morales-Alamo). 
A brief analysis of the stream discharge of the York, 
Rappahannock, and Great Wicomico Rivers has been reviewed for 1968-
1972. A correlation of periods of low discharge· in ·May-June has been 
made with large medusae populations, whereas periods of high discharge 
in May-June have ·been associated with reduced meduse.e populations. 
It is.hypothesized that a disruption of the lower trophic levels of 
the estuarine food web may possibly be a contributing factor affecting 
the jellyfish populations of the summer (P. L. Zubkoff and J.E. · 
Warinner ). · 
V 
-~ 
By means of .this multi-disciplinary study, the base of 
knowledge of the jellyfishes of Chesapeake Bay has.been considerably 
expanded in order to continue pr.ogress on developing rational control 
measures for nuisance jellyfish populations .. 
vi 
-· 
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CON'I1IWL MEASURES Y.'OR CHESAPEAKE JELLYFISiillS 
~ Paul L. Zubkoft, Project Coordinator 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The enactment of Public Law 89-'720, The Jellyfish Act 
recognized that certain coelenterates are a hazard to human· activity 
in the waters of Chesaperu~e Bay and other coastaJ. areas. In some 
cases,· contact with the Scyphozoo.n jellyfishes is traumatic for the 
human because of the venomous nature of the jellyfish toxins; in other 
cases, psychological factors contribute to fear when these organisms 
are sighted. In both cases, however, the economic impact can be of 
substantial importance, particu1ru.~1y with respect to the development 
of the coastal areas for water oriented recreational purposes. 
The jellyfish research team at the Virginia Institute of 
Marine Science has as its goal the development of a degree of under-
standing of the biological and reproductive processes of the jellyfishes 
so that jellyfish population control may be accomplished without 
incurring unacceptable ecological costs. The research endeavors of 
this team are designed &round specific objectives each of which will 
contribute to the ultimate attainment of the stated objective: 
jellyfish population control. Since 1968, studies have included both 
laboratory and field j nvestigations. 
Field observations, including abundance at selected location~ 
have permitted the general compa:cison of the Scyphozoan populations 
in ~he Lower Chesapeake Bay. As jellyfish populations have been 
observed with time, great fluctuations .in their numbers have been 
noted: a period of abundance (1969) and periods of depression (1971, 
1~72). In addition, the catastrophic effects of Hurricane AGNES 
during this past contract period have been studied. Al though 
envirorunental effects of Hurricane AGNES were quite devastating to 
the jellyfish medusae populations in general there is a high degre~ 
of certainty that the nuisance jellyfish populations wiil recur in 
the Lower Ba;y. The documentation for this conclusions are in this 
report. Until the current study was undertaken, the environmental 
factors coincident with the development 9f jellyfish populations were 
not well documented. During the present contract period, studies 
were carried out closely spaced in time, in order to obtain a detailed 
picture of the events associated with ephyrae development and maturation 
in the field. In addition, nutritional studies were designed and 
conducted on the newly liberated ephyrae~ 
With the concerted efforts toward achieving &n understanding 
of the biology of these organisms throue}l biochemical, phys:tol_ogical, 
morphological, developmental, and ecological studies over the past 
two years, a more thorough base of fundamental knowledge now· exists 
for more specific investigations. Although this report constitutes 
1 
the terminal document f.rom t.he Virginia Institute of Marine Science 
under Public Law 89-720, the thorough and detailed understanding of 
the mechanisms of.jellyfish reproduction is still incomplete. The 
progress under the cooperative agreement between the United States 
Department of· Commerce, Nat:i.onal Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 
National Marine Fisheries a.nd the Commonwealth of Virginia for· 1 April 
1972 - 31 March 19r{3 Control Measures for Chesapeake Jellyfishes, 
Project JF-9-2, Contract lfo. N-043-336-72(G) is reported herein. 
2 
II. PROJECT COORDINATIOI-~, PUBLICATIONS, ABSTRAC1.rS, '11HESES 
These st;udies , unless ~therw:i.r;e not.ed by the asterisk ( *) , 
were conducted as part of t.he Virginia Jellyfish Research Program under 
Public Law 89-720, 'I'he J·elly-fi3h Act, CL;•r1tract No. N-043-226-72 (G) 
(Dr. Paul L. Zubkoff, Project Coordinat,)r) from National Marine Fisheries 
Service, National Ocem1ic and Atmospheric Ad.ministration, U. S. Depart-




Coordination meetings with the Maryland Jellyfish Research 
Program were helcl in September 1972 at the Virginia Institute of Marine 
Science, Gloucester Point, Virginia and. in F'eb1--uary 1973 at the Chesa-
pealce Biological Laboratory, Solomons, Maryland. Minutes of these 
meetings have been forwarded to NMFS-NOAA-USDC. In addition, members 
of both groups held informal discussions at the Atlantic Estuarine 
Research Society Meeting in October i972 _at Rehovoth Beach, Delaware. 
In anticipation of more detailed comparative·studies on the 
venomous jellyfishes of the coastal areas, a-collecting trip to several 
coastal laboratories was undertaken in February 1973. The invaluable 
·assistance of Mr. David Burke of the Jellyfish Project at Gulf Coast 
Research Laboratory, Ocean Springs, Mississippi is acknowledged. 
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III. RECOMMENDA1'IONS FOH FL11.i:U:BE STUDIES 
The jellyfish pro,ject at the Virginia Institute of Marine 
Science, under Public Law eJ-'720, The Jellyfish Act, has developed 
into a most comprehensive study of the general biology of the Scyphozoan 
jellyfishes. In the last tL·o years, particular emphasis has been 
directed to the metabolic and development processes of strobilation and 
to the distribution of populations in the waters of Cp.esapealrn Bay. 
An objective analysis of these studies indicates that although 
considerable progress has been made toward control measures for 
Chesapeake Bay jellyfishc~, additional work should be pursued: 
1. The biochem:i.cal anc1 metabolic studies of the various 
polymorphic forms of these jellyfishes should be 
continued in order to clearly ascertain the specific 
mechanisms by which these animals transfer energy for 
driving their tremendous potential for reproduction. 
2. The studies on development ·of the jellyfishes should be 
continued in order to delineate the sequential events 
of metamorphic transitions. These long term studies 
may eventually identify the specific times·and sub-
cellular sites susceptible to synthetic species specific 
control agents. 
3. 'l1he position of jellyfishes in the estuarine food web 
should be defined. Would it be totally beneficial to 
control the jellyfishes populations or would other nuisance 
ore;anisms replace the jellyfishes? To what ext(;nt do the 
jel:lyfisbes deplete the ctenophore populations, and 
thereby pennit other larval forms to develop? 
4.. Ecological studies should be continued in order to devise 
methods for accurate population projections of the 
nuisance jellyfishes. Surveys for population survival 
should be carried out at least twice per year - one 
in spring for population projections and winter survival 
and one in the autumn for assessment of the polyp 
reproduction. 
5. Accurate methods for assessing the longevity of polyps 
and cysts should be devised in order to establish the 
full. impact that polyp populations have for perpetuating 
nuisance populations of ·jellyfish medusa_e •. 
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IV. STATEMENT OF PROGRESS 
· Job.No. l. THE STROBILATION PROCESS 
OBJECTIVE: To investigate the process of strobilation as a 
.possible weak link in the jellyfish life cycle. 
A. The Role of Iodine in Strobilation 
The strobilation process, by which as many.as 20 ephyrae 
per polyp are liberated, was followed· in both the field and 
laboratory. In the case· of Ch!ty1.>a0Jta, polyps niay be induced. to 
strobilate in a fairly synchronous mode by temperature preconditioning 
at 12°c for approximately 6 months. Upon elevation to a temperature 
of 20°C, 80% of these polyps strobilate within a period of 48-72 
hours. In 'AWte.lla, preconditioned polyps maintained in iodine-free 
seawater will strobilate when they are subjected to iodine in the 
seawater. 
··Using this manipulative procedure, R. E. Black and K. L. Webb 
(Comp. Biochem. Physiol., 1973, 45A: 1023-1029) investigated the. 
relationship of iodinated compound to strobilation employing 131-Iodide 
as a tracer in the ini tiaJ. phases of strobilation. ~1he presumed 
intermediates of iodine metabolism, monoiodotyrosine, diiodotyrosine, 
and thyroxine were measured before and after induction of strobilation. 
The study of iodine in strobilation may be summarized as 
follows: 
1. Iodide greatly stimulates· strobilation ·of· Chll.y1.>a.01ta 
polyps. 
2. Early str~bilae accumulate free iodide .. against a con~ 
centration gradient to a much greater extent than non~ 
strobilating polyps or ephyrae.· 
3. Small ru1d variable percentages of the accumulated iodide · 
are inco:r-porated into compounds identified chromatographically 
as iodotyrosines and thyroxine in both strobilae and non~ 
strobilae. No apparent correlation·exists between turnover 
of iodocompounds and strobilation. 
·B. Ultrastructure Studies of Strobilating Polyps 
The ultrastructure studies initiated by Crawford (Dietz) and 
Webb (J. exp. Zool., 1972, 182.: 251-270) on Chlqfl.>aolta polyps were 
continued. Since the problem of fixing and sectioning the polyps for 
electron microscopy has been overcome, studies for defining the fine 
structure of the strobilae were pursued. Temperature conditioned polyps 
and polyps in both early and late strobilation were examined for the 
formation of unique sub-cellular structures associated with this 
reproductive process. These developmental studies provide insight into 
the mechanism of strobilation. 
b 
Ultrastructu~"a.l 6bservations revealed apparent increased 
fibrin6genesis in regions of the mesoglea bordering constrictions in 
strobilating poly_ps. Bundles of fiberrJ in ]_)arallel array may play a role 
in constriction sta.bilii,a.t.ion or act as sul.:istrate for cell migration in 
the strobilating polyp. 
The introduction:- methods, and photographs of Mrs. Bynum's 
M. S. Thesis . are in the library of the College of William and Mary. 
Although these studies were underta.ken in the Biology Department of the 
College of William and Mary, without· support from this program, the 
results are reported herein because they add a further dimension to 
studies undertaken earlier. 
Black, R. E. and IC.. L. · Webb • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Metabolism of l3lr in relation to strobilation of 
Chtr.y.oaoll.a qui.nqu.ec-Uutha. 
Bynum, M. A. O. and R. E. Ela.ck . . . . . 




Job No. 2. NUTRITION Al\!D FEEDING HABI'l1S 
OBJECTIVE= To define the fce:i_i_ng habits and possible 
mechanisms of digestion of the jellyfishes 
The feeding habits of the immature: forms of.the jellyfishes 
are unknown. With the pos8ib1e exception of "force feeding" of brine 
shrimp nauplii to laboratory reared ephyrae ( Cya.ne.a, Clmy.6a.01ta, Rhopilema, 
and AWteLla), the uptike of natural foods are not defined. 
The feeding habits and possible mechanisms of digestion of 
newly iiberated Ch1tyuwJLCl ephyrac and immature medusae were identified 
by examining the contents of gastrovascular cavities. These contents 
were separated into (1-) free floating identifiable materials and 
(2) amorphous materials and observed using tile compound microscope for 
identifying partially d:i.gested forms· and skeletal remains of organisms. 
Ephyrae and young medusae of Ch.Jr.y-6a.Oll.a qu.-lnque.wur..ha feed on 
a variety of organisms including protozoa, s-rotifers, p-rotifers, 
nectochaete larvae, copepod' nauplii, trochophore .;Larvae, and tintinids. 
Rotifers and nectochaete la vae were ingested with greater efficiency 
than most other planktonic organisms. 
The trophic relationship between the copepod, Ac.o.Jt.:tf...a ;ton1.>a, 
the ctenophore, MnCJ?u.opl.>,<./2 J!.eidyi, and the medusa, Clvr.y.&aOJr .. a qu.-lnque.-
Wlltha, observed in a Virginia estuary, was examined in the laboratory 
by total ·fatty acid analysis as chemical tracers of the three inverte-
brates. The fatty acid compositions of Ac..OJctJ.,cl and Mne.miop.61/4 are 
sufficiently similar that a trophic relationBhip between the two 
organisms is probable. The polyunsaturated fatty acids of Mn.emiop-61/4 
and Clmy.&ao/ta are qui t.e different and no trophic relationship between 
these cnidarians can be demonstrated fr.om these data unless several 
complex metabolic pathways are postulated. 
n.· S. Have:i;i and R. Morales-Alruno. • • . • • 
Contents of the gastrovascular cavity of ephyrae and young 
medusae of the sea nettle, Ch/l.ljMWll.a. qu.-i..n.qu.e.WUL!ta, in a 
tributary of the York River, Virginia. · 
22 
Joseph, J. D., E. B. Joseph, and P. L. Zubkoff. • • . • • • • • . 53 
Comparative biochemistry of jellyfish: Fatty acids of 
Scyphozoan polyps and medusae and the effect of diet on 
fatty acid composi ticn. 
Joseph, J. D. ,and P. L. Zubkoff • . • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • 54 
Fatty acids of Ac..o.Jt.:tf...a .ton-6a, Mnem-i..op6-lo ludyi and Ch!ty-6ao/W.. 
qu.-ln.qu.e.wur..fta, with considerations of their trophic relation-
ship. 
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Job No. 3. ENVIRONMENTAL EVEJ."'\J'J!S ASSOCIATED WITH EPI-IYRA DEVELOPMENT 
OBJEC~I.1IVE: To examine in dc~tail those environmental events 
and plank.tonic organisms which are p~ssibly 
associated with polyp morphogenesis, ephyra 
release, and ephyra development into mature 
medusae. 
As mentioned lJreviously, the summer of 19'7:I. was a year in 
which the sea nettle was naturally controlled at a. low population 
density acceptable to man. We believe that during May of 1971, the 
heavy rains and reduced salinities interrupted the normal food chain 
of the sea net·tJ.e at a period of critic al to the rapid development of 
ephyra. 
· In order to delimit the environmental pa~cameters by which 
the ephyra develop:, a site in a creek near VIMS (Sarah's Creek), which 
has been monitored for Clvr.y.6aoll.a polyps, was studied intensively during 
the time-of strobilation) ephyra release, and development. The pre-
dominating plank.tonic organisms which are the likely food source~ for 
the ephyra were identified. In addition, the appropriate hydrographic 
parameters (i.e., temperature, salin~ ty and rainfall) were moni tared. 
Strobilae were first collected in April as water temperatures 
· approached 15-17° C, with maximum rates of. strobil8.ti on occurred in 
May and June. Repeated strobilation by the·same polyps has been observed. 
Alt!lough · strobilati·on occurred until ·october, the Illli"nber of-polyp stro- ·· 
bila:ting after June was very low. The number of ephyrae produced per 
polyp during strobilation varied from one to 16 (mean of 5, mode of 4), 
with the average munber of ephyrae per polyp higher in the spring than 
during_ the summer. 
D. R. Calder. . . . . o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 62 
Strobilation of the sea nettle, Clvr.yuwtt.a q£unquec.1Nc.ha, 
under field conditions. 
D. S. Haven a.TJ.d R. Morales-Alamo. • • • . . • • • • • • • • • 
Concentr~tions of ephyrae collected at Sarah Creek. 
80 
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Job No. 4. ENZYME SYSIJ.1E.!"'\1S ./\IID INHIBI1PORS STUDIES 
OBJEC'rIVE; '110 identify em,ymes associated with intermediary 
metc..bolism, reporduction, growth, and development 
which are poss:i:ble tar.gets for specific inhibitors. 
We have continued _to investigate the role of enzyme systems 
involved with (1) biosynthesis of precursors for macromolecular com-
ponents· and ( 2) pathways associated with energy transformation. For 
these studies the use of polyacrylam1de gel electrophoresis of NADH-
coupled reactions have been employed. 
The initial results of the p0lyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 
studies for the detection of enzymes associ a.ted with energy transformations 
are reported here. 'l,.hese initial studies have ·been frui tfuJ: along several. 
trains of thought. The first completed stud.ies were undertaken using 
polyps of C{viy.6a0ll.a qu,,i_n.qu,e.ci.J-ULha. The presence of the first 2 enzymes 
of the pentose pathway, glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase and 6-phospho-
gluconate dehydrogenase, was detect~d. 
In aa.di tion to answering questions about th~ presence of the 
dehydrogenases in the pentose pathway and sorr.:.e parts of the tricar-
boxylic acid pathway !I the presence of isozyrnes (multiple forms of 
enzymes as the product of genetic information coded in the DNA of the 
chromosomes) has been noted. The distribution of the isozymes permits 
the biochemical distinguishing of the polyps of the three common Chesa-
pea.~e Bay j ellyffohes. Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis studies on 
the polyps of the 3 Chesapeake Bay jellyfishes indicate: Malate dehydro~• 
genase (MDH, EC 1.1.1.37) and tetrazolium oxidase (TO) of Chesapeake 
Ba.y polyps of Au.JLewt awt-U:o~, CfvqJMWILa q·uinque.wvzJia, and Cyane.a 
cap.lU,ata were identified. There are primarily four, five and one 
MOH isozyrne bands and two, one, and one TO isozyme bands for AuJLeJ!.J.,a 
awu:ta., CfmyJ.>ri.01ia qulnque.WVl.ha, and Cyane.ct c.apilJ!..a:ta., respectively . 
. Studies on the use of inhibitors were precluded by the 
catastrophic events associated with Hurricane AGNES. The laboratory 
studies for the further testing of inhibitors were deferred in order 
to deploy persom1el into the field to assess the effect to the jellyfish 
populations of a major disruption to the entire Chesapeake Bay Estuary. 
These fi_ndings are reported under Job No. 6, Natural Control Agents .. 
Zubkoff, P. L. and A. L. Lin. • • • • ~ •• · ...... • • • • 85 
Dehydrogenases of the Cnidarian, Clvty.6 aolt..a quinqu.eWVl.ha. · 
Lin~ A. L. and P.r L. Zubkoff .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Ma.late dehydrogenase and tetrazoliuu1 oxidase of Scyphistoma 




Job No. 5. COMPJ\.RATIVE STUDIES RELATIVE TO CHESAPFJUIB BAY JELLYFISHES 
OBJECTIVE:· To f'ur.•ther defirie the a1)pli"cab:i.lity of know-
ledge gained on- jelJyfishes from regions outside 
the Ghesapea~e B~y t.6 Bay organisms. 
The studies originally proposed under this section were 
dependent upon the avaiJ ability of orga1lisms from outside the Chesapea..1{.e 
Bay region. · However, :with the advent of Hu1:ricane AGNES, most of the 
proposed ( Ch!Ly.6 cwJta pigments, Cyane.a .compai"isons, AWlei!.4a polyp dis-
tributions) studies ·were deferred .. 
The details of the ephyra, nematocysts of Chesapeake Bay 
jellyfishes are reported herein. These·o:rganisms, which were available 
from cultures:> permitted. the direct comparison and morphological 
character~zation of the ephyrae nematocyst types for the first time and, 
thus, completes the description of nematocysts of all stage~ of the 
4 common jellyfishes of Chesapeake Bay. 
Preliminary observations on the longevity of.podocysts of 
Chliy.6aOlW~ qui..nqu.e.d.JUt..h.a are reported. By noting the date of deposition 
of each podocyst, it has been possible to measure the -average rate of 
podbcyst deposition by polyps and the average length of the dormancy 
period of the cysts. The· average rate of cyst deposition has been 
. 0. 49 ± 0. 25 cysts per week for a gro'up of 44 polyps. Ap.proximately 
one-third of the podocysts have excysted to date; of these, 80% have 
dormancy.periods of 200-400 days at 25°c. 
Specimens of Cyctne.a c.r.q:,~a,ta medusa.e, Pei.c<.g..ta n.oc.Ulu.c.a 
ephyrae, and Phy.w ... Ua phy.6 a.Ua were obtained in the Atlantic we,.ters. 
off the Virginia Coast in July of 1972. · 
Ca:Lder, D. R. .. . . . . . • . • • • .•• , . • • • • •. 93 
Nematocysts of ephyrae of AutLe,.Ua, C(vr.yJ.:.·ao1ta., Cya,ne.a., and 
Rhopile.ma ( Cnidaria: Scyphozoa). 
Black , R. E. . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • , • • 
Podocyst deposition a.nd excystement :tn Cfvr.y.6.aOM... 
Patton, M. L. and L. M. Passano • 
Intracellular recording of the_· giant ner,re fibre net o:f · a 
Scyphozoan jellyfish. 
Zubkoff, P. L. " . . . . 





Job No. 6. NA'l'URAL CONTROL AGENTS 
OBJEC'rIVE:· To explore the utility of natural -toxins and 
diseases· as control.~gents. 
The studies proposed under this section ·were originally 
considered as possible ma.tio~c a..l ternati ves to be followed if the 
observations made in the field would justify a significant change in 
directio,n. ·with the advent of Hurricane AGNES in June 1972, numerous 
studies were immediately initiated and thos~ data are reported herein. 
It is particularly noteworthy that although Hurricane AGNES produced 
a significant wash-ou:t of raedusae from the Virginia rivers and the 
Lower Chesapeake Bay that 1.>ig ni6ic.ant poputcd..ion1., 0 ·6 polyp.I.> ,6;t,Ul!_ 
e-x,.U:t whic.h w-LU widoub:te.cily pltoduc.e nul/2anc.e. popu.latio1u o 6 Clmyuwll.a. 
me.dU6ae in Lowe.it Ch~.5ape.alie Bay. 
The fresh water discharge of the Rappahannock, Great Wicomico 
and York Rivers (waters which have been observed to have consistently 
high jellyfish populations) has been reviewed for the period of 1968-
1972. Summarized observation on ClvqJ.6ao1w.. medusae (H~ven and Morales- . 
Alamo) have indicated great abundances particularly in the Great Wicomico 
and Rappahannock River::;, although medusae populations ·have been somewhat 
smaller in the York River. Closely associated with decreased abundances 
of Chlr.y.6aoltcl mednsae popuiations during 1970 and 19·71 a.r.e the periods 
· of heavy rainfall in Ma:y and June of those years, as reflected by stream 
discharges of the York and Rappahannock Rivers. The effects of rainfall 
.. (discharge) on- the Great Wicomico, a -locale wher-e enormous. medusae .. 
populations are observea. yearly) are minimal. In 1969, the discharges 
of both the York and Rappahannock Rivers were reduced and the populations 
of ChJty.6aoJLa medusae in these rivers were _large. 
Haven, ·D. S. and R. Morales-Alamo • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • 109 
Appraisal of the effect of Hurricane AGNES on the medusae 
and poly:p populations of the stinging sea nettle Cfmy.6a.olta 
q_ui.nq_uecJ..NLha in Lower Chesapeake Bay. 
Warinner, J.E., III and P. L .. Zubkoff .• 
Hydrography of Virginia waters. 
. . . . . ' . . . 126 
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METABOLISM OF l3l1 IN RELATION 1.l'O S·TROBILATION OF 
CI-IRYSAORA QUI NQUECIRRHA (SCYPHOZOA) 
by 
R. E. BJ.ack and K. L. Webb 
IN'I1RODUC~.1ION 
Polyps of scyphozoan jellyfish undergo a process of stro-
bilation, in which tramrverse contr:lctions are fm:med in the upper 
portion of the t:cunk of the polyp. Each segment formec1 between con-
strictions develops into an ephyra larva, wbich breaks free and is 
transformed by erowth and further development into tl:e adult "jellyfish" 
medusa. The process of strobilation in Au./ie,f..,£a, cwALta. does not occur 
in the absence of iodide, but may be triggered. by addition of iodide, 
molecular iodine, iodotyrosines or thyroxine to the sea water medium 
(Spangenberg, 1967, 1972). Strobilating _polyps of AuJLe,l,i,a incorporate 
radioactive iodide into iodoamino acids and. thyroxine (Spangenberg, 
19·72). 
A requirement for iodide in strobilation of ChAy.6a.oJta quln-
que.c.i.NLha has not been established. Loeb ( 1970) reported, on the 
basis of neutron activation analysi::,, th::~t polyps of C!vLyuwJt.a contair.. 
bouncl iodide, and Olmc.n and Webb ( 1972) founc1, using 131r, that much 
of the binding is concentrated in the basal region at the site of 
podocyst formation. We have confirmed this by use of autorad:Lography. 
No quantitative investigation of iodine metabolism in polyps 
has been reported. Tl?is communication provides preliniinary data on 
the uptake of l3lr and its distribution among iodoamino acids and 
thyroxine and in strobilating and control polyps of ChJt.y-6aolt.a. The 
existence of a concentrating mechanism for free iodide in strobilating 
polyps is indicated.. 
MA'rERIALS AND METHODS 
Polyps of CfzJuj.6aOJra qulnque.c.i.NLha were held at 12-14° C for 
about 6 months in order to condition them for strobilation. Stro-
bilation was initiated by placing them at 25 ~ C . (Loeb,. 1972) •· • . .Stro- ·. 
bilation commenced in most polyps within 3 days after warming. Polyps 
of appropriate stage were selected for the experiments. Non-conditioned 
polyps were maintained ut 23-25°C. 
The effect of iodide on strobilation was tested in one 
experiment. The bases of polyps were removed, and they were washed 
daily in iodide-free water for one week. The polyps were then held 
at 13°C for 2 months, during which time they were given biweekly 
ch~ge·s of water. At the end of the condi tionin~ period, the polyps 
were divided into groups of 100 and placed at 25 C with or without 
iodide. Iodide concentrations tested were o. 3, 0. 6 and 1. 25 µM. 
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RESULTS 
The detailed :methods and ref-;·\.i.1 ts are reported by R. E. Black 
and K. L. Webb (Comp. Phy;.-;iol. Biochem. l;5~: 1023-1029, 1973). 
Conditioned polyps h1 iod.ide--f:tee water failed to strobilate 
on warming to 25°C for one month, whereas 83-100% of polyps in iodide 
strobilated within 2 weeks. The most rapid strobilation occurred in 
0.6 µM iodide. Ch1iy.~ao1La probably does not differ f~om Awie.J!.J.,a in its 
requirement for iodide in strobilation. 
The uptske and distribution of 1.311 in polyps are shovm in 
Table 1. In noncondi tioned polyps 32-76% of the label remains in the 
ethanol-HCl insoluble _fraction, whereas in t,he conditioned polyps only 
2-14% remains insoluble on extraction. In all polyps, 88-100% of the 
soluble label chromatoe;raphs as free iodide. Label is present in 
soluble substances chromatot;rc.phically identified as mo.no- and diiodo-
tyrosines {MIT and DIT) and _thyroxine (T4) in both nonconditioned and 
conditioned polyps and early strobilae. The extent of labeling of 
these compounds, per unit total polyp protetn, varies greatly in . 
different batches of polyps. In two batches of early strobilae, high 
activity was found in DIT, and in one instance:, T4 was heavily labeled; 
however, little or no label was found in these compounds in two other 
batches of strobHa2. In nonconditioned polYJ:iS, MIT contained 0-1. 9%, 
· DIT 0-3. 1% and T4 0. 5-8. 2% of .the total soluble lal;e-1, whereas early 
strobilae contained 0-0. 7% as Mr:t1 , 0. 3-10. 3% as DIT and 0-5. 1~; as T4. 
It is coricluded that there are no consistent differences in the extent 
of iabeling of these acid-soluble iodocompounds in nonconditioned, 
nonstrobilating polyps and strobilating ones. 
The insoluble residues fi"'om the extractions were subjected 
to partial or complete alkaline hydrolysis, w:ith the results shmm in 
Table 2. Complete hydrolysis liberated nearly all the label as free 
iodide, whereas mild hydrolysis freed 10-22% of the label as T4 in 
nonconditioned poly})s and 22-li8% in conditioned ones. On the basis 
of total polyp protein, the acid-insoluble T4 of nonconditioned polyps 
is more heavily labeled than that of conditioned polyps in 2 of 3 
batches. In addition, some of the label which remains insoluble after 
mild hydrolysis undoubtedly is also in T4. 'Toe radioactivity of this 
insoluble material is much higher in the nonconditioned polyps than 
in conditioned ones. Partial hydrolysis liberated 8 to 14 amino acids, 
with considerable variation between batches. of polyps. Only praline, 
methionine and arginine were consistently absent from the partial · 
hydrolyzates. 
The quantities of fr.ee amino acids in nonconditioned polY,PS 
and early strobilae are given in Table 3. The mole percentages and 
amounts agree with published values for nonstrobilating polyps at this 
salini:ty (Webb, et al., 1972). Free iodoarirl.no acids are not prseent 
in measurable amounts, under the conditions of ~say (sensitivity 0 .. 1 
nmole). We have some reservations about the purity of the. thyroxine 
fraction; however, it is possible to conclude that no difference exists 
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between strobilnting and control poly:r~ .i.n the amount of ninhydrin-
posi tive materic:.l in this f'rnctlon. 1lhe a:xmnts of. most amino acids 
are highly varial)le, a.nc.1. w:i th th.e pos sj_bl<" except icn of aspartic acid, 
no major differences betwee 1 1 strobilaE. ·ard 11onconditioned polyps are 
seen. 
The relativ(!ly high uptake of free i.odj_de by early strobilae 
suggested that these: polyps miGht be able to concentrate iodide from 
the water again~:t e.. r.oncentr&.tion gradient. The rel9-tive concentrations 
of label inside whole polyps ancl polyp tissue were comoared with the 
concentration in water after a 211--hour incu"bation in l3lr, and the ratios 
of iodide inside to iodide outside were calculated from the chromatographic 
data given in Table 1. The concentration experj ments (Table 4) show 
that some ability to concentrate iodide is j?resent in all polyps, but 
this capability is m2.rl:eclly increased in early· stro-bilae. E:phyrae 
apparently do not possess a concentrating mechanism. Up to 60% of the 
extractable label was lost on washing polyps once in York water con-
t.aining no label; -Lhe iodide inside is probabJ.y free to exchange with 
external iodide. 
DISCUSSION 
This paper corroborates the observation of Spangenberg (197_2) 
· that polyps of Awwj:,Ca incorporate iodide into iodotyrosines ancl 
thyroxine. She has reviewed the literature concerning this phenomenon 
:i.n other ·invertebrates, and thj_s information need not be repeated 1n 
detail here. Al ~:hough the synthesis of iod.otyrosines appears to be 
widespread, the presence of thyroxine has been esta1)lished in very few 
invertebrates, nmne 1y some gore;onians ( Cnide.ria) and several tunic ates 
(Urochordata) (Roche, et al., 1963). 
Only a small and variable proportion of the· iodide taken into 
conditioned polyps is iucor-porated into iodotyrosines, thyroxine or 
acid-insoluble material ( 1rable 1). No apparent correlation exists 
between the rates of turnover of the iodocompounds and strobilation. 
Protein-bound T4 iodide probably turns over more rapidly in non-
conditioned polyps than in conditioned. ones (Table 2). The level of 
free thyroxine is apparently not greatly different in strobilating 
and control polyps (Table 3) ~ and free iodotyrosines are not present 
in quantities to which our ninhydrin system is sensitive (O.J nmole). 
It is tempting to suggest that iodide, rather than the above compounds, 
is the active agent which stimulates the onset of strobilation. Thi"s 
possibility is also suggested by the report that in Au.Jte/..,}_a., iodide 
acts· more quickly. than these iodocompounds to initiate this process 
(Spangenberg, 1972). 
The capability of early strobilae to concentrate free· iodide - · 
from water may indicate the existence of an active transport mechanism, 
analogous to that of vertebrate thyroid gland. The. onset of stro- · 
bilation is closely correlated with a major increase in this ability, 
as might be expected if i6dide is an essential factor in this process. 
We have no information about the site as which the iodide concentration 
occurs. It should be noted that the conventional ati.toradiogra.phic 
technique employed by Spangenberg (1972) would not detect sites of 
concentration of diffusible iodj_de in poly·ps. 
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'rhe Ul tr·astru.ctur~ of C hit.y.6 r,wic.a qlu·.n.quec,,UOLha StrolJilae 
by 
Fi. l\. 0. Bynum 
under the direction of 
Dr. R. E. Black 
ABS'rRACT 
Scyphistomae ·and early strobilae of the scyphozoan ChJr.y.oaoJz.a 
qlllnque.Wvth.a. were f:ixed and. sectioned for light microscopy. Stro-
bilating polyps chosen for exrunination possessed four or five con-
strictions, but the tissue segments between constrictions showed no 
externally visible s:Lgns of metamorphosis and feeding tentacles were 
still present. 
Ultrastructural observations revealed that there appears to 
be an increased fibrogenesis in strobilating polyps in regions of the 
mesoglea bordering the constrictions. Bundles of' fibers in parallel 
array are found at branch points of the mesoglea. near constricting 
regi ans. These bundles may play a role in constriction stabilization 
or act as a· substrate for cell migration in the strobilating poly·-p. 
Peculiar dense bodies· e.re present in the mesoglea and epidermal 
nuclei of sti"obilating polyp:3 but are absent in the mesoglea and 
· nuclei of non-strobilating polyps. Microfila.ment bundles are found 
in the gastrodermis of non-st:l"Obilati.ng polYJ?S, running at right angles 
to ti1e oral-aboral axis of the animal. 
MATERIALS 
Polyps of the sc:yJ?hozoan Chfl.y.oaoll.a. qu.J.:r1.quec.,Uvtha. were 
cultured in York River, Virginia water·with salintties· from 19-22 
0/00. The· cultures were fed once ·weekly with Atite111,fa nauplii. The 
polyps were divided into two groups: 
A. Non-strobila.ting, cold-conditioned polyps cultured at . 
15° C; 
B. Strobilating, cold~conditioned polyps. Cold-conditioned 
polyps that had been maintainea.· at 15° C for· at least· 
six mon"ths were induced to strobilate by being placed 
at 25 ° C in artificial sea water (Spangenberg, 1965) 
diluted to 20 o/oo and c9ntaining 0.2 µg/ml potassium 
iod~de, which is a requirement for strobilation. 
Strobilating polyps chosen for exrunination·possessed four or.five 
constrictions~ but the tissue segments between constricti:ms showed 
no externally visible signs of.metamorphosis and feeding tentacles 
were still present. Polyps reached this stage of strobilation in 
48-72 hours after being· placed in artificial_ sea water at 25° C. 
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RESULTS 
Cells of_:_ the hyd:.~~nth 
No differences were observed in cell fine structure between 
strobilating and non-stro"bilating polyps with the exception of cell 
boundaries next to the mesoglea, the prev:i.ously reported depletion o.f 
presumptive glycosen granules in the strobilating polyp (Diet.z, 1971), 
and the presence of electron-lucent eianules in some epidermal nuclei 
of strobilating polyps. 
Mesoglea of non-stro"bj_la,ting and. strobila.ting polyps 
A. Mesoglea·of non-strohilating polyps 
Th~ mesoglea of non-strobilating polyps in the presun1ptive 
strobilating region of the hydra.nth is generally amorphous in appearance 
(Fig. 11 and 12). It is characterized by a dense felt-work of material 
near ·the borders of the cells, by the presence of fibrous strands 
approximately 80-90 .R in daimeter, and by a. less densely stained region 
between the dense material bordering the cells. The material bordering 
the cells forms a band 100-500 run in thi clmess and contains a few 
fibers pai"ailel to the cell surface. The ba.l'lds bt!come wider in crevices 
formed by cell processes ( F1ig. 12). In addi t:i.on, in these regions , the 
plasma membrane becomes diffuse and at scattered points short fibers 
may be seen at right angles to the cell surf ace. The cytoplasm of 
'these digestive cells also contains similar f:i.bers (Fig. 11). 
. The fibers fou.nd. in the mesoglea have ptmctate striations 
about 60 J\ apart. Bundles of these fibers are found throughout the 
mesoglea, generally paralleling the cell surface, and at sc~ttered 
points show cross links (Ji'ig. 11). The shorter fibers found at right 
angles to the cell surface and the fibers in the cytopla.sm at these 
points have a similar beaded appearance (Fig. 12). In all instances 
observed, these fibers raa.iate from gastrodermal cells. 
B. Mesoglea of strobilating polyps. 
In the strobilating polyp, the mesoglea in the bulging 
regions is tightly compressed between cell layers and is very thin, 
0.3-0.5 µ. In the region toward the center of the body, the region 
where_ constriction has occurred, the mesoglea is thickened to about 
5 µ and is branched (Fig. 13). 
The mesoglea of the thin compressed region·resembles the 
dense felt-:-work of_ the non-strobilating anima.l. In addition, it con-
tains numerous non-membrane-bound particl.es 200-300 K in diaTJ1eter 
whose appearance differs from glycogen granules in that they have an 
electron-lucent center ( Fig. 14). Small membrane-bound bodies are 
also present, which may be cell processes extending into the mesoglea 
or portions of amoeboid cells (Fig. 13). 
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The mesoglea toward the center of the body in branched regions 
bordering the actual region of constriction differs in several ways 
from that of the co~1}presr;;ed regions. Large nunl:>ers · of short fibers 
are foun9- a.t right angles to the gastro(krnri.s and are associated with 
gastroder.mal cells having diffuse cell boundar:ie$ (Fig. 15). They are 
much more nlliilerous than in the non-strobilating r:olyp, al though they 
are the· same size ar1d have the same beaded appearance. Large clusters 
. of fibers in parallel array which are cross-linked at various points 
are also found init.Jis region (Fig. 16-18). 'rl'1ese long fibers are 
associated with the diffuse boundaries of membrane-bou.nd bodies in the 
mesoglea which may be cell processes extending into the mesoglea or 
cells free in the mesoglea (Fig. 16-18). In addition, these fibrous 
bundles are found where one layer of gastrodermis is. separated from 
another layer of gastrodermis by the branching of the mesoglea . 
. The mesoe;lea a:t the base of the hydrc.,nth where constrictiori..s 
do not occur in strobilating polyps resembles that of non-strobilating 
polyps in its amorphous nature and relative lo.ck of highly oriented 
fibrous material. Howev-er, in contrast to the non-strobilating polyp, 
the electron-dense !I non-membrane-bound bodies 200-300 A in diameter 
found in strobilating regions aJ."e present: (Fig. 19). 
DISCUSSION 
It may be concluded from the study that increased production 
of mesogleal fibers 1,y gastrodermal. cells i8 associated-with the 
formation of constrictions in the ea:rly strobi:1.a. Although no attempt 
• has been made to determine the chemical ·nature of ~hese fibers, it may 
be noted that they resemble in size and punctate appearance the col-
lagenase sensitive f:i.bers of Au.JieUa tentacles (Chapman, 1970) as 
well as· the mes ogle al fibers of Hye/Ji.a (Haynes, Burnett and.. Davis , 1968). 
The mesogleal fibers of HydJLa incorporate H3-proline at a. high rate, 
as do digestive and epi theli o-mus cular cells ( Hausman and Burnett, 1971) . 
On the basis of this· evidence, Hausman and Burnett ( 19'71) suggest that 
the mesogle·a fibers of Hydita are collagenous in nature. The absence of 
a 660 A banding pattern is often found in embryonic collagen as well 
as in the collagen of other invertebrates (see Dische, 1970 for a 
review). 
· The fibers in ChtqJ-6ao11.a seem to radiate primarily from· the 
gastrodermis. The apparent restriction·or·fiber production.to cells 
of the gas.trodermal layer is in contrast to· the probable situation 
in Hyc/Jw., in which both cellular layers incorporate n3-proline. Bouillon 
and Vandermeersche (1956) describe a concentration of PAS-positive 
material at the base of the gastrodermis and fil)ers arising from it in 
U1nnoc.nida medusae. In Cft1il,{-6ao11.a. the orientation of· fibers normal to 
the cell surface (Fig .. 15) is noteworthy. A similar 0rientiation exists 
in the mesogleal fibers of' Hyc/Jz.a. ( Hausman and Burnett, 1971) and iD: 
fibrobiasts involved in the synthesis of basal lamina (Sandborn, 1970). 
The diffuse appearance of the cell surfaces (Fig. 15-18) resembles 
that noted previously in fibroblasts involved in fibrogenesis (Bloom 
and Fawcett, 1968) and in differentiating cartilage cells in regenerating 
limbs of Ainbty✓.5:toma 18:l"vae (Hey, 1958). 
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The associo:tion of' bundles of fibers w:Lth membrane-bound 
structures in the mesogiea (F:i.g. 16-18) is of consigerable interest, 
and it would be wo1-thwhile to detenr.ine if' these are cell processes, 
and if so, to what cells they belong. 
The fibers in "'G}H:"; r:-i.esoglea of ~.;tro1>ilating CfvLy~aoll.a 
scyphistomae may play a mori:illoe;enetic role sin:i1ar to that of the 
fibrous mesoglea in Hyd1ia. In {·fyd.J-t-Ct, cells produced by division along 
the trunk migrate vertically into the tentacles ( CeJn_pbell, 1967). The 
presence of fibrous bundJ.es toward the center of a constriction and the 
absence of these bundles in the bulging region may indicate a system 
over which cells a:cising from the active ceD. di vision observed in the 
epidermis and gastrodermis of the strobilating pol:,rp can migrate out 
to form incipient ephyral tissue. The fibers may act as a barrier to 
the normal verti·ca.1 migration of the cells, as may the branching of 
the mesoglea at points of constriction. 
The process of constriction in the strobila may be compared 
with the formation of clefts and lobes in some developing vertebrate 
structures, in which both intracellular and ·extracellular fibers have 
been imt,licated by ultrastructural studies. Bernfield and Wessells 
(1970) postulate that lobe formation in salivary gland is triggered- by 
mucopolysaccharide-p:cotein complexes associated with the cell surface 
which stimulate m:icrofila .. -nent activity. Actual cleft formation is due 
to the contraction of intracellular bundles of 50 J.t microfilaments. 
They note the presence of collagen at morphogenetically quiescent regions 
such P.S old.er cJ.efi;;s and. postulate that the role of collagen is the 
stabilization of the clefts formed by microfilarnent contraction, citing 
· evidence that these clefts become insensitive to concentrations of 
CytochaJ.asin B which previously would disrupt the microf:tlaments and 
caus~ a rounding up of the tis sue. The increase in fjJ)ers adjacent to 
the constricting region in a strobilating polyp may serve a similar 
stabilizing function. 
I;n this context, it is interesting to note the existence of 
bundles of 50 Jl microfilaments in the gastrodermis next to the mesoglea 
of non-strobilating animals ( lt"'ig. 8-10). In the sections obsenred, 
these bundles run roughly at right angles to the oral-aboral axis. · 
Chapman (1970) has observed such bundles in the gastrodermis of the 
scyphistomal tentacle. D. M. Chapman (1966) has stated that the 
elongation of AUJLeUa scy:phistomae preceding strobilation is due to 
the elongation of the cells rather than to increased cell number.. A 
contractile microfilament system in the ga.strodermis running·at right 
angles to the longitudinal axis of the polyp could function to cause 
this ·change in cell shape. Such a contractile microfilament system 
could also constrict the polyp. 
Pecular dense bodies with an· electron-lucent center are 
present in the mes·oglea and some epidermal nuclei of· strobilating polyps 
(Fig. 4 and 14) but were not observed in.non-strobilating polyps. Bodies 
of similar size and appearance whose composition or origin is unknown 








tissue. such as developing salivary gland, lung, pancreas, skin, feathers 
and· hair in which epithelio-mesenchyma:L interactions are thought to be 
occurring (see Bernfield and Wessells, 19'70). SimiJ.~ dense granules 
also occ.ur in mi toeh ndria f'rorn many tissues, where they are thought to 
be calcium salts ( Fawcet. t, 1966). · 
SUMMARY 
There appears to be an increased fibrogenesis in strobilating 
polyps in regions of the ·mesoglea bordering the constrictions. Bundles 
of fibers in paralJ.el array are found at branch points of the mesoglea 
near constricting polyps. These bundles may play a role in constriction 
stabilization or act as a substrate for cell_ migration in the stro-
bilating polYJ.). Peculiar dense bodies are present in the mesoglea and 
epidermal-nuclei of strobilating polyps but are absent in the mesoglea 
and nuclei of non-stro"bilating polyps. Microfila.ment bundles are found 
in the gastrodermis of non-strobilating poJyps, running at right angles 
to the oral-aboral axis of the animal. 
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Contents of the 5a~tr0va8cular cavity of eJ?hyrae and young 
medusae of the sea nettle Clwy.6a0/i(.<. qu.-lnqu.e.c..,U.Ui.ha in a 
tribut;;n•y- of the York River·, Virginia. 
by 
Dexter 8. Haven and Reinaldo Morales~-A1amo 
Virginia Institute of Marine Science 
Glouec::ster Point, Virginia 23062 
~ INTRODUCTION. 
The see. nettle Ch,'LfJ-60.0ka qu.,,[n.qu.e.wudw .. Desor, 1848; ( Scyphozoa, 
Semaeostomeae) is a serious pest o:r humans in the ChesapeaJte Bay and 
j_ ts tributaries because of its venomous stine;. Control of its numbers 
in the region would provide a welcome relief to individuals engaged in 
recreational and fishing activities •. In order to develop a successful 
control progre.m, a thorough understand.:i.ng of its ecology is essential. 
Very little in:f.'ox1t1ation has been published on the food sources 
of the early stages of the pelagic jellyfish. Theref'ore, studies were 
conducted at the Virginia. Institute of Marine Science in· the spring apd 
· suro.mer of 1972 to dc=term:Lne the types of plan};:tonic organisms ingested 
by ephyrae and young mec1usae of ChlLyJ.:>ctO!i .. ct qulnqlle..c.i.-'v'tha.. 
Complete matura-tion from ephyra to medusa must be critically 
· dependent on food su1)ply. Should these early stages be dependent on 
a few planktonic species, a deficiency or -scarcity of these food 
organisms at the time ephyrae a:ce released would have a direct effect 
on the abundance of adult jellyfish throughout the SUlrJUer. 
The work reported here involved the systematic saJnpling of 
jellyfish fu'1d plankton from Sarah Creek, a tributary .of the York River 
located 4.5 miles from its mouth. Observations were limited to 
examination of the gastrov-ascular cavity of jellyfish and enumeration 
of the types of organisms and other material f'01u1d in it. No attempt 
was made to establish which of the organisms fou.rid were actually 
digested by the jellyfish except for some casual observations on 
rotifers. 
MATERIALS .AND METHODS 
Most samples of jellyfish from Sara.h Creek were collected 
with a 30. 5-cm diameter plankton net with a mesh size- of O. 37 m.m and 
a 500 ml plastic bottle at the collection end (from here on this net 
will be referred to as the 30-cm net). 'l"'he net, was towed from a sldff 
powered by an outboard motor for time periods ranging from 3 to 15 
minutes. Water volUlne passing through the net was measured with a 
TSK flo-wme"ter (Interocean Systems, Inc., San Diego, California) attached 
to the center of the net opening. 
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Prelimina1--y· observatiqns showed that preservation of' ephyrae 
collected in the 30--cm net. immediately after they were collected pre-
cluded examina·ti qn of· the contents of the:i.r gastrov.a.scular cavity. 
Preserved specinH~ns curled up, w:i.th their lappets folded over the 
central part of the:i.:r boc1y and became entangled with other plankton 
forms ~d debris in the bottom of the jar. Thereafter, collections 
were brought in live to the laboratory. '11ime e:Lapsed between collection 
tirne and return of samples to the laboratory was usually no longer than 
two hours. 
In the laboratrn-y, samples were emptied into large glass 
finger-bowls and the live ephyra.e and small medusae t:cansferred with 
a glass pipette to a benk2r with river water o ~hyrae:: and small medusae 
were examined individua.1J.y using a shallow depression· slide and a 
nonobjective mi_croscope. Measurements were made from lappet-:--tip to 
lappet-tip across the body. 
All identifiable organisms and parts of orga.nisms in the 
gastrovascular cavity were counted and recorded. No attempt was made 
to identify organisms to a ta.xon lower than that readily ascertained 
upon first -exalnination. Large me.sses which were recognizi.ble as a 
remnant of a single organism but -vrhich were r:tot identifiable were 
labeled as unknmm. One particular component d~scernible bjr its 
characteristic morphology every time it was seen ·but which could not 
·be identified either as pJ.e,nt or animal was labeled uH20 unknown" to 
characterize its shape.. It consisted of three partially flattened 
s:phe;res arranged into a structure s·imiJ.ar to a water molecule model. 
Ctenophore frag.ments were identified by their whitish, semi-
translucent appea:cance and by association with frag1nents having ciliated 
plates in motion. The presence of masses of amorphous matter was also 
recordeda An estimate was made of the percentage of -~he gastrovascular 
cavity area that was occupied by ingested material. Mo attempt was 
made to quantify separately plwJdon organisms or amorphous material 
in terms of volume or area occupied. 
The ingested material consisted in all cases of identifiable 
organisms and their parts and/or of amorphous masses of material un-
identifiable under the lOOX microscope magnification used. The 
amorphous materitl was usually found surrounding, and sometimes covering, 
the gastric cirri or their primordia. '11his was more readily noticeable 
in ephyrae and medusae under 6 rJLm. Examination at higher magnifications 
of samples of the amorphous material extracted from the cavity of 
several jellyfish showed it to contain broken-up diatom tests, un-
identifiable ha.rd parts of animals and other unidentifiable materials. 
Live organisms were often found in the cavities· of the jelly-
fish examined. Many appeared undigested and some continued moving 
throughout the time period required to complete examination of the 
individual jellyfish (2-5 minutes). All protozoa counted were live 
ciliates. Other protozoa were probably unrecognizable if dead or 
motionless. Rotifers were frequently observed to slow down in their 
movements and break-up inside a jellyfish. 
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In several pJ.ace~~ in the presentation of results and dis-
cussion of the data, pr(Ytozoa, diatoms sna. d .lnoflag~llates are separated_ 
from the rest of the pJ~anldon. corr~ponent~ in certain computations (Table 
4). The three groups of organisms mention<:·<:!· were the smallest found 
by us in jellyfish and were much smaller than the rest (Table 1). The 
separation was mad.e to modify tr1e bias c..ren.ted by these size differences 
when only nurnbers of organif.rn1s are being comddered. The numbers of 
protozoa, diwtoms and. dinoflagellates are not comparable to those of 
the larger organisms since there is no estimate of the volumes involved. 
The diruneter of -the largest jellyfish included in these 
studies was limited to 6 mm. This limit -wa,s based on our desire to 
concentrate on ephyro,e an~. very young me~lusae and on their a:vailabili ty. 
Early exs.1;1:Lnations of ephyrae collected with the 30.-cm net 
showed what was consid.erec.l a scarcity of recognizable plankton in their 
gastrovascular cavity. It 1-ras suspected that the reason for this was 
loss of materiaJ. from the cavity due to turbulence created inside the · 
net during towing and during transfer of the sample from the net col-
lection bottle to the bottle used fo1~ trarispor-tation to the laboratory. 
A test conducted to check the effect of turbulence during 
collection and handling confirmed the above. · Ephyrae which had been 
fed creek planlrton :tn laboratory containers lost much of -the material . 
ln their cavities after being towoG. :for fi "tfe minutes :Ln the 30-cm net · 
and handled aft~erwa.rds in a manner identic·al to that used during 
regular field collections.. It was, therefore, conclt!ded that results 
of exa.Tiinations of .. iellyfish collected with the 30-cm _net did not 
·represent aclequately the undisturbed animal in natui"e. 
As a consequence of the abcnre ol)servation, alternate approaches 
were tried. One consisted of placing ephyra.e liberated in the laboratory 
into 30-cm nets · (mesh size: 0. 57 mm) suspended by flo'ats in Sarah Creek. 
Exa,nination of samples of the ephyrae prior to immersion inside the nets 
showed that. their gastrovascular cavities ·were virtually empty in 
every case. A volume of water corresponding to that of the space enclosed 
by the net was poured into the net ,ln. .6-Utt, prior to addition of the 
ephyrae, to insure that a representative 1)lankton population would be 
present inside the net .. After the nets were left immersed in the creek 
overnight for 15 to 20 hours, they were then emptied in a manner r:dmilar 
to that used in the regular net tow collections. A large number of 
ephyrae was lost; those which remained contained- very. little ingested 
material. The lost ephyrae may have been forced through the net by · 
currents. Besides the scarcity of material in the ephyrae cavities, 
this technique was. not considered adequate because the sides of the 
net became clogged by silt and detritus and there i-ras no way of assessing 
the effect o-f the net mesh on movement of plankton in and out of it. 
Two other alternate techniques appeared more successful and 
reliable: (1) Collection of field ephyrae by towing a 12.7-cm plankton 
net (mesh size: 0.076 mm) gently along the side of the anchored skiff, 
and ( 2) fee.ding experiments in the laboratory. With these techniques , 
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fewer ephyrae ·were found empty, pla.nkton components were more abundant 
in their cavities, and ·the estimated area occupied by ingested material 
was greater than in jellyfish collected with the 30.:..cm net or held in 
floating nets in the creek. 
Collections with .the 12.7-cm net (from here on referred to 
as the 12-cril net) were made from an anchored skiff by pulling the net 
gently back and forth. Water depth sampled ranged from just below 
surface to approximately one meter. The 250 ml bottle at the end of 
the net was removed, capped and allowed to stand undfsturbed·until 
returned to the laboratory. Ephyrae and medusae were transferred 
directly from the bottle to the glass slide. The ephyrae lost no 
material during this final transfer or during exa.min~tion. 
·The total number of jellyfish collected with the 12-cm net 
was much ~maller than was desired. Usually three or less ephyrae and 
often none, were caught in the net in one tow. The collection of 
specimens was a slow process. 
The laboratory feeding experiments consisted of placing 
ephyrae liberated by field polyps maintained in the laboratory into 
2 liters of Sarah Creek water in glass bottles in late afternoon and 
examining their gastrovascular cavities the next morning. Immersion 
times usually ranged between 14 and 20 hours.· The bottles with ephyrae 
were agitated gently on a table-top shaker to enhance suspension.of 
ephyrae and. plankton in the water. 
~. Water used.in the experiments was collected in Sarah Creek 
.immediately prior to start of an experiment. Two other plankton con-
centrations were used besides natural creek concentrations. Plankton 
in the creek water was concentrated by factors of 41 and 81 by fil-
tration of known volumes of water through a No. 20 plankton net (0.076 
mm mesh size); the concentrate was then· transferred to a 2 liter glass 
bottle which was then filled with unfiltered creek water. These 
additional concentrations of plankton were used to enhance capture. 
of prey by the ephyrae so that we might have additional data if the 
ephyrae in normal concentrations failed to ingest appreciable numbers 
of plankton organisms. After the ephyrae were exposed tb plankton · 
food for the specified time period, the ephyrae were examined for 
gastrovascular contents. 
Data on composition and density of plankton in Sarah Creek 
were collected by D.R. Calder and M. Cavell, Jr., from February to· 
August 1972. Collections were made at least once a week; often they 
were made twice or three times a week. 
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RESULTS 
30-cm net s mnple~. 
· A total of 363 erJhv-rae and mecius:~,.3 were collected. with the 
30-cm net between 1 May ;,nti :L5 June ( 1l1abJ.e 2). Seventy-five percent 
( 286) of them measu:.ced 3 ir ..m or less and were mostly Stage I ephyrae 
according to.the classification of Calder (1972). Another 20% (77) 
measured between 3 .1 anCt 6. 0 nrrn. 
. Eighty-five percent ( 308) of these jellyfish contained 
ingested material in th~dr gastrovascular ·cavity (Table 2). Sixty-one 
percent. (221) contained :plankton organisms alone or together with 
amorphous materiaL Po1·t.y-eight percent (173) contained amorphous 
material. Plankton organisms were found alone in 37.2% (135) of th.e 
jellyfish: 
Sixteen different plan.kton organisms plus rotifer trophi and 
two unknmm components were ,found in these jellyfish (Table 3). Protozoa 
other than tintinn:Lds were the most abundant and most frequently found 
organisms. They were found in 45.5% of the ephyrae. The frequency of 
other organisms was less than 8% in every case .. Protozoa were also 
found in the highest number in an individual ephyra, 260. The next 
highest figures corresponded to diatoms with 100 followed by ctenophore 
fragments with 30. 
'The mean-number of individuals of a plankton conrponent, in 
ephyrae holding that component, was highest for diatoms with 22.6, 
· followed by protozoa with 15. 6 ~ Mean figm·es for other components were 
much lower !I ranging f1"om 1. 0 to 5. 4. The mean number of each plankton 
component per ephyra when the total number of ephyrae is used in the 
computation was very small in all cases.- Except for protozoa ancl 
diatoms (7.1 and 1.8, respectively) it was under 0.4. 
The mean nu.r.iber per ephyra of individuals of all plankton 
components ( excluding protozoa, diatoms a.n.d dinoflagellates) was only 
0. 8 (Table l~). It was 9. 7 when protozoa, diatoms, and dinoflagellates 
were included in the computation. 
~ighty-one percent of the jellyfish, among those having 
plankton components in their cavity (180 of 221) held a single com- . 
ponent (Table 5). Almost all (210 of 221 or 95.0%) had either one or 
two. Only 5.0% (ll of 221) had three or more components. 
Table 6 presents a compliation of the frequency with which 
the different plankton components were found a.lone or with other com-
ponents. Protozoa occurred alone 79% of the time (132 out of 167) and 
it ,;,ras the only gr.cup of organisms occurring more often alone than with 
others. 
Estimates of the area occupied by ingested material in the 
gastrovascular caYity of individual ephyrae showed that 87.3% of the 
ephyrae had 25% or less of their cavity full and 74.3% had 5% or less 
(Table 7). 
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12-cm net samples 
Thirty-three jellyfish were collected with the 12 cm net. 
Ninety-four percent of these jellyfish-had.ingested material in their 
cavity (Table 2). Plankton were found in 78.8% of the jellyfish 
examined (26 of 33). All organisms were always found in combination 
with amorphous material. Amorphous material alone was found in only 
15.1% of the jellyfish {5 of 33). 
Twelve different recognizable plE!,nkton components, plus one 
unknown, were found in these jellyfish (Table 8). Nectochaete larvae 
and copepod nauplii were the plankton organisms most frequently found 
with frequencies of 33.3 and 27.3%, respectively. P-rotifers and 
protozoa were found with-slightly lower frequencies, 21.2 and 18.2%, 
. respectively. Barnacle nauplii were found in 12.1% of the jellyfish. 
Except f9r protozoa, all components in these jellyfish were ·found with 
a higher frequency than in those collected with the 30-cm net. 
Protozoa had the highest number of individuals (400) in any 
one jellyfish (Table 8). The next highest numbers recorded were 20 
for diatoms, 15 for S-rotifers and 9 for nectochaete larvae. Protozoa 
also showed the highest mean number (106) of individuals found per 
jellyfish holding them; diatoms were second.with a mean of 46.0; then 
S-rotifers with 8.0. With the exception of protozoa, t~e mean number 
of each plankton organism per jellyfish was very small. 
The mean number of individual plankton components (excluding 
protozoa, diatoms and dinoflagellates) per jellyfish was 3.0 (Table 4). 
It was 9.7 when all plankton organisms are included. 
Forty-six percent (12 of 26) of the jellyfish having plankton 
components in their cavity contained a single plankton componept 
(Table 5). Seventy-three {19 of 26) contained either one or two 
plankton compqnents. These two percentage figures are significantly 
lower than those for the corresponding figures found f·or jellyfish 
collected with the 30-cm net. The percentage of jellyfish from the 
26.9 (7 of 26); this figure was significantly higher than the corre-
sponding one found for the 30-cm net collections. 
The data on Table 6 show that all plankton -components in 
jellyfis-h collected with the 30-cm net were found more frequently alone 
than with others, whereas those collected with the 12-cm net were more 
often found with other plankton than alone. The small numbers involved, 
however, make these conclusions tenuous. Table 9 shows the variety of 
combinations in which the plankton components occurred. ~1he most 
recurrent combinations involved nectochaete larvae, P-rotifers, copepod 
nauplii and diatoms. 
The majority of the jellyfish in these samples (75.8%) had 
25% or less of their cavity area filled with ingested material (Table 7). 
There was no evidence that this was significantly different from what 
was found in the 30-cm ne.t samples ( 87. 5%). However, a larger percentage· 
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of the 12-cm net j el1yfish ( 66. 6%) more than 5% of their cavity 
filled· than did the 30-cm r~et ;jellyfish ( 25- 7%). The mode for the 
frequency distribution of these values in the 12-cm· net smnples fell 
in the 10-25% range. 
Labora:tory-f'0.d ephyrae 
Natural pl~::_r_1}:__:l-.on concentration - Almost all (9~(. 6%) of the 
212 jellyfish examined a:Cter being fed natural plankt·on concentrations 
in the laboratory contained ingested material in their cavities (Table 2). 
An equally high percentage, 96.2% (204 of 212), contained amorphous 
material~ either by its elf or in combination with plarik.ton organisms. 
Pla.11kton organis1!1s were found in 76. 9% ( 163 of 212) of the jellyfish, 
mostly in combination with amorphous material.; only 3 jellyfish were 
found witt plankton organisms only. 
Eighteen different plankton components were found in these 
jellyfish. (Table 10). S-rotifers and protozoa were the most frequently 
found; their frequencies were 38.2 and 30.7%, respectively. Eggs and 
trocophore larvae were the only other components found with frequencies 
hj_gher than 10%. These domj_nant components were fouml in at least half 
of the 23 experiments conducted. Four o.i~hers., cope1)od m~u.plii, P-rotifers, 
tintinnids, and neet.ochaete larvae, were found in over 25% of the 
_experiments . 
. The maximum n1wiber of any. planldon component founcl in a sinL~le 
~ jellyfish was that of protozoa, with 200 (Table 10). Diatoms and 
.S-rotifers were next hie;hest with .30 and 26, respc~tively. 
Protozoa were also the most a.bunda.nt in terms of the mean 
mJJnber per jellyfish hold:Lng them with 13. 6 (11able 10). Diatoms were 
next with 6.o. The means for S.;..rotifers (4.1) and trocophore larvae 
(3.5) have some signif:.l.cance in spite of their low·values because 
-these organisms were several times larger than protozoa and were found 
more frequently tha.n most of the others. The mean number per jellyfish 
at: each plankton organism wo.s very small in all cases when all jellyfish 
are included in the computation. 
The mean number of individuals of all plankton components 
(excluding protozoa!) diatoms and dinoflagellates) in this group of 
jellyfish was 2. 7 ('ral>le 4). The mean number when all organisms are 
included 1-~as 7. 7. 
Among the jellyfish that had plankton components in their 
cavity!) 41.1% (67 of 163) contained a single component; 77-3% contained 
either one or two plankton components (Table 5). Three or more com-
ponents were found in 22.6% (37 of 212) of them. 
Almost all the plankton·components found in jelly-fish. fed 
natural plankton concentrations occurred more frequently together 
than alone (Table 11). The differences between the frequency with 
which they were found alone and the sum of their occurrences as part 
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of a group of 2 to 6 in.di vicluals was gre2:t. enough in most cases to 
warrant this conclusion. :.I:he predominant conit:Lnation was two. Table 
13 shows the variety of corr1i.)ination in which. the plankton components 
occurred. in these· jellyfish~ · The most conrrr!on recurrent combinations 
involved protozoa, 8-rotifers, eggs, trocophore larvae and P-:r.otifers. 
The percent frequency distri l,ution of est:i.ma.ted percent area 
·of the gastrovascular area occupied by ingested materj_al was similar 
in these jellyfish to that for those in the 12-cm net. samples (Table 7). 
Chi-square analysis· of the absolute va,lues showed no evidence that the 
differences between these data. and the corresponding ones for. jellyfish 
caught with the 12-cm net were significant. Neither was there any 
evidence of significant differences between _the frequencies for the 
l-5% range and for empty individuals in the jellyfish collected with 
the two different nets. 
l~lX plankton concentration - All jellyfish ·red in this 
pla,pJtton concentration had ingested material in their cavities (Table 2). 
Ninety-four percent; ( 9'7 of 103) contained a.-norphous material and 84. 5% 
( 87 of 101~) contained plariJi;.ton organisms, mostly in combination w~ th 
amorphous material.. 
Fourteen different identifiable pla:nkton components and two 
unk.110,;,rn organisms were f'ound in those je·llyfish (1J.1able 12). The most 
common components were protozoa., with a frequency of 33. 0%, P-rotifers 
with 32o0% and S-rotifers with 28.1%. Ctenophore fragments and eggs 
followed the above with frequencies· of 15.5 and 11.6%, respectiYely. 
Each· of these five components was found in at least 45% of' the 11 
·experiments conducted. 
Protozoa were the most abunclant. of· th.e organisms found (Table 12) .. 
The maximum number of any plankton component in any single jellyfish 
was 150 (protozoa). The· highest mean nmnber of ariy plankton component 
for jellyfish having them in their cavity was 11~. 3 (11rotozoa) ; next 
highest number found in a single jellyfish was that of ctenophore frag-
ments with 15; and then eggs with a mean number for.jellyfish holding 
them with 4.2. With the exception of protozoa~ the mean. numbel" per 
jellyfish of each plankton organism was less than one when all jellyfish 
were included in the computation. The mean number of individuals of 
all plankton components (excluding protozoa, diatoms and dinoflagellates) 
in this group of jellyfish was 2.3 (Table 4). It was 7.3 when all"' 
organisms were included . 
.Among jellyfish having plankton components in their cavity, 
the relative numbers having one or more components was not significantly 
different from those found in the experiments with natural pla1u(ton 
concentrations (11able 5).. With the exception of protozoa, all other 
plankton components in these jellyfish were found more often together 
with others than alone (Tru)le 11). In the case of protozoa, the data 
show no evidence that they were found more often one way or the other. 
Al though the numbers for most components are small, it appears that 
the most frequent combination of components found was two. 
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The m.unber- of je11:y:f:i.sh in the lnx plankton concentrations 
that had 25% or less or' their cavity filled with ingented material was 
69.8 percent of the tota.l exam:Lned. (Table 7). Almost 75% of the 103 
examined: had 10% or more of 'their cavity filled. 'I'his group also 
included 30 .1% o:r the j elly~•ir-;h with 30% or more of their cavity 
occupied by ingcs t.ed T!.!8,tE.:i:·ial. 0n1y 25. 2% ha.d 5% or less of their 
cavity :filled. Chi-squm·e analysis showed that all these figures were 
. significantly different from those computed for jellyfish fed in natural 
plankton concentrations .. However, they were not different from the 
corresponding dat.a for the 12-cm net collections. · 
81X plan}cton concentratio~. ~ All but 3 ( 9'7. 6%) of the ephyrae 
fed in the 81X plankton concentration had ingested material in their 
ca:-v"ity (Table 2). Ninety-three percent (11'7 of 126) contained amorphous 
material and 69. B~i ( 88 of 126) contained plarikton organisms, almost 
all in combinatio!'1 with amorphous material. 
Fifteen different identifiable plankton components or their 
parts and.one unknown organism were found in these jellyfish (Table 14). 
The most frequently founcl ortsn.nisms were P-rotifers; they were recorded 
in 23. 7% of the jellyfish.. Ctenophore fr_agments, nectochaete larvae 
and protozoa appeared with similar frequency (16-17%). Eggs:, with a 
frequency of 11.9, wer~ the only other component found in more than 
10% of the jellyfi;:-;h. .All these components ·were recorded in over 
.one-half of the 13 experiments conducted, with the exception of eggs 
which were recorclecl in h6% of the e:.,::periments. 
Protozoa were the most abundant organisms found. They con-
· stituted the highest number of' individuals (25) in.a single jellyfish 
(Table 14). Ctenophcre fragments had the next highest number in a 
single ephyrae with 9, folJ.owed by nectochaete larvae with 6. Protozoa 
also showed the highest meo,n number per jellyfish holding them ( 8 .. 0) , 
followed by ctenophore fragments with 3. 9 and ce;gs with 2. 3. The 
mean number of individuals per ephyra f'or all plankton components 
(ex.eluding protozoa, diatoms and dinoflagellates) was 1. 5 (Table li). 
Most of the jellyfish (71+ of 88, or 81~.1%) alllong those having 
plankton components in their cavity, had either one or two plankton· 
components ( Table 5). Fifty-four percent ( 1~8 of 88) of them contained 
only one .plankton component. Most of the plankton components were 
found together with other components r~ther than alone (Table 11). 
Only three of them, protozoa, ctenophore fragments and trocophore 
larvae, appeared as frequently one way or tlie other. 
Although 71.. 4% of these jellyfish had 25% or· less of· their 
cavity area occupied by ingested material, only 24.1% had 5% or.less 
of their cavity areas filled ( Table 7). Twenty-eight percent had 30% 
or more of the cavity filled and 65.8% had 10% or more. Chi-square 
analys~s showed no evidence of a difference in the abs9lu:te values 
represented by the above percentages between the lilX and BlX plank.ton 
concentrations. A significant difference, however!) was found between 
the 81X and the natural plankton concentrations. 
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Pla:ri.kton Composition 
Figure 1 presen-V~ th~:: clata on plank Lon abundance collected. 
by Calde?:, and. Cavell a.t the 8c:me station in Sa.r8.h Creek. where we 
collected om· field ephyrae and. the plaukton samples used in laboratory 
feeding experiments. Besides the nine grou.ps oi' :plankton components 
shown in the figure the11 e 1,··ere several which 1•rere only recorded for 
. short time periocls. Tbese were, cyphonautes larvae (10-15 Nay), a 
cladoceran (i0-17 gay; 15, 23 ~rune; 17 July), barnacle cyprid larvae 
(10-17 May> 19, 23 ,June), tunicate ta.0.pole larvae (10:._15 May; 19. May), 
crab zoeae 31 July; 7 Aug. , 21 Aus) , nematodes ( 12 June). The highest 
density of any of these was 150 m-3. · 
Six of the :plankton organisms shown on Fig. 1 had a peak of 
abundance in early spring. '.These were roti:fers, bm1 11acle and copepocl 
nau:plii, copepodids, Ac*arvtia ton6a and nectochaete larvae. By late 
May, however, all l1ut the barnacle nau:plii had. suffered a sharp reduction 
in numbe1·s. Rotifers, A. :tonML and copepodids appeared to be the most 
seriously .affected. The greatest decline was centered around 12 June. 
Harpacticoid copepods were present· in the sa7Uples from March 
on but their munbers were always relative·1y low. Bivalve veligers did 
not appear in the srunples until May. Th~y occurrecl somewhat sporaclicalJ.:y· 
and their density ranged mostly under 1000 m-3. 'They showecl a steady 
1)eak between 1000-2000 m-3 from 20 July to 15 August. Barnacle nauplii 
appeared in late April and showed peaks of G.bunda..rice around the middle 
of May and early in tTul::,r with a sharp depression in the latter part 
of May. 
Rotifers, 
recovering from the 
of the sarne month. 
lesser degree. 
copepod nauplii and cope:poclicls appeared to be::: 
June depression between early t.iuly and the middle 
So did A. :ton6a and the nectochaete larvae to a 
A~ the tiB·2 ephyrae of C. qLt,,[n.qttee,,iJvL!tet first appeared in 
the creek in late April, rot if ers, copepod nauplii and nectochaete 
larvae were still abundant in the plan..~ton. Barnacle nau:plii ,. gastropod 
veligers and copepods were present in fe·wer numbers and were secondary 
in relative abundance. 
· From 24 May to 7 July, when the feeding experiments were 
conducted in the laboratory, copepod and barnacle nauplii, nectochaete 
larvae and gastropod veligers were present in significant numbers, 
ranging from the most part around 1000 m-3. Except for an upsurge 
ar01md 3 July, rotifers were present in very low numbers, mostly under 
100 m-3. The condition of pla;1kto11 abundance at the time samples were 
collected with the 12 cm net between 16-28.June, was similar to that 
for the 24 May-7 July period. 
Table 15 sunnnari zes the relative abundance in Sarah Creek 
plankton and the gastrovascular ca.vity of jellyfish of five plankton 
components which were ai11ong the most abundant either in the plankton 
or in jellyfish during the period 24 May to 17 July. No data were 
collected on abundance of protozoa and eggs in the plankton; therefore, 
the comparisons that follow are made with the exclusion of these two 
components: 
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1. Although rct:ifcrs were from two to ten times less almndant 
in the p~anld,on than other com:ponents, they were much more 
abuna.ant. than the qthers in the cavity of jellyfi.sh fed 
in the labo:r.at,ory and morr:i a..bundant than all, except 
nectocha<=.;te larvae , in the 12-cm net samples. 
2. Nectoche.ete ls,r·y-ae were ingested with equal abundance as 
copepod. nauplU. even though their abundance in the plariJtton 
was five times less than that of the latter. Nectochaete 
lru. .. vae were also ingested with· great<':r abunc1ance than 
barnacle nauplii and gastropod veligers even though all 
three components were equally alJundant in the plankton. 
A positive correla.tion between the fibundance of rotifers in 
the plankton and the mu:iber found in jellyfish fed in the laboratory 
is shm-m in Figure 2~ A coincidence in peaks of e.bundarice in the last 
week of June for (a) :i:-otife~cs in the plankton, (b) in jellyfish fed in 
the laboratory and ( c) :i.n jelJ.yfish collected with the 12-cm net is 
obvi0us. ~•he small number of samples collected with the 12-cm net does 
not allow a similc;,r comr;arison between tl".Je cavity contents in jellyfish 
from those samples and plankton abundance·. 
DISCUSSION 
The first imp:r·ession upon examination of ;jellyfish collected 
in the field was that -they were :!1ea.rly e1:.pty. However, careful 
examination showed that most of the jellyfish contained ingested material 
· in their cavity) either as recognizable plankton o:cganimns or as amorphous 
masses of material.., 
Sufficient evJ aence substantiated that ma:te:rial was lost from 
the cavity of jelly.fish when the 30-crn. net was used for towing and/or 
haridling of the sr.unples. Had :i.t not been for the ubiquity of protozoa 
in all s8.mples, e:reater d.i.:Eferences would ha.Ye lJeen evident between the 
data for the 30-cm net collections and the other collections. '1.1here 
appeared to be no such loss in samples collected with the 12-cm net or 
in those fed in the laboratory. These two groups had a greater per-
centage of their gastrovascular cavity occupied by ingested material 
and a greater percentage of them had more than one plankton component 
in their cavity. 1rherefo:ce ·we ha.ve concluded that laboratory-fed and 
12-cm net collections represented more adequately food ingested in 
nature tha11 did those collected with the 30-cm net. 
Plankton in jellyfish collected with the 12-cm net and in 
those fed in the laboratory were associated with amorpho1Js material in 
al.most every instance. Plankters were seen breaking up in the cavity 
of jellyfish into materiel inclistinguishable from other amorphous 
material already present there. Examination under.higher magnifications 
revealed that the amorphous masses contained broken parts of animal 
integument and diatom tests. Much of the material was concentrated 
around the .gastric cirri, the orgar1s of digestion. The preceding 
observations. suggest that the amorphous material in the cavity of 
jellyfish represents partially digested food. 
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The ·quantity of fooc1 materj_al :in the gastrovascular cavity 
of most jellyfish usually oc,;n.p:i.ecl less thnn 50% of. the m·ea exarnined; 
in most jelJ_yfish it was 25% 0"1: less. It rno.y be conjectured that the 
animals were still losing ni;;1,terial from t.llc cavity :tn spite of the 
improvements in handling. of those collec:ted. with the 12-cm net or 
reared. and fed in the laboratory. However, we monitored handling under 
the latter conditions ft,nd found no evidence of significant losses .. 
Therefore, it appear::; that ephyrae and young meclusae of C. qtunque.cJM.ha 
do not glut their gastrovascular cavity in the process of fe~ding. They 
may feed mainly on ve17 small organ:Lsins ~ such as protozoa, which are 
digesteq. at a fast rate and never accumulate in the cavity in J.arge 
volumes. It may also ·be that they cannot capture enough larger prey 
in a short time span to fj_ll their cavity. 
Although 75% of the jellyfish collected with the 12-cm net· 
or fed natural concentrat1ons of plankton had pla..rikton organisms or 
their parts in their eavi ty, most of' the :plankton· components appeared 
with very low frequencies. These usually were no :more than three in 
any one jellyfish and most ~f the time there were only one or two; in 
sp:i."te of this there ne\rer wa.s evidence that a single type of organism 
dominated the populations found in the caYity of jellyfish. 
The f'ive plankton components that appeared most frequently 
in the jellyfish e.xa.minec1 may be considered te; have the greatest 
significance in the :feeding of ephyrne ~md young ·mcdusae in Sa.r2J1 Creek. 
These were protozoa, rotifers, eggs, copepod na.upl:ti and nectochaete 
larvae. 
Although protozoa had the highest frequency in most instances, 
our data may still una.erestimate their role as a food source for 
jellyfish. Under the magnifications used, protozoa are difficult to 
see if they are not in motion. They may also be digestecl at a fast 
rate. It is possible, therefore, that the numbers counted by us and 
their a·bsence in many of the jellyfish produce an una.erestimate of the 
numbers and- frequencies that actually exist~ Further studies are 
required to substantiate the significance of protozoa in the feeding 
of jellyfish. 
Copepod nauplii and nectochaete · 1arvae ·weI·e ve-ry abundant 
in plankton samples through spring and smnmer and jellyfish appeared 
to have preyed fairly successfully on them. The frequency and numbers 
found in jellyfish collected with the 12-cm net indicate that_ these 
organisms are a significant food source for ephyrae and young medu.sae. 
Nectqchaete larvae were apparently ingested 1-ri th mo.re efficiency than • 
copepod naupliL Although their abundance in the ca.vi ty of· jellyfish. 
was similar, nectochaete larvae were fi vc times less abundant than 
copepod nauplii in the plankton. The l''elative scarcity of these two 
components in jelJ,yfish fed on plankton in laboratory containers may 
have been due to the existing experimental conditions .. They may have 
settled to the bottom of the containers and in that manner were not 
accessible to the ephyrae. · 
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We could not iderrcify the eggs we found, except for those 
labelled as polychaete eggr:: (i:•robably of l•J(!}l,e.)/2). However!) very often 
rotifers were fou~-~d with egg masses attached to the· posterior end of 
their bop.y. Many· of the _eegs· found couJ.d. possibly have been those of 
rotifers. Barnacle nauplh. and gastropod veligers represented a fairly 
abundant potential food so1.u·ce that wasn't utilized by the Jellyfish. 
Their freq_uency and munber.:; in the cavicy of jellyfish was completely 
. out of proportion with t.he:ir abundance in the 1-ilan .. 1<:.ton. It appears 
that ephyrac are not able to capture these organisms with sufficient 
efficiency for th~m to const:i.tute .a significant food· source. 
Rotifers were abundant in piankton sampJ.cs collected in 
Sa.rah Creek in spring and late summer. However, there was a sharp decline 
in their abundance at the -time we conducted. ·reeding experiments in the 
laboratory and :made collections with the 12-cm net. This decline may 
ha-..re been .due to p:r-eclation by Mn(!):i,t.Op~,<,,6 lei.cly-L which was very abundant 
in the creek from early May on through the surmner. A normal decline 
in their numbers during the warm summer months may also occur. 
The jellyfish fed in the labora.tor;y and those collected with 
the 12-cm net ingested rotifers with f'requencies and relative a-buridances 
that ·were at least equal to those of components having concentrations 
in the plankton five or ten times greate1~ than theirs. Thus, jellyfish 
ingested rotifers with greater efficiency than they did other plankton 
.components. Possibly, ;jellyfish capt11'fe roti:fers with greater ease 
than they can capture other pJ.ankton organ5-cms · of similar size. 
Our data also inciicate that the numl.r=r of rotifers ingested 
· by ephyrae and young medusae increases ,-ri th an incJ_."ease in the number 
of rotifers in the plankton. 'rherefore, the presence of greater numbers 
of rotifers in the plankton than were found in the :period when we 
conducted our studies may result in greater nurn.l)ers being inc;ested by 
jellyfish and, consequently, j.n an increase in the importance of 
rotifers as food for the latter. 
The ctenophore /vlne1n-lop-6M leJ.,dy,l ha.s been reported frequently 
as a prey of adult C. qu{nqu.e.cAJUl.ha. Our clata suggest that ephyrae and 
young medusae aJ.so feed on them. The frequency with which fragments 
of ctenophore tissue were found in the cavity of jellyfish was low~ 
However, _we observed in the laboratory that ephyrae of C. qui,nqu.eWlltha 
would attach to the body of ctenophores. Exandnation of. the gastro-
vascular cavity of ephyrae after they detached showed ctenophore tissue 
fragments .present there. 
It is possible that we were not able. to identify ctenoph.ore. 
fragments in the ephyrae collected with the 12-cm net· or.· fed i.n the· 
laboratory once. digestion of the· tissue had begun. We depended on 
recognition of the tissue by its whitish, semi-translucent ap]?earance, 
which distinguished it from the dark, opaque amorphous· -m0tsses of 
partiaily digested matter.· The distinction· may not· have been obvious 
once digestion had affected the ctenophore tissue.· It i's possible,' 
therefore, t11at our data also underestimate the importance of ctenophores 
as food for ephyrae and young medusae. 
It appears fr.om ou.r data that cphyrae and young medusae of 
C. qu.ln.qu.e.e-iJUtha feed. on a va.r:Le=ty of organisms :i as. is suggested by 
the combinations found in their cavity even though severa~ groups of 
organisms were mo:re prevalent than the r·est.. The· variety of' combinations 
(Tables 9 and 13) lends SUJ?port to this conclusion~ The data also 
indicate tha.t rotifers and nectochaete larvae were ingested with more 
eff'iciehcy than the others.. No compsra-tive data on efficiency of· 
· capture of protozoa were available. 
Very few phytopla.nkters were found in the jellyfish. examined 
and it appears that they ·are not important as food for these animaJ.s. 
The presence of diatom tests in the a~orphous masses found in the 
cavity of jellyfish wa.s probably the result of breakup of diatom.:. 
feeders such as the rotifers. Our results, ~heTefore, corroborate 
the generally acce:ptca. role of jellyfish as carnivores. 
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Table 1 
Mean length and. w:idth of the organisms most commonly 
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TABLE 2 
Number of ephyrae and young medusae of -Cf11t..y.oao1io.. qulnc,ue.c.hi1tha found empty or 
with ingested material :in their gastrovascular cavity in field and laboratory 
s a.mples. 1 May_ to 19 July 1972 .. 
I. Field Sa~nles 
Coll. with 30-cm net 
· Coll. with 12-cm net 
II. Jellyfish fed in laboratory 
Natural plankton concentration 
41X plarL~ton concentration 
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~ Frequency arid abundance q:f. JJlankton •.;:omponents :i.n the gastrqvascular cavity of 
ephyrae and young medusae of' Ch1r.y1.:,ao1i..o .. qt.un.qu.eci.,rudul collected with 30-cm 
diameter net ( 0. 37 mm. mesh). Sar ah Creek, 1 May to 15 June 1972. . Examined 
live. 






































































Mean no. individuals found 
Per jellyfish 



































Mean nu.mber of individuals of plankton components found in ephyrae 
and young medusae of ChJz.y.oo_ofl.a. qLUnquewmha fed in the laboratory 
or collected in the field. 1972. Ex_amined live. 
Sample Source 
Field Samnles 
Coll. with 30-cm net 















II · Jellyfish fed in labon~tory 
Natural·plankton concentration 
41X plankton concentration 









Frequency distribution of numl:,er of different recognizable plankton components 
.found together in the gastrovascular cavity of ephyrae and young medusae of 
Chlty1.>aofl.a qu,,Lnqlle.clNih.o.. colle r.tetl~ from nature or reared. and fed in the laboratory. 
Examined live. 
No. of :2lankton com12onents found 
·1 2 3 4 5 6 Total 
L Field Samples 
Collected with 30-CTil net 180 30 5 5 l 0 .221 
Collected with 12-cm net 12 .7 5 0 1 1 26 
II. Jeilrfish fed in laboraot.J:I. 
Natural plankton concentration 67 59 26 10 1 0 163 
41X plankton conce~tration 40 31 9 5 1 l 87 
· 8lX plankton concentration 48 26 5 7 1 1 -88 
4o 
TABLE 6 
Number of times a plariJdon component ·was found alone or with others in the 
gastrovascular cavity of ~:phyrae and young me.dusae of Cfviyt,aona. qu..i.nqueci.Niha 
collected at Sarah Creek 11ith two different types of nets. Examined live. 
30-cm net 12-cm net 
No. components in c::nr:L ty No. components in cavitv 
Protozoa 
Diatoms 






~ Nematodes . . .. 












No. of jellyfish 





















183 66 15 





















































12 14 15 
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Percent frequency d:i.stributiori of estimt:ted percent area of 
gastrovascular cavity occupied by ingested_ material in in-
di vi dual ephyrae and young r11edusae of CfvLyf.>aO/tc!... quJ...nqu.eciluz.ha 
collected from Sarah C:reek or reared and fed Sarah Creek 
plankton in the la):>oratory. Exalilined live. 
Percent are a 
No. Percent ·with ingested 1~a.terial 
individuals Empty 
ex.a!·,·i.ned --·· l-:.2_ 10-25 30-50 55-90~-: 









Collection with 30-cm net 
3·. 0 mm. or less 
Collection with 12-cm net 
Jellyfish fed in laboratrn~
1
'[. 
Natural plaPJ~ton concentration 
~lX plankton concentration 










2 .. 4 
58.1 13.0 
27. 3 42.11 
42. 7. 39.1 
25.2 44.6 



















Frequency and abundance of plankton corilporients in the gastrovascular ·cavity of 
ephyrae and yo1.mg medusae of ClvLy.oaoJta qlu..nqu.echmha collected 1n th a hand-
held 12-cm plankton net (0.076 rmn. mesh) pulled along side of anchored boat. 
16-28 June 1972. Exa1-r1i ned live. 
Jellyfish J.llo. of Mean no. of individuals founcl 
with ind:i. vi duals 
comEonent found 
% of Per jellyfish 
No. Total ':l.1otal Max. Per jellyfish ·with conmonent 
Mo. examined = 33 
I·Te ctochaete larvae 11 33.3 36 9 1.1 3.3 
:'.:opepod riauplii 9 2'T,3 17 4 0.5 1.9 
1P-rotifer 7 21.2 11 3 0.3 1.6 
~rotozoa . 6 18.2 635 lioo 19.2 105.8 
· .Jarnacle. nauplii 4 12.1 1 1 0.0 0.2 
Bivalve veligers 3 9.1 4 2 0.1 1.3 
S-rotifer 2 6 .. 1 16 15 0.5 a.o 
Ctenophore fragment 2 6.1 5 3 0.1 2.5 
Trocophore larvae 2 6.1 3 2 0.1 1.5 
Copepods 2 6. 1 2 1 0.1 1.0 
Eggs 2 6.1 2 1 0.1 1.0 
Diatoms 1 3.0 46 20 1.4 46.o 
Unknown 1 3.0 1 1 0.0 1.0 
Amorphous material only 5 15.1 
Empty 2 6.1 
43 
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Table 9 
Number of joint occurrences of plankton components in the gastrovascular 
cavity of ephyrae and young medusae of· C. quJ..n.qu.e.WULha collected in 
Sarah Creek with a 12-cm net. 16-28 June, 1972. 
Q) 
+:> ti) ti) Q) 
a, H H H ID co 
rd .,.:.i 
(!J cd (!.) 0 +' rn 
..0 G-t 0 .C/J G--t rC: S:: Q) H CJ (1) 0 •rl •rl N E: •:-i A© :> <1) Om Pi r-1 +:> 0 0 .D 0 F-i ~ l"'-9 .p :> (l) Pi 0 .p +' b C b!) en •r; 
CJ ~ §i@ H 0 ro H (jJ co co :> r-1 (!J r.u 
~ ;~ •:-1 I +:> ;..i t-'" ·:-! CJ l2irl 0 s:: P-i A U) 0 CH ~ P'.:l :> 
Nectochaete larvae 3 4 2 3 1 1 2 l 
Copepod nauplii 3 2 2 2 1 1 1 
P-rotifers 4 2 2 2 1 1 
Protozoa 2 2 2 3 2 
Diatoms 3 2 2 3 l 
S-rotifers 1 1 1 
Ctenophore fragments l 
Eggs 2 l 
Bivalve veligers 1 1 l· 2 l 
Barnacle nauplii 1 
Trocophore larvae 2 
Copepods 1 1 1 1 
Unknown 2 
.Alone 3 5 1 2 1 
<l.l 
H 
Q) 0 tf.l 
r-1 •rl .g,(i) ro s:: CJ •rl 0 6 oj r-1 Om Pl . (]) 
s:! A CJ:> OJ S'.j s:: ;.., r-( 0~ c., ~ 0 ru 8 H ~~ b ~ ~ p:\ s:: 8:-1 u ....., ,-I 
l 3 
l 5 










Frequency and abundance of plaP.kton components in the gastrovascal~r cavity of 
ephyra.e and young medusa.e of Ch1ty.oaofl.a qu ... ln.que.Wr./tha held in laboratory containers 
with Sarah Creek water for periods of time ranging bet·ween 14 and 20 hours. 
24 May to.7 July 1972. 
) 
No. expts. Jellyftsh with . Mo. of individuals Mean No. individuals 
component component found found 
found 
% of Psr Per je]_lyfish 
Ho. Total· Total I-,fa:x:. .iellvfish ·with cor.:r~Jonent 
No. Experiments = 23 
No. Ephyrae examined = 212 
Protozoa 18 65 30.7 923 ·200 4.3 nr.. - ...... "" 
8-rotifer 18 81 38.2 324 26 1.5 4.1 
Eggs 16 . 41 19.3 83 6 0 }, . ...,. 2.0 
Trocophore larvae 12 25 11.8 91 6 O. l;. 3.5 
Diatoms 12 14 6.6 84 30 o.4 6.o 
Copepod nauplii• 8 11 5.2 11 1 0.05 1.0 
P-rotifer 7 18 8.5 21 3 0.1 1.2 
Tintinnids 6 13 6.1 22 5 O.:i.. L7 
Nectochaete 1 a.r-v ae 6 8 3,3 8 , 0.04 l.O ..1. 
Ctenophore fragments 5 6 2.8 11 3 0.05 1.8 
Dino flagellates 4 9 h.2 18 3 0.08 1.6 
X-rotifer 2 4 1.9 ('\ C 2 o. oh 2.0 
Bivalve veligers 2 3 1.J-1- 11 6 0.05 ~ .... J• I 
Polychaete eggs 1 2 0.9 2 2 0.01 LO 
Doliolarian larvae 1 1 0.5 3 3 0.01 3.0 
Gastropod veliger 1 l 0 ::; . .,, 1 1 0.005 l.O 
H20 Unknown 1 1 0.5 1 1 
Unknavm 1 1 0.5 2 2 
Amorphous material only 18 44 20.7 
Empty 3 5 2.3 
)- - ---·-- -------- ----- - - ... ·---~- -·--·-- -----~-------- --•-- --------•------ __ , ____ ~- ----•------ -·----------- -- )---··-. __ · __ - ·-~- ---------·- --•-------------- - ----- ---·--·-··---~---------· ) 
Table 11 
Number of times of plan..v;.ton component was found along or with oth0rs in the gastrovascular 
cavity of ephyrae and young medusae of C. q Lf_.Ll'tQ.LteCANl.ha · held in laboratory containers with 
three different concentrations of Sarah Creek plankton. 
Natural Concentration. 41X Concentration 81x Goncentration 
No. comEonents in cavity No. com:eonents in cavity No. components in cavit;[ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 2-6 1 2 3 )-1- 5 6 2-6 l 2 ? 4 5 6 2-6 _, 
Protozoa 19 2l 18 7 46 15 8 5 4 1 , 19 10 8 3 11 ..L 
S-Rotifers 18 38 18 7 63 "' 16 7 4 27 2 7 1 2 1 ... 12 ,-;-. ..!. 
P-Rotifers 4 7 }.~ ? 14 6 15. 6 4 l l 27 9 9 l~ 6 1 j_ . 21 J 
Ctenophore fragments 3 2 1 3 7 7 l 1 9 13 
,.,. 
l 2 0 t) / 
Nectocha-ete larvae 1 3 3 1 ·-; 4 l l 1 7 l7 6 2 5 l 1 15 r 
Eggs 5 16 15 5 36 3 5 2 2 9 4 
,,.. 
2 .3 n 0 
Diatoms 4 6 3 1 10 1 1 l l l 
Trocophore larvae 5 10 8 1 1 20 1 2 1 3 3 4 1 5 
'I1intinnids 2 6 2 2 1 11 
Dinoflagellates l 4 4 8 r, 3 1 4 l l t:::. 
Co:pepod nauplii 3 2 3 2 l 
,.., 
1 2 2 1 5 3 1 4 0 
X-Rotifer 2 2 4 .1 1 2 
Bivalve veligers l 1 1 3· 1 1 1 1 2 
Gastropod veligers l 1 
H20 Unknm,.n1 l 
Polychaete eggs 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 4 
Doliolarian larvae 1 1 
Rotifer trophi 2 2 1 l l 3 l 1 2 
Polychaete worms l l 
Large rotifers l 1 
Copepods 2 2 
Uri.knm•tn 1 1 2 1 1. 1 1 1 1 4 
Totals 67 118 81.J. 32 5 239 40 62 27 20 5 6 120 48 52 15 28 5 6 106 
No. of Jellyfish . 67 59 28 8 1 96 40 31 9 5 1 l 27 48 26 5 7 1 1 40 
) )-
TABLE 12 
Fr~quency and abundance of pla.nkton components in the gastrovascular cavity of 
ephyrae and young medusae of ChlLff.6aOltO~ q£.U.nque.wvdia held in laboratory co~-cainers 
with Sarah Creek "Ola:nkton conce!1trated by a factor of 41 for periods of time 
ranging between 16 and 20 hours. May 17 to June 9, 1972. 
Mo. ex:pts. Jellyfish with No. of individuals · Mean No. incli vi duals 
component component found found. 
found No. (;f of Per Fer jellyfish /0 
--- Total Tctal Max. Jellyfish with ccnrpo!1ents 
No. experiments = 11 
No. ephyrae examined = 103 
Eggs 8 12 11.6 50 4 'O. 5 4.2 
P-rotifer 7 34 32.0 61 5 o.6 Lo 
Ctenophore fragments 6 16 15.5 }-12 15 o.4 2.6 
S-rotifer 5 29 28.1 71 6 0.7 2 .J~ 
Protozoa. 5 34 33.0 486 150 4.7 14.3 
Nectochaete larvae 4 7 6.8 7 2 0.1 1.0 I 
Copepod nauplii 4 6 5.8 7 2 0.1 1.2 
Dinoflagellates 4 6 5.e 5 l · 0.05 o. 8· 
Rotifer trophi 2 3 -2.9 6 2 0.1 2.0 
Trocophore larvae 3 4 3.9 3 l 0.03 o .. 7· 
X-rotifer 1 2 1..9 4 3 0.04 2.b 
Polychaete Eggs 1 2 1.9 
.,., 
2 0.03 1..5 :> 
:'13ivalve veligers 1 1 1.0 1 
:bi atoms l 2 1.9 1 1 0.02 2.0 
Un.u;:nown 1 l 1.0 l 
Unknown 1 2 1.9 2 0.02. 2 .. 0 
Amorphous material only 8 16 15.5 
Empty 0 0 
). ) ----·--··-·•···· •-••- ... ----------------------~------
Table 13 
Number of joint occurrences of planlcton components in the gastrovascular 
cavity of ephyrae and young medusa.e of C. qe,u_nqtte.c)JU1..!ta fed in natural 
plankton concentrations in the laboratory. 24 Ma.y to 7 July 1972. 
Protozoa 25 
S-Rotifers 25 
Eggs 16 28 
Trocophore larvae 10 6 
Diatoms l 3 
Copepod nauplii l 2 
P-Rotifers 7 l3 
Tintinnids 4 2 
rrectochaete larvae 1 6 
Ctenophore fragments 1 1 
Dinoflagellates 6 2 
X-Rotifers 2 4 
Bivalve veligers 1 2 
Polychaete eggs 1 
Doliolarian larvae · 1 
Gastropod veligers 
H20 Urt.1(nmm 
Rotifer trophi 1 
UILknmm 1 
























































































































Fr~quency and abundance of plankton components in the gastrovascular cavity of 
ephyrae and young medusae of Cl11ty.6ao1to.. qu.,[nque,WJlho~ held in laboratory con--cainers with 
Sarah Creek plankton concentrated by a factor of 81 for periods of tine ranging between 
14 and 18_ hours . 17 May to 20 June 1972. 
) 
:No. expts. Jellyfish with. No. of indiv-iduals Iviean No. ina.ividuals 
component component found found 
found % of Per Per jellyfish 
No. Tota.l Total f•la,x. Jellyfish with cc::n.ponent 
No. experiments = 13 
No. ephyrae examined = 126 
Protozoa 7 21 16.6 169 25 t l,3 
,.., 
(:,. 
P-rotifer 9 30 23.7 45 4 0 }1 -: .. . .... -•.i 
Ctenophore fragments 7 22 17 .4 85 9 0.7 -. 0 .) . .,, 
l'Jectochaete larvae 8 22 17. l~ 39 6 o.4 1.8 
Eggs 6 15 11.9 34 5 0.3 2.3 
Trocophore l~vae 4 8 6.3 6 3 0.05 0.7 
S-rotifer 3 10 7.9 16 5 0.1 1.6 
Rotifer trophi 2 2 1.6 2 l 0.02 LO 
Polychaete worm 1 1 o.8 l l 0.02 l.O 
U!1knmm 2 4 1.6 4 0.02· l:O 
Copepod nauplii 1 4 3.2 
,,. 
3 0.05 1.5 0 
Bivalve veligers 1 2 1.6 2 1 0.01 1.0 
Copepods 1 2 1.6 2 1 0.01 1.0 
Dinoflagellates l 1 o.8 10 0.08 10.0 
Cladocera 1 l o.8 l 0.01 1..0 
Large Rotifer 1 l 0.8 1 0.01 LO 
Diatoms 1 1 o.8 5 o. oJ-1- 5.0 
Jl.m.orphous material only 9 35 27.7 
Empty 1 3 2.h 
Table 15 
Mean number per m3 of five species found in 14 plankton samples· 
collected between 2h May and 17 July 1972 and the mean number 
per jellyfish in jellyfish fed in natural plariJdon concentrations 
in the laboratory or collectea. in Sarah Creek with the 12-cm net 




. Gastropod. vel:igers 
.Nectochaete larvae 
Rotifers· 






















Figure ·L Planltton Aburn.=J.ance in Sarah Cr·eek !i Virginia. March -
Aug1..1.s-~ 1972. ( C8,lder and Cave 11). 
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Figure .2. Abunda.nc,: .. o:f:' :cot5. ~e:.·3 in the plankt:->:1 and in jellyfish 
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Com_parati ve LI.oc.:r1~::mistry of Jellyfish: 
Fa.tty Acids o:f Scyp1w~~o<:-n Polsl?S and. "Mcduss.e ancl 
the Ei'feet of D:i1-::f; on Fatty Acid ComrJosition 
J .. D. Josepl'l'i::, E. 13. Joseph¾::, and P. L. Zubkoff 
In chm"acte14 i zing the biochcr.1ical proces~es associated ·with 
the pol·ymorpl1s of Scyy>hozoan jellyf'j_she~, the l:ipicls provide several 
classes of "small 11 but. coi;rplex molecule.3 whicb ma,y po::;sibly ser-ire as 
tem1x 1ral markers in their development or tracers for food chain studies. 
Fatty acids (FA) of the CHCL3/CH30H extr2-cts of ChiL(J✓:iaOJtel qu.,i.nqtic.ciJoz.ha 
polyps and medusae were qu.antj_fied wit}! 8as liquid chr01natograpl1y 
(SE-30, DEGS, EGSS-X) af'ter tru.nsester:i.:Cication vith BF3/CH30H. The 
percentage FA of lubo:cato:r:-y cul tu.red polyps, their diets (A'i.:tem.-i.a .6a.Una 
nauplii or the benthic cor.,:;pod N,Ltocxa. ,6p-lrJ.pu raised on 1\{onocJ1Jc<./Jl6 
R..u,thvu unialgal cu1tu:cc) and field polypB s.ncl me<lusae a.re compared. 
ArLieJnla. and 1\J;,.,tem..fr1..•-fed poJy-ps have hie;h percentages of 18: 1W9 ( 26. O~~:, 
32.7%), 18:2u.l6 (8.1%~ 6.1~~), and ·18:::-:,j3 (32,9%, 1li.'"(%) and low per-
centa[.r.:s o:f 20:5u'3 (J..3%~ 1.2%) and 22:6uJ3 (0%, 1.7%, respc(.:tively. 
·20:4w6 (5.5% ·which accurnuls:t~es in the poly·ps h: low in A,'L-teJnla (1.5%): 
lUtocra is low in 18:1(1.:? (10.0%), 18:au6 (1.4%), 18:Jw3 (1.5%, 20:liw6 
(L2%) and high in 20:'.5w5 (J.1~.5%) and 22:::,,)3 (J.lL1+~n. Polyps ma.inta.inecl 
for 6 months on N-i.,toc)ta have FA com1)osi tions more similar to those of 
· A11.:{:e.mla-f eel poly1>s with reJ.ati vely high 18: llu9 ( 26. 2%) SJ.-id. 18 : 2w6 
(4.7%), but low 18:3w3 (0.5~0, 20:5u.l3 (0.6%) and 22:6uJ3 (2.7%). 20:~w6 
(9.6%) also accumulates in these poln-;s. Alt.hough the natural prey of 
ChJLy.co~oJt.a polyps and meduso.e is J.a·egely 1.mknown:, phytoplanltton, micro-
zooplankton and· Ctenopho:;:es are believed to be likely ·food organisms D 
FA of 1972 :field polY1JS are simila.:c to laboratory-:ceared polyps in 
20:5w3 (1.4-3.0%) but hit-Jier in 22:6w3 (5-11%) and 20:4w6 (12-18%). 
For medusae· captured in 1971, the amounts of these· FA. are 5.2%, 13.8% 
and 15. 6%, respectively. Polyps have apJ~roximately two-thirds shorter 
chain (C18 and less) a1;d one-third longer cha.in (C20 and greater) FA, 
whereas medusae have one-third shorter chain and two-thirds longer 
chain FA. 
*South Carolina Mc!Xine Resources Laboratory 
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Ch,•r.yuwll .. a ~uinqu..ec..hur.l-~ct, with Condckrations of Their 
J. D. Joseph* and P. L. ZuJJ~_off' 
Abstrac·t 
A trophic rela:t,j_onshly between tL.::.~ copepod, Aecui,t-i..cl .to,ua, 
the ctenophore, i'•JneJil,tC'p,~,i;.; ludy-l, and the nedusa, Ch1Ly.6ao.1ta. qu,.[11-
queuVthct, obsC:::rved in a Vir[.;-Lnia estuary-, wa.:=: exa.:71:i.necl in the laboratory 
by total fatty acid analysis of the 3 invertebrates. In addi tio1J, the 
fatty acid compositions of the trislycerides nr!cl phospholipids o:f the 
med.us a were also determined. 
The fatty actcl compordtions of _Ac..cl-1t-U.ct ancl Mne;n,fop-6,<.,,S are 
sufficiently simih:.1', that a tropbic relationship bet1::e::en the two is 
proba-Dl::. An a.lternat.e JJcssil1ili ty that. the;-{ share the same food 
source is contrar;v to fie}.d. observations. The polyunsatur&.tecl fatty 
.acids of Mne.in-lop.6.{/2 and Ch-'LljMlO/La are quite di.~~·ferent and no trophic 
relationship between the two can 1::-.e demonst.ro.teJ. fro!a these data. If 
the field. obserrvatj_ons ai-·c correct,· the fat i.:y acid cc,:·::posi tion of' the 
medus-ae cannot be e:-:plained by the B-rnonogJ.yce:ride theo:ry. In order 
to explain the observed cl:"_fferences, it is necessary to postulate 
synthesis by the K:::nnedy pathway, the presence of Pbospholipase A and 
acylating enzymes, or the a.bsence of auxilliary enzymes for the 
oxidation of the Hnoleic acid family of fatty acids. 
Introduction 
Medusae of the ncyphozoan Coelenterate, ChlL{}.caoJta.. qu.,Lnque.-
c.bur.hct are prominent organisms in the estuaries of the Mid-Atlantic 
states during the summer months. Despite their prevalence!I relatively 
little is. known of their position or impor~ance in the marine foocl web. 
Burrell, in a study of a Chesapealce Bay ecosystem, found. that a trophic 
relationship e::d .. sted between the calanoid copeJ.)od, Ac..cuw..a .to Ma, the 
ctenophore, Mn.em,i..up.~.i/2 le,,[dyi, and the mecl.usa, Chty.oewft.o.. quinqu.e.c..-i.Ntha. 
(1). This field observation, also observed by others (2, 3, 4), is 
examined using the technique of fatty acid analysis. 
In the spring of the year, Chll.yJ.>aOILCl polyps undergo an 
asexual reproductive process ( strobilation), c;iveng rise to ephyrae 
which ~evelop within a few weeks into identifiable juvenile medusae. 
Several weeks later, the adult medusae beconr-:! sexually mature and may 
be identified as male or female by microscopic examination of the 
gonadal tissues. The medusae are. approximately 96% water, and of the 
*South Carolina Marine Resources Laboratory 
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solids rernainin G after lyc:ir11-l:ili 7,:-:t.t:i.on, 805{, ai"e dialy3able. Thus a 100 
g medusa contains le~3s tk;1.r1 J g of orr-:an:i.c-s:; of which about 30 mg is 
lipid, ancl of thin 'T5% is p}1ospholipid (Sehmidt. ::md· J·oseph ~ unpub. 
data). Fror.r1 th:i.s ~ i..-l:. would. appear that rnedusae are a poor source of 
nutrients for p:rec.lators. 
Burrell' s fj eld. o·b~3ervations cm the :predation of Mne.rni.op1.:>L6 
by Cf11ty,!.ia0Ji.Cl we1·e sup]y·.rtecl -by labor::.i.tory studies in which he found 
thrtt the medusac rapicl..J.·/ ingested thE: ctr::nophore~.,, the rate depending 
upon the relative dia.r:ete:cs of prey. a.nd predate:!:'. This medusae -
ctenophore relationship has al.so l:)een noted by Cargo and Schultz ( 4). 
Phillips ct aL reportecl that while Mne,111.fopoi.-6 s~rves as the })rinc:lpal 
diet of, ChJr.ij.MWILa in M:Lss:Lssippi Sound, about 5% of the ca:ptured 
medus ae contained smc~lJ. har-restfi sh, b1.1111pers e,nd lm:val sciaenids ( 8). 
In ·a.i.'1. examination of r;cve~:-al thous~:ncl ChiLff.6CWIW~ ·mc::clusae of the Chesa-
peake Bay. s:fstem over a pe•ciod of 3 set~sons, the only particulate 
matter ever obse:r.--vecl by t•~e senior author!) in the gast:rovascular 
cavities of the m~clus ae ~ was an occasional sma.11 l)j_t of ZoL>:te.JLa sp. 
This was found j_n a.bout O .. 5;,~ ( or less) of -th•2 medusae examined. In 
contra.st, an examination of ·seve:cal hund:r·ed. C yane.a C.Clp.Ue.a..-ta medusae 
from. the York River, Virginia.~ ove1~ 2 rnonth:J t.ime, revealed that from 
20%-110% of the ri1edu$ae in each collecticn contai11eo. recoe;nizable food 
items such as amphipod~} > nysidr1 ~ annelids and. post-larval fishes 
including eel elvers, all in various stages of digestion. 
T.hat fatty ac·~!"l~> ma,y serve as indicators of trophic relation-
shiIJS has- been d.e:n1f_mstrht:Ed ·t,y Ka.ya.ma et al ( 9) and also Je~..;ak and 
Penicnak (10·) who showed. by means of laboratory-structured food chains 
. that the fatt;v acid compm;:L tion of the l)redator, l)articular1y that. of 
its depot lipids, 1Jea.rs a similarity to that of its diet. Ackman!) 
Hooper and their coworkerB have shown t.hat an "unusual" fatty acid, 
trans-6-hexadecenoic acid (16 :tl 10) occurs in the linids of' 3 
coclenterutes, the anemone Me;(J-i,i,diwn dlctnth(J/2 (11), the scyphozoan. 
med.us a AWLeUa au.rvi.:tcLt and an unidentified gorgonian (12); and in 3 
kno1-m. predat01"s of mec1usac the rnar:i.ne turtles Ccuz.e,:t-tcL c.oJie;l::t,a and 
VeJc.moc.he.ty.6 c.a/i.,[c.e,a (13 ,111-), and in the ocean sunfish. (15). Recently 
Jefferies (16) has used fatty acicl composition as a means of' a.escribi_ng 
plank.tonic and detri t.al cliet of two species of Fun.du/!..u.,t,. · · 
Materials and Methods 
A sample of mixed zooplankton, determined to be at least 95% 
Ac.aJt.;tJ..a ton.be(, was obtained -from the York RiYer, Virginia, in June, 
1971., It was preserved in 90% MeOH !I and its lipids extracted a few 
days later uti].izing the methanol in the extraction.· 
Three specimens of Mnem-loy.J.6.lo were captured from the York 
River in lviarch !I 1972, the total lipids extracted individuals :i.n the 
live state. 
Two sexually mature medusn.e of Cfm.y1.,ao1ut, one ·male and one 
female, of approximately the same· size ( 6-8 cm in diameter) were 
captured in August!) 1971, from the York River. Each 1vas frozen over 
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dry ice 2.nd lyophilh:.ed.. 0!1c· gram ::.~1.mpL.:,::.; of wcll--macera.ted tissue 
·were talren for lipid e:-:t:raet:~on. 
One sexually mi:rtuj'.'t=:, male Ch!Ly,sc~o 1w. was ca,ptured in the boat 
slip of the South CaroJ.in:.:, Ms.rine R.c0c-t1rc~!S Center in July, 19~{2. It 
was held.~ wi thou.t f'ooa., in :-1.rtificin.l :-;0::1 watc:r for 2>1 hours prior to 
freezing ancl subse'}"lJ.ent ly0pr.ii.Jiz2:tion. An al:Lqu0t of the total lipid 
extract was sub.jectcci to tldn layer chron18.togcr:,.phy, and the triglycerides 
and phQspholipids recover eel for f at.ty acid. anaJ.ysis. 
All M.ologicB.l materials were ezl·.:ca.cted with CHCl3/MeOH/H20, 
according to the Bligh and Dyer method. ( J.'T), with the volumes ac1jm;ted 
to t.he amount of ti:3SUe available. ~:he cells were disrupted through 
the use of s onif':L c2J:,ion or r:;las s tis sue macerator s. 'rl:ie totn.l lipid 
extracts were tra.nseste:t"'ii':L1::d with I3li'~/; 1:c::OH, 111.% by volun1e (Applied 
S,·ience Lab), with added lK~n~.:ene a.nd f1e0II ( 18) ~ When :possible, all 
operations were carried 01.:~t under nitrogen. 
'11hin-le.yer ch:rorn:..rtography was accr:::r::)lished utilizing glass 
-nl i· - CO'l·'·eu" -r···~, ,-, ,;r.::01i ,-~-~.,,... -t-• ("•.··•J'r-•~ G···· ~ r~-.r,,71-i1·1.rpo"'t) ~•na" a _t'-a ,e;:, .:.,l, \' .l "t;_,. c .. c., _ --'-"'-J l;. :r 0.l u.LJ ... - c.l, ·•.::.L•-,;- , l',.-:.,_ _.__.; .• '-'-, U. -
solvent system of hexane-eti1er acetic acid (80:20:1, v:v:v). 'rhe 
developed plate was sprayE:d ·.dth 2 ,'7-clichlo:r·oi'Juorc:-~cein (10% in 
et.har1ol) and viewecl unc1ei~ lone-wave i.f\l light. ~'he triglycerides and 
phosp:-iolipids were scrapec. from tbe })late, recove:r-o::d from ti:,--~ silica 
gel by elution with CHCl3/l-.-:eGH (2 :l, V :V):, and tr.rms-este:r_.if:Lec1. 
· The fattv acid methyl esters were se·narr:::Led by gJ.as-1:i.q_uid 
chromatography, in ... a He,-:-lett-Fackard 7620 gas ~hromato0raph equipped 
with flame ionization detector, util:i.zing helium at 33 pstg as the 
carrier gas. 1. 8 metc~r, 2'mm ID glass columns p:~cked with 5% SE-30 
(Chromosorb W-AW !I DMCS ~ 100-120 mesh) ana. 5% DEGS ( Chromosorb W-A'W 
DMCS ~ 100-120 me;-;h) or 10% EGSS-X ( Gn:J _Chrom Q, 100-120 mesh), alJ.. 
from Applied Science· Laboratories, 1-;re:re used :for fatty acid methyl 
esters of the organisms collected in Virg:i.nia wuters. Fatty acid 
es-f:,ers of tµe mecJ.usa collected in South Carolina were anr::.ly7,ed on a 
column packed with preconc1it.:i onecl 3% EGSP-Z ( Gas Chrom Q, 100-120 mesh). 
Detector and injector tem.per:.:d:-,ures of 150° to 180°, depending upon . 
the colll.llLl'l type. · 
The methyl esters were iaentified by comparing their relative 
retention times (RRTiB: o) wl th those of a lrnmm stand a.rd mixture . 
(Appl:i.ed Science Lab) and with those of the secondary standard, cod-
liver oil (19), obtained through the courtesy of Dr. R. G. Ackman, 
Halifa."'{, Nova Scotia. Both standards were analyzed daily prior to 
analysis of the unknown mixtures. Semi-log plots of P~•r1 g: 0 against 
the carbon number were prepared for all unknowns ( 20) , and Type I, II 
and III separation factors ( 21) were calculatecl for· the EGSP-Z, DEGS 
and EGSS-X columns and checked l)eriodically. The chromatograms were 
quantitated by the· method· of Carroll .(22). It was felt that the 
accuracy of Carroll's method, while adequate for our purpose, did not 
justify the application of correction factors for flame ionization 
detector response (23). 
~ I 
Results 
Of the 30 or rnor2 f~: .. tty actcL round in ee.c;h of the lipi<1 
extracts, we haYe selected. th::•si:-~ presented in the h:.bles as the acids 
of major interest. 1.l1he 1.mrir-:Lurr1.tes werf~ 11.st_ed by w f'am:Lly, acC!ordi.ng 
to one accepted r;athwo:y o.f fatty acid ::;yntJ.ti::sis (2).1). 
In TabJ.e 16, the ft;,t.t:;! acid pc-)reentages of the 3 ctenophores 
and those of_ the 2 mechls8.e -T.::·e averag.--~d, witb high ancl low values 
shown in. parenthese:J. ltB 1:--ic1.y 1)(".! r..:~en, the resemb1anc~ between the 
fatty acids of Ac.a-1~.Li.a and those of Mnenifo p.s.i-1.) is striking. tilere is 
litt1e, if" any, mod.iticatJ.on of d:i.etary fatty a.d.ds· l)Y Mn.eir1,i.op.6-th. In 
the pol~ri.msa-tun:d~cc:. fat.ty ucicls (PUF1A) of Ac..cv'L.:t.J...CL, 22:6w3>>20: 5<.u3, 
the reverse cond.ition usu!:~J.ly true for other herbiv-orus crustaceans (25). 
At the sec:ond trO!.Jhic level, the f'u-Lty -acicls of the. mecluso.e 
differ markedly from thosE~ o:f' th~; cter;. ·horci:1 in the percentar,es of 
18: 0, the w6 PUFA ( 20: 4w6 i, 22: J.~!D6, 22: ;u.}G) and the 0J3 PUF'A ( 20: -5uJ3, 
22: 5w3:, 22: 6!.o3). Hhile the ctenophore ancl ;jellyfif:,h both canto.in the 
same tot:tl perceni:n,e:e of PUFA, the -rn:t:i o of t,J6 t,:: u.i3 aciclr:; :i.s l :1 in 
the meduss.e, and 1: 20 in the cte:nor>hOTes. We not,,:; cdf30 th;::,.;t, the ratio 
20: 5w3/22: 6w3 i~: simila~·:· for all 3 orc:::1.n.:;·:--nns. 'Ynese rlata sug[;est that 
if medusac a.o, :;_r!deed, feed pTin1a:d.ly upon ctenophores ~ the medus?..e 
metabolize 20: 5!.i.13 nnd 22: (~•)3 c.t app:cox:L:~1at.cl:i _the sc,·:,e rate and reple.ce 
these ad.a.s ,-ri th L,J6 PUFA by T!!Ca.:J ~ of ::-~Y :; Lhe~.;i.s o~ e..c ~~mnulation from t}?.e 
•ctiet. If the med.usn.e lad:. the au;;il:i.:::..ry enzymes for the o::ddation of 
the linoleic acid i': . .1;,.ily of fatty acids ( i somt:rase:, enoyl hydratase, 
and/or epime1·a.se) ~ the w6 PUFA will alf:~o HJ.'cumule:tE':, 
Table 17 1:i sts the fatty acids of the total lipicls, the 
triglycerides and the phospholipids of a single mo.le 111edusa from 
Charleston Harbor. A comp,.::t:ison of the total lipid ft:. tty ac:Lc1s with 
those of the two r:!ec.lusae given in Table 1 f?.hows similarities in 
saturates and mbnounsaturates and differences in the w6 a.d.ds c1.nd, 
to a small extent, the w3 acids. Howevc~1· => if one takes into ac cormt 
the ranges of valuez obtained from the h:-o Virgiuia m'.=dusae, the 
differences in percentages of Cl.16 and w3 acids between the two sets of 
data does not appear t.o be highly significant. Nevertheless, it is 
possible that the some·what greater amounts of w6 PUJrA and the somewhat 
lesser a1.."11ounts of w3 PUFA found in the South Carolina medusa are 
results of the 21~ hour st,u"vation period :lll1posed upon it prior to 
sacrifice·. 
The strong similarity between the fatty acid percentages of 
the phospholipids and the total lipids, is consistent with our earlier 
data which showed .that the total· lipids of medusae are 75% phospholipid. 
The differences between the triglyceride and phosphoHpid acids are 
notable and "to be expected. The trigly·cerides contain approximatley . 
equal amounts of {d6 and w3 acids but the phospholipid.s contain about 
1. 5 times as much w6 PUFA as w3 PU~A ~ suggesting the importance of the 





F'inally, the BUJr: ~ o:f the w6 und w3 :.:i.cid:-:; ln t.he tric;lycer:Laes 
(3l-1-%) e.nd the pLof:pholip:Lc1 r: ( ~;5%) a1·e cono:i_stc::nt wii;.h the lrnowr: ::;tructure:-~ 
of these corn-pom1ds and the th-~~-,ries of ,3-urnrn:turat:Lon of natural marine 
lipj_ds ( 26). -· 
Discussion 
1rhat the f P-.tty a.cid com1Josition of a marine. prede.tqr 
( ctenophore), B.m1, more s1:0dfically that of its depot lipids, may 
bear similarity to ·Uw:t of' it~, diet ( copqjo<}) has bE:cn cleaxly 
demonstrated, as r:·-~t.ec1 in the introduction. One expl2.nat.ion for this 
similarity has 1)-::cn ba.~_:ed U!;8.n the (3--·:.nonof;Jyceride theory o:f Broc}(er-
hoff et, al. ( 26). It :i:s 1,;e~Ll d.ocrunenteci that the charactf:rist:i.c marine 
fatty acicl pattern arises :i.n the phyto1)J.,_0_~1kton · (2'"{). rrhe tu3 PUFA 
which arc gl~ne1·::•.lly found in the 8-posi t:i.rni of both triglycerides and 
lecithins a:re believer} tc- 1)e passed along the marine foocl web through 
retcdtion of the stnble G-rnonogJ.yceride structure derived from dietary 
g1:v-eerides. Tr:i.g1ycer1.u.es o_f the preCiatcr would then be synthesized, 
utiJ.i zing this B-monoclyceride and ava:i.J.able free fatty acids. Brocker-
hoff has also sur__;ge:-:itE:d thnt these S--monoglycerid.:::::~ might protect the 
PUF'A from immed:i.ate oxidation and. could serve as pl'l:!cur::;or:;; of lecithins 
by -r..-,ray of diglyceride int.en'.1ediates (26). Kennedy has descr:i.bed a 
biosynthetic pathyay, bcgir~21ing with L-a-phosphoglycerol and proceecling 
through phosphetid:i c a.d.ds to D-O',:,p-dir:lyce1·icles vhich give rise to 
triglycerides anc1 lc--:c:i.thins ( 28). It is r-m.gges-!.:ecl by both Brockerboff 
and Kennedy that the 0-fn.tty acid.s of leci th:i.nr; can "be modified through 
the action of Phosplloli:par;e A (EC 3.J..l.li) and acyJ.ating enzymes such 
· as those dcscri bed by Landf., and Merkl ( 29). 
. The sir:iilnr:lty in fn.tty acid composition of AcaJc..:Ua and. 
Mn.em/. op6-l.6 conf:i.rns that a tror,hi c rela:t.J.onshi.p e:d str:: between them, 
as described (1, 3h) and couJ.d easily be attribut~d to" transfer of 
13-~ionoglycerides, al though it should be noted that 60% or more of the 
neutral lipids of Ac.cut,ti..ct consists of wa_x esters ( unpub. data bused on 
TLC). Unfortunately, nothing is lrnmm at this t:Lme of fatty acid 
distribution among the lipid classes of Mn.eJnlop,.5.L6. 
The polyunsatur,rted fatty acid compositions of M11eJ11,fop.6-W 
and Clviy.6a0h .. a arc quite different, in contrast to the saturates and 
monounsaturates. It is a:p11arent from Table II that there is no resem-
blance between the total fatty acids of Mn.e,n-lop,5,u., and Ch.1t..yuwna. Tri-
glycerides should be regarded as depot fats only when they exceed the 
phospholipids by a factor of two or more; this is not.the case in 
Chll.y.6'cWJtCL medusae. The medusa has _no visible oil droplets and most 
of its lipids are pro"bably involved either in its membranes or even 
more so, in the sexually mature gonad. . The triglycerides·!; might be 
modified considerably, particularly in the testis, and serve a structural 
function. · 
The major differences between polyunsaturated fatty acid 
·composition of the ctenophores and medusae are seen to be due to the 




metabolizes about half of the :Lngested u.i3 PUFA, but maintains unsaturation 
of :i.ts structural lir1id::; ( {-~itter throu3h :::,yn-Lhesis of non-degradation 
of phospholir,:1.ds rich in ~~n:l1c1't; and its successor acids, 22:4w6 and 
22: 5tu6). If the b:Losynthe de pathway in mc-:.J.LtSD.e :is based upon transfer 
of the S-1nonoglyceritks, . tl1 ·I.~~ reorgani zt,;'.·.i on could. be aecomplisheC. ·by 
the action of J;ihosphoJ.ipa~;e: A :.::.nd acylating ern~ymes. Stillwo:y and. 
Lane ( 30) h:=1ve reported tlw p:resence of phos11hol:ipc-J.se A in the coelen-
terate Ph~J,5o..R.la. phyMd,,{/2 and Vaskovsk;-{ and Suppes (32) found phosphlir;e.se 
A activity :i.n the tissu(:S of.' Me.:tKid.h.JJ?i and An,:tlwple.U/l..a but not in that 
of Cyc01ea zp. 
In the absence of those en.zYJnes wh:ich would permit fatty 
acid modification in the r:;-position, biosyntlicsis of w6 PUFA rich 
phosriholipids 1dght welJ. c)ccill' by i:Tay of L-o:-phosphoglycerol and phos-
phatidic acids e.s_ ·described by Kennedy. In this case, the composition 
of the phospholipids '\·:ouJ.d probGb~ :-·- depencl upon the concent.r.::1.tions of 
activated w3 aud u.\6 1-oJ.yUJ1saturo:t.ed fatty acids and the specificity 
of the. enzymes involved. 
The high leveJ. of uJ6 PUFA is, in i tnclf, interesting, since 
the ti.\6 PUFA arc generally found at very low levels in marine inverte-
brates. Among the marine inverte·b1natcs whose lipids contain more than 
2-3% 20: 4w6, are the s cyphozoan med us ae Cyo .. nc..a c.ctp,lUa,,ta_ ( 33) and 
Awte.1.J...a awr.,i.;ta (12), the fresh 1•:ater HydJw .. p.tic,:tdol.[gac;t,(_fl (10), the 
n!.edus a S:tomo.f..oplw.6 me,le.c.:nh--L6 ( unpub * data) and trie Port1.t6ru.ese man-of-
war ~ Ph.y.oaLlcl phyocr.l.Ls ( L. W. Still way, personal communication), all 
of which p..i~e. Coelenterates. Collier (34) rcportec1 fatty acid of 
Mn.ein.i.op.,5.l..6 .6p. were con:-;.i.,1erably higher in 18:0> J.6:1, and 20:4 tha.n 
· are found here; 20 : 5W3 and 22: 6w3 which are :part:i. cularly high in the 
AcaJltia. and Mnem.Lop.6L5 reported herein were not distinguished by Collier .. 
It is interesting that tlw lipids of the ln·a.cldsh water hydromedusa 
Mae.o:ti..a.6 ..i.ne.xpe..c.ta:ta contain only 1% 20 ~ ).iw6 , but 13% 22; 4w6 and 3% 
22:5w6 (unpub .. data). 'I'hus it is evident fror1 our work, and that of 





Hr::i.1il1t 1-. - !'".;.;_·~-----':."":-"----=-=-·-~.;.· .. -.:::.-...:-.:::: -- -· •• ·.'!_•;:-;:-;.~-=--=-:=..--= .. 
Fatty .Acid A. ton-6a. M. le,,c.dyl (3) C. quin. (2) 
14:o 3-9 1+. 9 ( l~. 0-6. 7) 1.1(1.0-1.2) 
16:0 l.5. 5 13.0(12.6;...13.6) 13.6(13.2-13.9) 
18:0 )L 8 3.6(2.3-4.5) 9,)+(8.9-9.8) 
E 2li":2· 21.5 21.:-i-
16:1 5.0 3.9(1.7-6.9) 3.2(2.5-4.o) 
18:1 3.6 ~t}_ ( li. 2··5. 6) 6.2(5.7-6.7) 
E 73-·.6 B.7 ~ 
18: 2w6 0.5 1.9(1.7-2.0) 0.8(0.8-0.9) 
20:4w6 o.8 0 • 9 ( 0 . 8----1 . 1 ) 15 . 6 ( 13. 11.-18. 2 ) 
22:4w6 0 • 6 ( 0 . 1,_ 0 . 9 ) 5.7(~.0-'"(.3) 
22:5w6 ~l ( o-o -3 ) ~(5.2-6.4) 
r 1.3 3. ·r. 27.9 
18: 3tu3 l.8 2. 5 ( 2. 2-·2. 9) 1. 4(1. 3-1. 4) 
18: >@3 3.8 4. 4 ( ~. 9·•-6. 2) 0.6(0.5-0.8) 
~ ~?.O: 5uJ3 16.5 14.0(12.7-15.0) 7.9(7.7-8.1) 
22:5w3 o.8 o. 4(0--0-5) 5.7(0) 
I 22:6w3 37.6 Jl1. 7 ( 29. h-39. 3) 13.8(12.6-15.0) 
E 60.5 56.0 29.~ 
Total 94.6 89.9 · 90.8 
w6 + w3 61.8 59.7 57.3 
w6/w3 1/46 1/20 1/1 
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. Dt1:l.e H. Calder 
Vir(;inio. In:..:ti.tutc: of Ma:ri:Jt· Sc:i.ence 
Glouce:sLe:.~ :Point, Virginia 23062 
ABS1l'RJ\C1r 
A 12-•month s-t1y}y of strobilat:i.on :ln. the sea. nettle, CfvLlj.6ClOJLa 
quJ.J't.qu.eWr/r.l-w, 1-n1.s cond.uc tt=d. under nutt;:ru.l conaj_t:i.onr:j in t1v.::· -field. 
Observations were ma.de in a small creek of the Chesa:peake Buy system 
where :polyp:3 of C, qulnqu..ec.J.1ur..fw. were l:nmm to occur- and where med.u.sae 
are normally abundant e~tch year. Wo.ter temperatures in the creek 
rar1ged from 3 C bo 32 C d1-u-ing the stu(1-y. Under i.,hese condi t:i.ons, 
strobiJ.ation displayed i:t de fin:) tc :::eu.s,Jnali t.y. St.:rcbilae were first 
collected in J\.pril as wat·.:::· tc:rrpe··:·atw.~c-::.: rtppToachcd 17 C. Maximum 
rates of strob:!.lation occu:c.1:'.:.:c1 dur:i.ng May and Jun~:. Instead of a 
single sustaineJ. p!'.;a1-; dur.:Lnc; thi:: p2:riod, f.;tro'b:i Li.ti.on was protracted 
into a. series o:r pulses that correln:t•~'(l with tidal rhythms. .Al though 
strobile.tion cont.i.nu.,~d. into October~ the percentage of polyi_,?s stro-
bilating af.ter June -was re.1.ati vely lm•r. Strobilatio,'; ceased during 
the cold months frrnn jfove1r..b. ... -,, t1irough M2.rch. · Oi)servat:i.ons on individual 
polyps attached. t.,.~ petri d:i.::.~hes confirmed t1rn:t repeated stro·biJ.2.tion 
· can ·occur in polv1Js of C. Cttl-lnc,uecDLli.ha in na.tm·e. IndividueJ. 1101,ms 
- L, .l: i. ..... ,1 J:' 
strobilated as many as five times i·:1 a six-lre.:::k interval. 'I1he number 
of ephyrae producecl r>cr polyp during si.:robilation va:ried from one to 
16, 1·Ti th a mean of five o,nd a mode or f9ur. 'I'he mean number of ephy1"ae 
per strobila was higher in spring than during summer. · 
nrrrRODUC':rION 
The sea nettle, Ch!LljUWILa qu.,,[n.qu.e.c.~JLha (Des or·, 1848) , is· 
locally abundant during summer along the east coast of the.United 
States from southern Mew El1e;land to Florida. The venomous medusa 
stage of this species is a, significant pest and a negative economic 
factor , particularly in the Chesapeake Bay region. 
In common with ma.ny other cnidarians , C. qulnqiie.wuz.ha under-
goes ·metagenesis in its 1ife history. While the medusa population dies 
off annually, the sessiJ_e scypM.stoma stage may remain active all year 
and is potentially perem1ial (Truitt, 1939). T"ne scyphistoma is 
capal)le of asexual reproduction, most ·commonly through podocyst 
formation. These ·cysts are also resistant to adverse environmental 
conditions. During spring and summer the scyphistomae·undergo stro-
bilation, a process leading to the production of free-swimming ephyrae. 
The.proximal portion·of.the polyp_remain~ng after strobil~tion·under-
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goes renewed gro· .. rth, rc:tu1·11~. n;.~ the s cy:ohi:.: '.,<Jm£-1 to normal si t-;e and. 
rnorphoJ.og,y. It is "Lhen cc=:,TJt•.bl<:: of con-L:b1.u•.:;d asexual reproduction 
and perhaps repeatecl ~.,t:rob:i:.r\tic•n.. The ep11:n·n.e d.evelop rapidJy into 
metlusae, which a:re d.ioecic-1-i.~. FerLil:l zatiot1 results :in a free-
swimming planula 1~:.!.l"V8., wb lch t.H:ttles on cl. J.':Lrm :mbstrate and develops 
into the scyphistoma, tber(~1Jy completing the life cycle. 
While the mu:cphclogical details of strobil.ation in C. QlUJ'l.-
que.chth.ha have been deE;c·r-'..bed (L:i.ttleford, 1939; Cones) 1969), little 
is known al)out the ecoloc:-1 and precise seaSPi.:;}.1 u.ynt1.rnic::: of the process. 
The onJ.::,r relevant fic~ld u.atu available to a.ate on 3trobilation in this 
species were bas eel on coll.cct:Lons of epby.cae by Cargo ana. Schultz 
(1966 1967) rr:1-,0 J--,~0s,~•nt· rc•-1.-l•Ud"'r 't,T•"q u1,{i,..,-,-.+c· ... l·r..•·1 to ,:ie-'L,·e-r·Pii-rJ.•(".> (·1) .;-,11e - , • .Li., ... ~,- - , • .._,_, • ..J • ._,) \\ CL,. __ _,.._..._,_.,. v ;, .. )..""'J.... "-" •• •- • .:_ • ._.._ - - \.I 
exact conrlitions unde:1" which st1"01Jilation l,(:,gins i11 spring; (2) the 
P(:.,r~e11J·~,_;e o--·· prl'tr,·c_• c-· 1··,~01"·i"lo.!-~1·::- ~·f-::, r,-;·,-t.:,,·, .!.i·rnc..• (-.) .!-1·1,:, nt·F."'0:::.1-- 01"' . ,._c "'~l'-> J. u-,r~'·.j ,,;,t._ ,., __ ~'-",u--1,., • .,,.., ...... :.,";..,_v.._,._ t, _,_._, ,..) 1, t t ... ~ 
ephyr:i.<:: produced p:;··r· strol:,ila, as o-b;ie1·•vec1 t.i'n.-.J11.ghout the season; 
( 4) whether a given I,olyp will 12; trob:i.late more th an once a season in 
nature. 
MAT)!!RIALS ArID METEUDG 
Studies on st:r.obi.lo.:tion in C. qu.Lmzue,cJJl./Lfi.a were concluctecl 
from March J.972 thJ~O;J[:;ll Februm·y 1973 tn 8;u-·c11 C:ceek; Virginia (FJ.g. l). 
· $'hells of' the oyste~,:-:, CMU,M1.6.tJrca v)/ig-lnlc.a, were collected using hand 
tongs from an oJ.rl :i abE1..n11or:ec1 shell accur.mlation in the Northeast Branch 
and retm"'n.ed to the ltft:ioro.tory- in water--f'iJ.lcd bu;:'.kcts. f:u~1.L:1ination 
of the shells was cumpleted ancl the number of adhering polyps and 
strobilae present determined within eight hmn·s afte1· collection. 
Srunples ·were taken 1)iweek1y during 1..-k,:_cch and from Noveml)er through 
Februa.r:,;. Weekly smq)les were collected during thf.: f:i.rst half of 
April and from ./.1.ugust -thrcuGh October. From mid-April through Jul~r !, 
saJnpling was conducted twc to three times weekly (md. the results pooled 
for the whole week. Enough substrate was col12ctcd so that most samples 
contained in excess of 100 polyps. Greater quant.itie.s of' shell were 
necessary for winter and mid-summer samples because pol:YJJS were J.ess 
abundant during these seasons than in spring~ late sununer and autumn. 
In the laboratory, shells ·were immersed in a large preparation 
dish containing seawater and examined under low magnification (7-lOX) 
using a dissecting microscope . .As polyps and strobilae were located 
and counted, they were dislodged from the shells and-placed in Stender 
dishes for more detailed examination at higher magnification .. Small. 
polyps, as well as large ones, were counted during the study. Three 
methods were used. in identification of pol·yps: (l) examination of the 
nematocyst complement ( Calder, 1971), (2) determination of mouth shape 
(Morales-Alamo and Haven, in prep.), (3) identification of the ~phyrae 
liberated followi~g strobi.lation. 
All field-collected strobilae that had not liberated ephyrae 
prior to collection were placed individually in vials containing 4.5 
ml of filtered seawa·ter (1°"{ o/oo·salinity). 'These strobilae were held 
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at 25 C_ in an ·incubn.tor unt:i.1 u~,-! totaJ 1111:!i:Jc•:c of eph:vrn,c produced. 
coulcl be determined. Ir:knt.:L/.i c.'.rJt:i.on w;_:1:, b'.1f.~~d. on ·Lhe morphology of 
the relca::;ed ei1hyx-ae. Afte~-:· Li.'bern.tio-c1 0.~--- e:phyrn.e:. poJ:n1s were removed 
to petri disl1es and hel6. in th: lalJorato:cy until ::;c::veral bad. reattached. 
Upon reatto.chr:1en.t, the e~:act location o:f e:_:.c.:l·i pol:[j? was recorded and 
the petr:l. d:i.shcs ·wer(.~ ::--;l~cur(--:d tu D, :r.·et.r:i.c!vrd.-. Le 1·ack and sul>1nerrsed, 
bottom up, in Sa:i:,.:ih Creek. Poly})f:l we:re che:_; .. _ed for rest.robilation :in 
the field several UrrK~f3 w::•ekJ.y with a 10:-.-: harrd len:.-:. New polyps pro-
duced. by a.ssxual reprc,ducU.on during the ~1tudy 1-:0cce r.<::~i;::ivE-:d. :from the 
dishes. 
Hyc1rogra,J-;hic datr"t were c:ollected ::'-~vcral times weekly in 
Sarah Creek throughout tL:· .. :tuOy. Salinity :~am1)lcs were analyzed using 
a Beckman model RS-'7 inci.u.ction saJ ino:m,::ter. Dirrnolvecl o:x-y 0en vaJ.ues 
were determined by the W:i.r!kler titrati.011 m.etLocl. ~.1E:rr:1Jeratureu were 
taken ·with a stern tht:l'mometer. W u.te:i- tran:.;p::-i.ru1cy 1-ro.s men.sured with 
a Seccbi disc. 
Sarah Cre:(:k (F:L.r~. 1) is loca.tcc1 on the norl:l! shore of' the 
lower York River, 9 };:.m fi-orn. Ches2p2ake Bay. Th=: c:re~..:k divides lnto 
two b:-::-a.'l1.ches, the Northwest am1 i:,he Horthcr:st, each hs.v-:i.ng depths of 
2 m for about l. 3 tn (U. f-;. Coast P:iJ.ot, :J 9TL). ·~1he shoreline is 
sandy at the entrance but eJ.se-11he1·e :i.s pred.01:!iw::.ntJ.y muddy and borclered 
with saltwater cord[;i"as::; (.Sprud ..-lna. aJ.:t(!.-'LniSto:w). 1rhe bottt)m consists 
of mud., except for accurr!ulations of' she11 on private oyster grounds 
· and nea.r oyster houses. 1I'wo rr1ar·:i.nas a:re locr;.ted within the creek, one 
just inside the entrance on the northern shore B.nd. annther on the 
eastern band hali'--way up the Northwest Branch. Severr·,l oyster houses 
are located in the upper half' of the Ifortheas-t Branch. 
Meun t:i.dal range in the creek is a·bout O. 9 m. Currents are 
weelt except at the nar:!."c,w entrance 5 where velocities reach about .- · · · 
0.5 m/sec. Hydrographic conaitions fluctuate markedly in -the creek 
(Figs. 2,3), both seasonally and in response to 1oC:al weat.her conditions. 
Freshwater runoff from heavy rains markedly decreases salinities and 
increases water tur1Jidi ty. Salinities were below normal throughout 
the Chesapeake Bay system in 1972 due to heavy rains during the autumn 
of 1971. Unusually wet weather continued through the spring of 1972 
and was followed by heavy rainfall during ~rropical Storm AGNJ~S in late 
June 1972 that further depressed salinities. In Sarah Creek salinities 
reacl~ed a minimum of 9. 9l~ o/ oo on 29 June. Waters of the creek ai .. e 
normally turbid=> with maximum Secchi disc visibilitj_es of aJ)out 2 m 
being attained in late autumn and early winter. In Sllimner => visibilities 
a.re consistently below 1 m, and may drop as low as 0.3 m following 
heavy rainfall. Water temperatures increase or decrea.se rapidly depending 
upon air temperature. Although the creek occasionally freezes over in 
cold winter periods, it did not do so in 1972-1973. Summer water 
temperatures reached a maximum of 32 c. The:re was no evidence of oxygen 
depletion in creek waters during the study. Dissolved o:xygenvalues 
averaged 10.1; 7.8, '"( .. 1, und. B . .i1 rng/li-Lcr fm.' w:;_nter, spring, smnmer 
and autumn :r-espectiv::?::.y. 1J'bf• lm•ret-d~ vaJ..ue :r·Gcc,:i:-ded was li..h me;/J.iter 
follo .. ,r1· 11g ,,. l1eavv '["a_.1 r· ()l'l 11 '{/···r 10'l'') 1Phr.:, .... ]1 (:::.r-.lr ]' ~ • c•}1el ·l·,::.-,,er:i f'"Vlom . • ' . u. " ... . ~. J • .. f" ji.J."'- ,/ J c_.. ... ....... l:,, \,... ~ •-' ........ ').. • ,..:J .:, • - J ~~.... ...I. ... .. !. ... 
wind:1 and rn.az:imum wave hei.g})·L ob::;( tVr.:!d. 5.!1 the cred:. during the stu.dy 
was e:bout O. 3 m. 
Accumulation of shells, princip~.J.J.y those of the oyster, 
Cflcv9:,o,,5:t./u2.,a v-iJLgin[cL, occurs particularly around oyster houses in the 
Northeastern B:r·2.nch. T1ws~ shells provide substrate for sc;y-phistornae, 
as well as for uoJ."ing spol!_r,;eE: (Cl./..ono.· sp.), hy{lroicb (' 1Campa1-iu£-<.nansp., 
HydJl.aCXJ..nla. cvz.ge), £1,m.:nnn.c-fJ (VJ ... aclumc.n.e. feu_c_o.tena.) entor,rocts, bryzoans 
(3 owe.Jibc<.nh..i.a 91wc..Lu.:') 1 f-.L.:.J~1 b'w1i.Lpo,rw. :te.n.u)j,, Ete.c.J-./i.a cJuu.J.:.tLle.nta) , 
polychaetes, 1w.dibr:.:1neh:;, 'ba~cnacle:-:; (B a.tcu1.u.6 .unp-'cov,L,.:,u~6) and tunic::.Les 
(MolgutcL mcuiha,Uei1-0-L6 ) . · E:::dusne of C. q ll-Lnqueci./Ui.hCL were present from 
May until t11e c;:ia. of Octol):::r, reaching r1!axh::t.:.,n. nu:mber:J dm:·ing suJ:m1er. 
Medusae of Cyanea c.ap,i.,t.C.<-1.ta were T>?.'Csent f1:•or1 Jam.tar;-/ until June, with 
greatest numbers be:i.ng JXr.es011t in win-Lcr. 
RESUW.1S 
Scyphistomae of C. qul_nquc.cJ./t/:.f·w .. ·were coJ.J.ecte,l 1.n Sarah 
Creek tl1rouc;hout the yecn-, althoup:h most su:r-vived a~: podocysts during 
the colde:::t pa.1.,t. of tbe winter. r~:.trobilati on e.xter..ded. over an interval 
of 2!~ ·weeks d'U!fr;g 'the:: ::d,udy. Gtrobilae wcrf~ fi 1_~-::-;t obi::c:rved on 18 April, 
when three of 115 polyps collecterJ. ·we:ce beginnir:g to sbow segmentation. 
Wa:te:c tem:perature on tli-is da.te was 16.8 C, lrn.ving risen from 14.9 C 
four days earliero Af·Ler 20 Apri1 ,/hen two additional s-crobilae were 
collected, m1-1T1bers of st,rci'biJ.ating l)OJ.yps in the sa:,:ples rapidly 
increaserl (Table 1). Stro'bilation peeJ:~ed durine May a.nd June, w:Lth a 
maximmn weekly percenta8e :r.ec,)rded clur:i.Dg ~--10 Juue. Peak value for 
a siligle sample was obtain2c1 on 5 June "~hen 25 .11% of the n~wps col-
lectecl were undergo:i.ng strobilation. Fre~,h water from· Tropicnl Storm 
AGNES dep1·essed salinities in Sarah Creek clu.ring 1ate June (Fig. 2), 
bu·t strobilation was aJ..reajy in decline and was not noticeably affected . 
. Although strobilation continued thron6hou:t the summer, the percento.ge 
of polY.Ps strobilating at a given time after Jurle was relatively sma.11. 
Only three strobilae were collected. after Aue;1.l.st, the last on 2 October. 
These three were normal morphologically, and typical ephyrae were 
produced. 
Pulses of strobilation were evident from the samples. Peaks 
of strobilation for 2>~-28 .Apri1, 8-12 May, 22-26 May, 5-9 June and 
19-23 June were followed by significantly lower lev-els on l-5 May, 
15-19· May, 29 May-2 June, 12-16 June and 26-30 June respectively. 
These fluctuations did not correlate with any o1)served envirorunental 
factor except tidal rhythm. Strobilation peal(s coincicled with periods 
of maximum tidal amplitude as indicated in the 1972 t:tde tables 
(National Ocean Sui"vey, 1971). 
The number of ephyrae produced per strobila. varied from· one 
to 16 during the study (Fig. 4). The mean number of ephyi .. a,e j>er 
strobila was higher in spring than during the summel' (Table 2}. 
I 
~ 
Studier-; conduc.:t·2·.1 in lutcc:: spring and early SUJmner demonstnJ.Ged 
that poJ.y-p:::3 C;;:i,11 ~~t:ff,u:i.l?.'i;r_-: :1v •,'(.';ntl t:i.m~~s i~1 suecc:·rnion dt'!.J::i.ng; a given 
season (1ra,ble 3). l'-tOfft. or thc:-:;e: .poly-ps ·.:~2:r~· obse:rvccl for only a short 
period oi' time 1)efm:,:: ·1Y::L 11.:~ J.:~•:;t.. Lo3s eE, weT·c: a.ttri 1-Juted largely to 
nudibr,.i_:-ich predation, aJth·:n.1ch Gome were evidently lo~_:t following 
strol)il&tion. 
DISCUSSION 
Waters of the- C1·1=_..,~)apea1:e Br,:y systc,n n.1·e churacteri:lecl by a 
wide annual range in t(·t-:p~ 1::i.tu:.r·e. Unc:.cr the::~c:~ conditions stro"bilation 
in C .. qu.,.[.nI{U.eGi.JULIW, und 1.::cg<-'t..·:s a clefin:i.te. ser; 0;~)i';G.J. pc:rio(lj_.~ity. During 
this study strobilrd:,icr! ·bc..~::n1 abruJ;rtJ.y in Agr:5.1 us the water temperature 
approachecl 17 C. PSt::;r :r-:::··•.c1ling <.t pea;~ during May and J"une, ~he process 
did not t.er:miE&t.c a.s s·Lv.M:::·lJ.y a:-;; :it. bo.d hbeo;un ln.1t conl:.inuec1 at a 
dimtnishec1 rate throuchout 1.;te re~.;t. of tile su~:~%;r uml early autumn. Ho 
strobilation occu.r.ted :t'r,:.:n I':'..:\:-c1~1ber th:r.ough I:it.'.';,:cch ~ when cold ·water 
temperature prevailed. 1th~ :i.nflucnce of w2.,t•:::r temperature on stTo-
hilat:i.on in C. qu.i.nq£lC.C'.-iJUdw Lo.3 teen de~,:~=:rrdnE•rl ex~oerimentally in 
lo,bora.tory studies l)y Cones (1969) and Loeb ( 197;~). In these e;,cperiments 
stl'obilation ·wa.s induc:c--:d b;:r elevating tlie ·wr::.ter tem1) 1,··rc.~.tltt'e :i.n cultures 
o:f:' polyps mainta.i ned unt1e1· cold concJ.i tj_ons o ·J--1.n.n:i.pul:-:1.tion of water 
ternperat.ure has also be(~~n u~~ecl to trigr.ser st:i: 1.)lxi.lat:i.on :i.n other specie.s 
·of scy-phozoans under 1t:1.borr1,to:ry conditions (Hi}.ssc<Ll :i 1970). 
·Hater tc-:rr.1;e1•0.:~uy-_, :i.s not nJ:wT_;,J;::: EtG siplific:ant h1 the co11-trol 
of strobilatic•n r,,:-:.; it is fDr C. qu.l..nqtt,~Wt.JLfw i·,1 Chesc~peH.ke Ba~r. r.f11iE.~l 
·(19,<2) co1,,..·!l1''1'='Q~ ·t·J--,;,·1• -,,.,.:·p·r ·te1v··:-)-c.,;~'}i·,,-,..-=- ~.ras l10i- veJ·~,r 1·,..,11)01~tan..1- 1•n ._,_ ''-•··-\_.._\.:,: •l'-... l, ,._~.,,l,.~-- u.i.:t.:: . .,,..(kvu_:.._. ,., v 1, .. ..,,, .u._ - --V -• 
regulating strobilatio!1 of Au/tc_Lfo au-t-i.;tct ir~ t.he Kieler Forde. He four.:.cl 
that strol)ilu.:tion could o~c-..i.J:' throughout tb:;: year, and that, there 1-re1·e 
two peaks, both coinc:i.dinr.; vi th plankton blooms. His conclusior1 that. 
food supply was the m2~jor factor controJ.l:i.n;;; st:cobila,tion in the 
Kieler Forde was further confirmed through supplemental feeding 
experiments. 
In addition to temperature and nutrition, a number of other 
factors are knm,n1 to affect strobilation, including salinj_t,y, dissolved 
oxygen, light, chemicals, symbiotic zooxanthella.c, ai1d pH (Spangenberg, 
1968; Russell, 1970). As ·with temperature, the relative significance 
of these factors varies from species to species and from loca:tion to 
location. Ev-en within a given species, populations from different 
geographic area.s may respond differently to the same factor. In A. 
auJu.:ta, strobilation occurs at much lower temperatures in European 
populations than i-n popuJ.at:tonG from Texas (Spangenberg, 1965; Russell, 
1970). As Russell suggested, such differences a.re probably due to the 
existence of a nun1ber of races in this widespread species. 
A series of pulses in the rate of strol)ilation was evident 
.during this survey. An analogous series of peaks in the abundance of 
ephyrae in St .. John Creek:> Maryland, was noted by Cargo and Schultz 
(1967). They hypothesized.that (1) the early peak wan due to stro-
bilation of polyps having surv:i.vecl through the winter~ (2) a second 
and ~arger peak was due to the excystment of polyps :t·rom podocysts and 
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their subseqnC'n-i.,;, r:;t:::-obi1:J.t: r:::1, t.:nd ( 3) lai.:e:!.~ :Deale;; we:i.·e clue to repeated 
strobLLatio11 :1 n po::~ff,s .. \fa;;_'L:c; Eot dis,J{I?'•:-:clnc ·wi.i:.'l-1 this hypothesis, 
the pu_lf!es o:f strcbj_J.r.1.t.inn 6b~c-n·veu in ~ri.1.•alJ. Creek. ocr.:m--recl in such a. 
reBu1o.r suc<.:esr;;:i~on that n1Dther ezplano.tton is po:,~.,;ibJe. In being 
about two weeks ap:,,r :. :, the ru:·.ts coincided 1-rith pel'io~l.s of increasing 
ticlal cm:pJ.i tucJe ~ s-:;_&.~c0:stin7, 2. ;:· .. 2:n:i.1unar •pc::ciodic:i.ty in :-': LrobiJ.ation 
rat.,::. It is aJ.so possibJ.e tlw,L chemir;al sti::·uli c.-:nt:ribute to the 
pulses of ::-;t.rob 11:.:.U.on. I-:"Jeb (1970) demorn:;tr:1~ed the e:x.:ir:;tence of a 
chendcal · su1)ste ·::1:: rel~2.se;;_ f:com strobilae that trigge11 ed stro":..ila:tion 
in other poly})s. 
The phe:-1e,m(:11on of :-;t..1·obiJ.ation in scyphozoans consists of 
t1m separate p1·or.:1-::s::::0:=;::, n!·:~v:1~,,. segm.entr-rL·ion ~"!.ncl ~r11:·ta.11v.,rphos:iB (Thiel, 
1938; Spangenberr_;:; J,968). 1fhis result:-:. in the (;.erivation of several 
new orgard~~ms f·.to::n the ~i~\~1c orig:; na1 cnti t./. In the segmentation 
process there· rer.u::.:Lns c.ft'-">C strob:i.lo.t.:Lon a smaJ.J. portion of th::! 
scypJd stoma that :Ls ca.pabl 1~ of totiill;y- recenerating it.self ancJ. repeating 
·the procec.s. 'I'he o~cm:·1·encc of re1)e.:)~:c:•d stro1:::j_J.r:ttion in the same 
poln1 has beef! repG·-ted :i.n r-;everal ·spee:ie.s. Gobar anc1 Eisawy (1961) 
observed strobilE~tion tw·icc in s~.c·cerr::.;i0~.\ within -Lhree wee}:s in polyps 
of CnM,fopecL anc!/wmecla.. In 1'•:!clo:tlgla✓!) papuo., stro"b:L1~).t:~on occu:Ted 
three times :i.n sc~ven Wc€·ks ( 8ugiura~ 1963), and Cephe1.t c.t.phe.a stro-
bilat.ec1 three t,j mes with.: n 8. tln"'ee week inter-va.J. ( Su2Jura, 1966). 
Thiel (106r)) a~-'(:;())1<···1··,••:d·,:.>(J.i +7-,·1·1• f:l ""c,·1-,J) of 1 {Jl!h.('·f-r:, ·i·,1 ·1··1·1e T<-]0 E"l::.r • - --,.; ,_ \:.~.•----"· ,.:,l,_ f~,'.J'-.- ............ t.: V c.::., 1..1 --.) - . I\& ....... # .. 1 .. ~ -·- l., .&\-- ~- ~ 
F'orcle couJ.d st:r-o"bilatc up to fou.r- times a ye2x. In. C. qu.inqc.ttWiJth.a, 
Li ttJ.eford ( 1939) n.nd ·11ruj_ tt ( 1939) not.eel that in.di vhh.i.al polyps under-
went stl"ob:i.Jation er:.ch s1.u:~:ner for fou.r sui"·;:r:;E;s:Lv,2 ye2:cs. Subsequent 
labo·:r:· ..,...i.Ol"Y e•,-p 0 r i l'1r.-..n.l. ,..~ b,r ("r:,~..ro :=,r.=i Qr-hu r .:. 'Z ( l 0<7) '"'l1Q" ·1·,0° ( 1 9,..,., 2) _._..,L., ... ~ ... C ._1._#_L,.,__ .J vC.;..-~_;. ..... ..,1--. W----.A. ....... L, ._--_,-t.. c.'1-. ..J..._. •-
'indicated. that po1;rr,s of' C. qu.lnque,e,,{,~/r.h.a could. r-~t.1·01:d.lctte repeatedly. 
Stu:Ues conducted j_n Sarr-ill Creek dwinc; 1972 conf'jrrned that repeated 
strobilat:i.on can also occu_r in nature~ Polyps s t~·or1ilatcd UJ? to f'i ve 
times in succession within a six week period during th.e study. 
Informa:tion regarding the numbe:c of ephy-r8,e produced during 
strobilation in C. qu.in.Qlte ... ~iJULha varies considerablJ·. - According to 
Little ford and Truitt ( 193'7), Li ttleford ( 1939) , Trut tt ( 1939) and 
Cones (1969), the number :is relatively constant, Vc:.ryin~ only from 
five to six. Cargo anc1 Sc:.rnltz (1966) observed. a range from three to 
nine, with a mode of five. Under laboratory conditions numbers from 
one to 16. ( Crawford and Webb, 1972) and from five to 20 (Loeb, 1972) 
have been reported. The munber producecl by strobilae collected in 
nature during this s·tudy varied f'rom one to 16, with a mean of five 
and a mode of four. Numbers of ephyrae per strobila were evidently 
highe~t early in the season. Monodisc strobilae were rare and typically 
smaller than those unde1·going polydisc strobilation .. 
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Table 18. Numbers of polYJ?S and strobilae i:n se.1n.ples from Sarah Creek. 
% of 
Time Interval No. Sainples No. Polyps No. Strobilae Polyps Strobilating 
5 March - 1 April 2 110 0 0.0 
2-15 April 2 1'"(3 0 o.o 
16-22 April 2· 2J.1.9 5 2.0 
23-29 April 3 401 li5 10- 'T 
30 April - 6 May ?. 406 _, t::·_ 9.2 
7-13 May 3 1.u.6 -· 11.5 )LJ-
14-20 May ~ 520 -- 60 l0a3 
21...:27 May 3 311 78 20~1 
28 May - 3 June 3 -:' ")~ ..).)V ' - 11.1 : ~ ·,.~~ 
4-10 June 3 \ 409 114 21.8 
11-17 June 2 2}.~4 41 l ). !, -·a:-,.~ 
18-24 June 2 205 37 15.3 
25 June - 1 July 2 2'7".) I .J 38 12.2 
2-8 July 2 255 28 9.9 
9-15 July 2 138 7 4.8 




Table 18 ( Continued) 
Time Interval 













29 October - 4 November 
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Table 19. Numbers of c·pJ1:,.rrae liberated per :-::trobila. in saTfl.ples from 
Sarah Crec~k. : Stro'b.iJ..ae ha,v:tng lihera.ted eiJhyra.e °Qefore 
collection ·were not j_ncluded. 
Month no~ St:robiJ.ae l'~o. · E_phyr a.e Ephyrae/Strobila 
April 35 292 8.3 
May 12'( T52 5.9 
June 160 70~- 4.4 
July 28 106 3.8 
August 6 26 4 .. 3 
September 1 7 7.0 
October 1 4 4.o 
Totals 358 1891 5.3 
72 
.) ) ____ .···---· -----·--.~ ) 
Table 20. Repeated strobilation in polyps of Cfmy .. ~aoiia.. All were collected as strobilae initially, allowed 
to reattach to petri dishes follm-ring completion of strobila.tion in the laboratory, and reimmersed 
in Sarah Creek. 
Polyp -No. Interval Reimmersed No. Restrobilations Polyp No. Interval Reirn1:1ersed. No. Restrobilations 
1 11 May 5 June 1 14 18 I-,::n.:t -· ,-,~ .._"1\:.~1e -:, c.:.. _) 
2 11 May 7 June l 15 18 May 26 j1~s,y C 
3 ll May 7 June 1 l .~ _c 18 i1i2.y - .J ~J:=.~~=j" 2 
4 11 May 7 June l 17 18 1-Iay - 22 June 2 
5 11 May - 7 June l 18 18 May - 28 June 4 
6 11 May 5 June 1 19 18 May 12 (hi.ne C: 
7 ll May 5 June 0 20 18 1,iay 26 June ,::. .., 
8 11 May 5 June .1 ,~, 18 I,!r.r:y ~2-S ~Ju11e I - C..!- Lj. 
9 ·18 May 3 July 2 22 18 I•:;8,~_.r r.. 0 J;.111e .-, - - r-:u c:. 
10 18 May 14 June 2 23 lo May· - 9 June l 
11 18 May 28 June 3 21~ 18 Me.y 0 June 1 .,, 
12 18 May - 22 June 3 25 18 Mo.:,~ - 3 ,July 2 
13 18 May - 12 June 1 26 18 May - 7 June 1 
) )_·--.---------~---- _) 
Table 20 (Continued). 
Polyp No. Interval Rei~~ersed No. Restrobilations PolYJ) Ifo. Interval Reinnnersed No. Restrobilations 
27 18 May 7 June 0 38 16 June - 28 June 0 
28 18 May 5 June 1 39 16 June 28 ,June 0 
29 18 May 3 July 2 40 16 Jt;_ne - r'IC°' ,June 0 C~L' 
30 18 May 26 l:Iay 0 J.~1 16 June - 23 Ju~e l 
31 7 June 30 T---- I"\ l,r"\ .,~ JiJ.1":f: - nO J-:...1.:-1e J_ tJ Ul.lt.:: C. '+C .LV c:::u 
32 7 June - 16 June 0 h? . ..) 16 June 3 e_TUJ.y .l. 
33 7 June - 16 June 1 44 16 June - 28 June l 
34 7 June - 3 July 1 h'"" .) 16 .June - 28 ,7u:1e l 
35 7 June 28 June 2 46 16 ,June 3 JiJ.17! 1 
36 7 June - 28 June r, 47 16 June - 3 ~iuly J_ c::: 
37 7 June 16 June 0 48 1.6 June - 3 .July l 
FIGi.fr:B CAPTIOHS 
Fig. 3. Locat.ion of Sarah Cr.eek, Virginia. .krrow indicates sampling 
station. 
Fig. 4. Salinity in Carah Creek. Intersects indicate mean, vertical 
lin~s the rantse 1'or the previous two--week interval. 
Fig. 5. Water temperature in Sarah Creek. Intersec-t·s indicate mean, 
vertical lines the: range for the previous two-week interval. 
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Concentrations of hi:>hyrae Collected at Sarah Creek 
D. S. Haven and R. Morales-Alamo 
Net tows for collection of ephyrae of C. qul..nquewc.itha were 
made near the hea.d of the Southeast branch of Sarah Creek in 1972 
between the time strobilation of polyps first became evident in March 
· and the time when strobilation became insignificant in August. Col-
lections were made with a 30.5 cm-diameter net (mesh size= 0.37 mm) 
equipped with a 'l1SK flowmeter to measure volume of water sampled. The 
bridle and open end of the plankton net ·were covered with a cone-shaped 
plastic net to keep ctenophores from clogging it. The net cover was 
46 cm long; mesh size was 1 cm. Jellyfish in the samples were identified 
and measured in the laboratory. 
Figure (7) shows the concentration of ephyrae 3.0 mm or less 
for the period observed. Ephyrae were first found on April 25 when 
water temperatures were hovering between 15 and 19 C. Between April 25 
and June 13, concentrations ·of ephyrae fluctuated between 0.03 m-3 to 
0.88.m-3. Seven out of fifteen samples collected between May 8 and 
June 2 had concentrations between 0.5 and 0.9 m-3. Water temperatures 
in that period ranged between 17.5 and 22.5 C. 
The highest concentrations of ephyrae were found between June 15 
and July 3~ with a peak on June 22. Daily water temperatures for the 
period ranged be.tween 20 and 32.C. Three final samples collected 
between August 3 and 14 had concentrations lower than 0.2 m-3. No 
.further samples were collected after August 14; however, records on 
polyp strobilation collected by Dr. D.R. Calder in the area showed a 
sharp decline of strobilation by that date. It is likely that concen-
tration of ephyrae would continue to decline from August 14 on. Calder's 
records show that water temperatures in.the area began to decline after 
the middle of August. 
In sunnnary, our data show that release of ephyrae in Sarah 
Creek occurred in a range of water temperature from 15 to 32 C. The 
decline in release of ephyrae coincided with the onset of declining' 
water temperatures which would eventually have created unfavorable 
conditions for survival of adult jellyfish. However, all factors 
associated with the sharp reduction in the number of ephyrae collected 
in August are not known. The data of Calder on.polyp strobilation 
probably show a clearer picture of the existant situation. 
The composition of the plankton collected in Sarah Creek for 





















Ta.ble i 1 
Cc~::e:nt:-:i.tio::: of ;ilu.'lk-;c:, o::-ga:-,isr..:; (in thousc.::ds/m3) collcct~d 
a':. Ztra.tion :3, Sara.'l C.:-ci::~. 22 :'cbru:u7 to 21 Al!g-..:.st 1972, 
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Vc!--=e sa::;,lee. (l 
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O.to .!..67 3.06 0.73 O.l;: 0.52 
0.03 2.09 l.22 o.oe 
4.84 0.29 O.J.O 0.19 o.oe 0.19 
0.13 0.05 
0.15 0.78 0.05 0.03 
33.73 2e.10 :-:.84 ·l.56 0.89 1.1;7 
. 0,9$ 2.67 0.24 0.05 0.13 
0.59 0.21, O.J.ii 0.16 
o,113 0.97 o._63 0.63 o.6, 1.86 
0.02 o.:i..o 
0.02 0.05 
46.!fl 47.08 ll.24 3.31 2.36 !:.23 
3960 1315 1302 1302 783 :926 
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21+-l/II-7~ 31-VII-j2 7-VIII-7?. 25-VIT:-7?. 21-VIIT-72 
0.61 0.30 o.68 17.92 
0.05 0.03 
0.16 0.81 0.91 l.~3 l,l;6 
0.13 
0.03 
1.84 1.07 2.63 1. 54 0.27 
C.i.9 G.21 0.67 o.4o c,,37 
0.08 2.58 0.38 0.73 2.33 
9,19 6.02 11.86 27.56 24.39 
o.£6 2.::.:. 1.72 9.54 8.52 
0.38 0,03 0.05 c.9.: o.:::o 
0.41 0.21 0.29 0.5-:, O,T2 
0.03 C.ll c.01 
13.84 lli.03 '18.71 59 • .58 6.61 
2319 2332 2359 2644 379T 
)---.-----------------·-----·---
D~hydrogenases of the Cr.ic'h.trian, Clvt::MwJi.a quJ..nqu.ee,Dothcl 
( c....,c-.rr,' o~r '• • (.°'em,...,E,... ··. ·' ✓ .... -~,. °') u ,._y .l::'Cl' Lo·"--. ,::> · .. ;;;. -:u;;:; :~-.1•.,:-_a..:;· 
Paul L. ?;ui.fr~_off' and JJ.an L. L:i n 
The j elly:Ci ::::?.1., C!-;Jr.ysa.OfLCl qci[nqu .. e.d1t1dw, reproduces by 
alterm:..tion of gene::~cat.:i.ons. 11he sessile scy-phistoma (polyp) undergoes 
asexual repro(lttction h,y- budding and p0docyst :fon!jati.0::1 ano. r'i0·:~rnnorphosis 
(strobilation).. B? st1·obilating, a s:i nf).e y;olyp procluc1.::.3 s·ev-e:cal pelagic 
ephyrae -v;hich deY:-:1op into a.dnlt meclus~:·2. Glucose-6-phospha.te dehydro-
geriase ( G6PDH, EC 1.. 1.1. l~9) act,ivity incrcnses in the poJ.y-p under temper-
ature conditions which induce the onset of stx·ob:Ll·9,tion (Blanquet, 1972). 
With the limi te<.l numlJe:t· of' cultured polymorphic organisms avaiJ.o.ble, 
polyacryluwide g,:l electroplJOresis, 7.5~~ 6eJ., 0.3 :M 1rr1s~c1, pH 8.9 
using N.lillP+ or 11:JJJ+ coupled sta,ining witl! p--nitro blue tetr2.zoliun1 is 
employed (Brewer, 1970). G6PDH is detected :i.n extracts p:repli.r·etl from 
2-1: pol;yps, 10 e:;ihyra~•., 80 plar:;.1lae, 20 t:·ysts ~ and rr.edusa tin sue. 
6-phospha.te gluco?.rn.t2 d•.:!hyd.rog~:1mse ( 6PGDH, EC 1.1.1. !~4) is detected 
.in polY!)S and medus:-:.eo Mu.late debyc1rc;genase (EC l.J.1.37) is present 
in pol::i,rps, ephyrc.,e, 2rd !7H::dusac. Lactate dei1ydroc;en2.se ( EC 1.1.1. 27) 
is not detected. This identification nf' 6PGDH is consistent with an 
operati Ye pentose 1)athw2.y of C. qu.biquee .. i.101..ha. 
Malate Dehyd~ogenase and Tetrazolium Oxidase 
of Scyphistomae of Awr.eii.,a awu;ta, Ch!r.y,6_aoM.. quinquec.bvr.ha 
and Cyanea ca.pUl.a;ta (Scyphozoa: Semaeostomeae) 
Alan L. Lin and Paul L. Zubkoff 
ABSTRACT 
Malate dehydrogenase (MDH, EC l.l.1.37) and tetrazolium 
oxidase '(TO) of· Chesapeake Bay -AU/Lelia aultUa, ,,ChJLytlaOh.a qu.lnqueciMha, 
and Cyanea eapillata polyps were identified using polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis. There were four, five, and one MDH isozyme bands 
and two, one and one TO isozyme bands for AU/tel.la auJu:ta., Chll.y.6ao11..a 
qulnqueWl/l.ha, and Cyanea eap-lllata, respectively. These isozyme 
compositions may be used, either singly or in combination, for 
identifying the common Chesapeake Bay pol!Ps ·of unknown origin. 
INTRODUCTION 
Three species of scyphozoan jellyfishes, AUllei.1..a a.wi,lt,a 
(Linnaeus, 1758), Chll.y.oao!ta quinqueebutha (Des or, 1848), and Cyanea 
eapilla.ta. (Linnaeus, 1758) are commonly found in Chesapeake Bay. 
-Because of the uncertainty in the identification of jellyfish scyphistomae 
(polyps) collected from the field, CALDER (1971) used the nematocyst 
complement for distinguishing polyps of these different species. 
BURNETT·and GOULD (1971) used an immunological assay to differentiate 
polyps of AUllei.ia. aullJ.;ta.· and Chlt..y.oa.oll..a qu.lnqueciNt..ha from those of 
Cyanea. eaplU.a;ta. 
Scyphozoan jellyfishes exhibit alternation of generations 
in their life history. The sessile scyphistoma undergoes asexual repro-
duction by budding, podocyst formation, and metamorphosis (strobilation). 
In following the enzymes of carbohydrate metabolism during development, 
ZUBKOFF and LIN (1973a) reported differences in the maJ.ate dehydrogenase 
(MDH, 1.1·.1.37) isozyme patterns in the developmental stages of 
Chesapeake Bay Chit y-6 aoll..a q uinq ueciNt..ha and C yanea. ea.pll1.a.ta. The At.ilt.eR.1. a ~ 
a.ullJ.;ta isozyme patterns of polyps from the Northern Atlantic (Woods Hole, 
Mass.) differ from those of Chesapeake Bay Awieil.,a. a.ullJ.;ta polyps (ZUBKOFF 
and LIN, 1973b), an observation consistent with other reports that 
physiological and morphologica~ differences also exist (RUSSELL, 1970; 
WEBB et al, 1972; MORALES-ALAMO and HAVEN, unpublished observation). 
In this ·study, the MDH and tetrazolium oxidase (TO) isozyme 
patterns of the polyps of Chesapeake Bay AUlleR.1..a aullJ.;ta., Chll.y~sao11..a 
qulnquec..i.Mha, and Cyanea eapll1.ata. are reported. These isozyme patterns 
provide another method for distin~ishing scyphozoan polyps of uncertain 
~ identity. 
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, MATERIAL AND MErHOD 
I°\ Polyps used in this study were raised from planulae isolated 
from known medusae (CALDER, 1971). Cultures of Awuiii.a awu:t.a and 
Chlr..y.oao/ta qulnqueWUtha were maintained at room temperature (19-22°C) 
and those of Cyanea cap-Ula.ta at either 5°c or 15°c. Polyps maintained 
in filtered York River water (salinity, 20.5 0/00) were fed nauplii of 
· newly-hatched Alt:temi_a. 1.:>a..llna once a week. After washing, the polyps 
were ground with 3% (w /v) sucrose in Tr5 s-glycine buffer, pH 8. 3. In 
most experiments, the extract of two ·or three polyps ·of Chlr..y.oaona 
qulnqueWUtha or AWteUa · auJl1.;t:a. ( 5-9 µg of protein) was applied to each 
gel. Because of the small size of Cyane.a. c.ap.lUa.ta, six to eight polyps 
were used per gel. In order to assess the ~ffect of enzyme concentration 
during electrophoresis, seven to nine polyps of Chll.y1.:>aona qulnqueWUtha 
of a single"clone were used. · 
Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis in a vertical cell (Buchler 
Instruments, USA), using 7, 5% gel made with acrylamide (EASTMAN) and 
Tris-HCl-TEAMED buffer system, pH 8.9, was performed (DAVIS, 1964). All 
gels were polymerized with ammonium persulfate rather than photopoly-
merization. After the homogenates were ~entrifuged at 2000Xg for· 10 
minutes, the crude extracts were applied directly to the tops of the 
gels without the aid of spacer gels. Electrophoresis was performed at 
5 mA per gel in a water-cooled cell (usually 2-3 hours) with bromophenol 
-blue as the electrophoresis dye marker.. 
To study the coenzyme dependence of MOH, either two mg of 
nicotinamide-adeninine dinucleotide (NAD) or 0.5 mg of nicotinamide-
adenine-dinucleotide-phosphate (NADP) was added to 50 ml of gel, and 
either 30 mg of N.A.D or 10 mg of NADP was added to 300 ml of Tris-glycine, 
pH 8.3, in the cathode chamber. In the staining solutions, either 33 mg 
of NAD or 5 mg of NADP was used in 50 ml of solution. Staining solutions 
were made within 15 minutes before use (BREWER, 1970). After electro-
phoresis, gels were incubated in the dark at room temperature until 
sharp bands were observed (usually ½-1 hour). For the detection of TO, 
gels were incubated in a ·45°c water bath under ambient room light. 
RESULTS 
MDH isozyme patterns of the three species were quite different 
(Fig. l). Polyps of Chll.y1.:>aona qulnqueWl/l.ha had a major band (Rm=O. 53) · 
with a second band immediately below (Rm=O ;54) and three faint bands· 
(Rm=0.40, 0.21, and 0.22). When extracts of seven to nine polyps of 
Chtc.y.oaoJta quln.queWUtha either of the same culture or of the same clone 
were used (20-30 µg protein), .additional trace bands (Rm=0.31, 0.33, 
0. 37) were observed that did not appear when extracts of 2-3 polyps 
were used. Polyp~ of AuJte.li..a aUlli.;ta had two isozyme bands, but the 
locati.ons and relative intensities of the bands differed: one band 
(Rm=0.33) was less intense than the faster moving band (Rm=0.43); trace 
bands appeared immediately above these bands (Rm=O. 29, 0. 39) and 
sometimes elsewhere (Rm=0.46, Rm=0.50) when high concentrations were 
Uf?ed. Polyps of Cyane.a c.apilla:ta. usually had only one major band 
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(Rm=0.50), but sometime~ a trace triplet (Rm=0.25) and a single band 
(Rm=0.16) appeared. Unlike glucbse-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PDH, 
~ EC 1.1.1.49) and 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase (6PGDH, EC 1.1.1.44) 
(ZUBKOFF_ and LIN; 1973c), MDH of the polyps of the three Chesapeake 
Bay jellyfishes was relatively stable after freezing and MOH was 
wither NAD- or NADP-linked. The intensity of enzyme activities using 
either of these two co-factors was the same. 
Fig. 2 shows the TO isozyme po.tterns of polYJ?s of Ch!ty1.>aotc..a 
quinqueWULha, Autc..eLla awuta and -Cyanea c.apili.CLta. Ch!ty.6aoJz.a qulnque-
wuc.ha possesses only one band (Rm=0.58) and Cyanea c.a.pil.l.a;ta has only 
one band with a slower movement (Rm=O. 39). Autc..e.Li..a. aUlli.,;ta., however, 
is quite different from the other two; it definitely has two distinct 
bands and sometimes three; the major band is fast-moving (Rm=0.51); 
the· ·slow-moving band is less intense (Hm=O. 3·9) ; ·occas·ionally a third 
trace band (Rm=0.62) is observed. 
DISCUSSION 
MDH and TO isozyme patterns of polyps of these three species 
are distinct. The major differences in the TO system is that polyps 
of Autc..e.Li..a. auJt1.;ta possess two distinct bands ·(Rm=O. 39, 0. 51), with the 
fast-moving band (Rm=0.51) as the major band and sometimes a third 
trace band (Rm=0.62). Polyps of both Chlty.6aotc..a qulnquewuc.ha and 
Cyanea. c.apil.£.a,ta possess _ single bands , but there is a great difference 
in their mobilities: the Ch!ty.6a.otc..a qu-lnque.WUl.h.a TO band (Rm=O. 58) 
moves-much faster than the Cyanea c.apil.£a:ta band (Rm=0.39). 
The Ch!ty.6aotc..a qulnqueWUtha MDH isozyme pattern is the most 
complex isozyme pattern of the scyphozoans studied to date. There are 
5 bands: a major fast-moving band (Rm=0.53) and a somewhat less intense 
band (Rm=0.54) close to it; a siower-moving band (Rm=0.22) and a less 
intense band (Rm=0.21) close to it; and a band of intermediate mobility 
(Rm=0.40) •. When three-fold concentrated extracts of polyps of Chlty.6aotc..a 
quinqueWULha a.re used, three additional trace bands (Rm=0.31, 0.33, 
and 0.37) are observed. It is possible that these additional trace 
components can be observed only at high concentrations. Cyane.a c.ap-lUata. 
MDH has only one band ( Rm=O. 50 ) , al though faint bands ( Rm=O. 16, 0. 25 ) 
were occapionally detected by increasing the concentration three-fold. 
AWte.Li..a aUlli.,;ta. has two major MDH bands (Rm=0.33 and o.43) and two minor 
MDH bands (Rm=0.29 and 0.39) slightly less ~obile than the major bands.· 
The MDH isozyme pattern of Chlty.6aotc..a quinqueWUC.ha can be 
easily distinguished from that of Cyanea c.ap,Ul.a.ta. and AWte.Lla auJt..lt.a. 
by {1) the number of MDH bands .and (2) the relative mobilities. The 
Chlty.6aoJt.a.. qulnquewuc.ha MDH slow-moving doublet is unique (Rm=O. 21 8lld 
O. 22); Cyanea. c.aplUa:ta. has a single band (Rm=O. 50) while Chlty.6aoll.a. 
qulnqu~Wl/Lha has two bands (Rm=0.53 and 0.54) of this approximate 
electrophoretic mobility; and the four :MDH bands of AU/l.ei.1,a auJt..lt.a. are 
intermediate between those of Chlr.yhaotc..a qulnqueWUC.ha and less mobile 
than that of Cyanea. c.ap-lUata. (Rm~O. 50) • 
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The function.of MDH is either to reduce NAD (or NADP) for 
biological processes ~r to further metabolize the ~nd products of 
glycolysis through the tricarboxylic acid cycle. BLANQUEI'- (1972) 
suggested that polyps of C/11ty.oao11..a quin.qu.e.WVC.ha tend to maintain high 
levels of NADPH for the synthesis of lipid. energy stored within the 
cyst • .MDH has also been shown to dissociate and reassociate under 
various conditions (SIEGEL, 1967; MURPHEY et al., 1967; MURPHEY and 
KAPLAN, 1967 and WOLFENSTEIN.et al., 1969)-,-and in anemones to respond 
to changes in lower oxygen tensions (BEATTIE and O' DAY, 1971). NAD 
or NADP does not play an important role in MDH conformational changes. 
MDH in the jellyfish polyps studied did not require NAD or NADP 
stabilization during electrophoresis as did G6PDH (ZUBKOFF and LIN, 
1973c). Either NAD or NAPP were effective co-factors for these three 
scyphozoan MDH enzymes, and their intensities, as detected by electro-
1>hores-is, were ··s·imilar. Unlike G6PDH a:nd 6PGDH of je1.lyfish. whose 
activities decrease considerably after freezing (ZUBKOFF and LIN, 1973c), 
MDH is relatively stable after freezing and thawing. 
Two forms of MDH are commonly recognized: the mitochondriaJ. 
form is differentiated from the extr·a-mitochondrial form by chemical, 
catalytic, and immunochemical properties.(MURPHEY et al., 1967). In 
this investigation no attempt was made to separatethem. The MDH 
isozyme pattern observed in this study was assumed to be a combination 
of the two. There is a possibility that the detected bands may be du~ 
·to differences of the original location of the enzyme within the cell. 
The MDH and TO isozyme patterns of the 3 species are quite 
~ variable, in contrast to those of G6PDH and 6PGDH which are almost 
· identical. We also observed a difference in MDH isozyme patterns in 
the different developmental stages of Cyanea capil.la:ta and Chlty.oaolt..a 
qCLi.nqueelM.ha (ZUBKOFF and LIN, 1973a) and noted different MDH isozyme 
patterns of polyps of AuJt..eiJ.A. a.wu.:ta obtained from different geographical 
locations (ZUBKOFF and LIN, 1973b), an observation consistent with other 
morphological and physiological observations (RUSSELL, 1970; WEBB et al. , 
1972; MORALES-ALAMO and HAVEN, unpublished observation). 
CALDER (1971) indicated that scyphozoan polyps were difficult 
to identify because of their simple anatomy and variable morphology. 
As an alternative to the identification of polyps based on the ephyrae 
they release, CALDER (1971) used the-nematocyst complement of polyps 
for identification. The electrophoretic studies of the MDH and TO 
isozyme patterns reported here are a useful alternative to the use of 
either nematocyst complement, culturing, or immunological assay for· 




1. The MDH isozyme patterns of the three most commqn Chesapeake Bay 
polyps differ in number and in electrophoretic mobilitie~: 
a. AUlleJ!.1..a aulU:ta: li bands (Rm=O. 29, 0. 33, 0. 39, 0. 43) 
b. · Chlty-0ao4a quJ..nqueWlll..ha: 5 bands (Rm=0.21, 0.22,' o.4o, 0.53, 
0.54); 
c. Cya.nea. capilla.ta: 1 band (Rm=0.50) or sometimes a second 
(Rm=0.25) 
2. TO isozyme patterns differ: 
a. AUlleJ!.1..a au.Jti:ta: 2 bands (Rm=O. 39, O. 51); 
b. Chlty-0a.04a quJ..nqueWUt.ha: 1 band, Rrri=o.5-a; 
c. Cyanea cap.ma.ta: 1 band (Rm=o.39). 
3. Isozyme components of MDH and TO, either singly or in combination, 
may be used to distinguish the common Chesapeake Bay polyps of 
unknown origin. 
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Table 22. Isozyme patterns in three Chesapeake Bay polyps. 
·Organisms 




Tetrazolium Oxidase ·Malic dehydrogenase 
Number of Rm* of bands Relative Number Rm of bands 
bands Intensity of bands 
0.21 0.22 
0.311= 0.33* 0~37* 
1 0.58 +++ 5 o.4o 
0.53 0.54 
2 0.39 0.39 ++ 4 0.29 0.33 
0.51 0.51 ·++++ 0.39 o.4·3· 
0.62= + o.46t o.5ot 
1 0.39 ++ 2 o.16t 0. 25:t · 0.50 
*Rm= distance from origin to band/distance from origin ~o dye marker 
* observed only in high concentration preparation· 





















Nematocysts of t~e Ephlfr& St_ages of Au.ll.ei.1A., Chll.y¢a01t..a, 
Cyanea., and Rhopile.m~ (Cnidaria, Scypho~oa) 
D.R. Calder 
ABSTRACT 
Nematocysts were examined in the ephyra stages of Au.1tei.A..a 
aU!lfta, Chlc.y.6ao1ta qc.u,nque{!,UlJt.ha, Cyanea. c.ap-lUa.ta. and Rhopllema veJVii.,,U,,,l. 
Isorhizous haplonemes and microbasic heterotrichous euryteles were found 
in· Awt·cti.1:.:a; ·isorhi-zous haplonemes, ·anisorhizous haplonemes ·and mi·crobasic 
heterotrichous euryteles in Chlc.y.6aOll..a., Cyane.a and Rhopilema. The· 
isorhizas were of one type in Rhopilema ("a" isorhizas), two types in 
AUJc.eL4J, ("a" isorhizas and polyspiras) and Chlr.y.6aoJta ( "a" isorhizas and 
"A" isorhizas), and three types in- Cyanea ("a" isorhizas, "A'' isorhizas 
and "a" isorhizas). However, the poiyspiras and "A" isorhizas were 
present only in occasional specimens of Awie.J!.1A. and Cyanea respectively. 
The "a" isorhizas were found in all but a few ephyrae of Cyane.a. Dif-
ferences in the nematocys~ complement can be-used as an aid in distinguish-
ing ephyrae of the four species in the Chesapeake Bay region. 
INTRODUCTION 
Nematocysts are the most characteristic attribute of the 
phylum Cnidaria. No representative of the. phylum has been· found to 
lack these organelles, and they are not know to occur outside the 
Cnidaria (Picken and Skaer, 1966), except in cases where they have been 
obtained from cnidarian prey (see Thompson and Bennett, 1969). 
The nematocysts of the Scyphozoa have received less attention 
tha.n those of the Hydrozoa and Anthozoa. Taxonomists have largely 
ignored the nematocysts in studies on scyphozoans because the number. 
of.categories present is small and, as mentioned by Hyman (1940), the· 
cnidome is quite homogeneous. Comparisons of the nematocysts in 
various species of scyphomedusae have been made by Weill (1934) and 
Papenfuss· (1936). Calder (1971) utilized differences in the· cnidome . 
to differentiate scyphistomae of Au.ll.ei.1A. a.u.JtJ.:to.., Chlr.y.&aoJta qu-i.nqueciNr.ha -· 
a.nd Cyanea c.ap-Ula.-ta from Chesapeake Bay. Webb, Schimpf and Olmon · 
(1972) noted differences in the nematocysts of polyps of Au.1teLla a.wu.ta 
from Woods Hole and Virginia. The only observations on.the cnidome of 
the ephyra stage of scyphozoans are those of Weill (1934), who ex mined 
Chlc.y.6aoJta .il.:,o.&c.e.le..6 ( =C. hy.6o.6c.ella) , and AWtei.A..a aU!lfta. 
In Chesapeake Bay, ephyrae are occasionally taken in large 
numbers during plankton tows (Cargo and Schultz, 1966, 1967). The 
four species present in the bay ·(AuJtei.1A. aU!lfta, Ch!ty.&aoJta qc.u,nqueciNr.ha, 
Cyanea c.ap~a;ta and Rhopllema veJVii.,,U,,,l) are v-ery similar at this stage 
of their life history, making identification.difficult. Russell (1970) 
outlines several morphological differences useful in· distinguishing 
ephyr~e of AUJLei.A..a, Ch!ty.6a.ofl.a, Cyanea, and Rhlz0.6:toma from Europe. 
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Substi_tuting Rhizo-0.toma with the nearly ident:lcal Rhopllema., the· 
differences noted by Russell are also useful in.distinguishing the· 
ephyrae of Chesapeake Bay scyphozoans. The_ goals o·f· this study were 
to describe the· nematocyst complement in the ephyra ·stages of the four 
species.occurring in the bay, and to determine the.utility of the· 
nematocysts as a further aid in ephyra identification~ · 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Nematocysts were examined in ephyrae taken from·laboratory-
maintained cultures of scyphistomae. These cultures were established 
by isolating planulae from medusae collected· at Gloucester Point, 
Virginia, 17 July 1969 (AWtella. a.wc,,U:.a.), 13.March 1970 ( Cya.nea c.a.p-illa.ta.); 
Wilson Creek, Virginia, 21 August 196~ (Clvz.y.t,aoh..a qu-i.nqueWUl.ha.); and 
Wachapreague, Virginia, 24 December 1970 (Rhopilema veJUl-.iili). Cultures 
of AwieJ!,.La. and Ch/z.y.t,a.oh..a were maintained at room temperature in covered 
preparation dishes containing about one liter of filtered York River 
seawater {15-21 o/oo salinity). Cultures of Cyanea and Rhopil~na, kept 
in covered preparation dishes containing 200-500 ml of the same seawater 
type, were maintained in incubators at 12 and 20 C respectively. ·Nauplii 
of lvt:t<!Jnia were used as food. 
Squashes.prepared from entire, newly-liberated, living ephyrae 
were examined under the light microscope. Nematocyst categories were 
identified according to Weill's (1934) classification, and length and 
width measurements were made using an ocular micrometer. Twenty-fi.ve 
measurements were made on each nematocyst type in each of the four 
. species. Photomicrographs were taken with a Zeiss. Photomicroscope II 
usi_ng br_ightfield and differential interference contrast optics. 
RESULTS 
Nematocyst categories found in ephyrae of the four species 
included isorhizous haplonemes, anisorhizous haplonemes, and microbasic 
heterotrichous euryteles (Table 1). In addition, several varieties of 
isorhizas were observed, namely "a" isorhizas, "A" isorhizas, "a" 
isorhizas, and polyspiras. The cnidome of AU11..e1,,la was the simplest of 
the four species, consisting only of "a" isorhizas, euryteles, and an 
occasional polyspira. In ephyrae of Chfty-0a.a1La, ';a" isorhizas, "A" 
isorhizas, anisorhizas and euryteles were present. The 16 conspicuous 
batteries .of nematocysts at the base of each lappet in this species · 
consisted largely or entirely of anisorhizas. The "A" isorhizas were 
the least abundant of the four types of nematocysts in Chlz.y-0ao1ta., being 
found mainly_ in the region of the manubrium. The greatest variety of 
nematocysts was found in Cyanea, with "a" isorhizas, "A" isorhizas, 
"a" anisorhizas and euryteles· being observed. However, "A". i.sorhi.zas 
were rare and only two were found in. a total of 25 ephyrae examined 
specifically for this nematocyst type.· Of the two "A" :tsorhizas seen·, 
one was situated at an angle to. the field orview: and could not· be.' · 
accurately measured. There were marked differences in the relative 
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abundance of "a." isorhizas. from one ephyra of Cya.nea. to a.nother. These 
nematocysts were common to abundant in some of the: .ephyrae and rare or 
even absent in others. The· "a." isorhizas are concentrated· in the oral 
region of the polyp and do not become equally distributed· among the 
ephyrae produced by a giyen strobila. Those ephyrae formed distally on 
the strobila bear moderate or large numbers of "ex" isorhizas, while 
those produced proximally have relatively few or no nematocysts of this 
type. Euryteles, "a" isorhizas and anisorhizas were connnon·to abundant 
in all examined ephyrae of Cyanea. The complement of nemato.cysts in 
Rhopilema consisted of "a" isorhizas," anisorhizas and euryteles, all of 
which were well represented in.the examined ephyrae. 
The size of the "a" isorhizas was similar from.one species to 
another. Data in Table 1 s.uggest slight differences in the· .size of· the 
euryteles, with those of Cyanea being largest, followed by° Ch!c.y1.,ao1ta, 
AWte1),.a and·Rhopilema respectively. The anisorhizas of Rhopilema were 
much smaller than those of Cyanea and Ch!ty1.,a0Jt.a., and the thread appeared 
to be less salient. The relative proportions of the various nematocyst 
types, as indicated by the :\.e.ngth-width ratios, were quite uniform from 
species to species. 
DISCUSSION 
Few changes have been necessary in Weill's (1934) classification 
of nematocysts, despite the volume of research on these structures in 
the interveni.ng four decades. Of the few modifications that have been 
,-..... made., those .particularly relevant to studies. of nematocysts in the 
· Scyphozoa relate to the classification of the haplonemes. Studies by 
Cutress (1955), Westfall (1965), Picken and Skaer (1966), and Schmidt 
(1969) have shown that the thread of the atrichous isorhiza is armed 
with small spines. Since atrichs have been distinguished from holotrichous 
isorhizas in pre.sumably lacking such spines , the atrich category is 
untenable. In revising haploneme classification, Schmidt (1969) recognized 
two categories, isorhizous haplonemes and anisorhizous haplonemes. To 
conform with Schmidt's revision, the terms "a" atrich, "A" atrich, and 
"a." atrich, used previously to discriminate morphologically distinct 
varieties of isorhizas in the Scyphozoa (Weill, 1934; Papenfuss, 1936; 
Calder, 1971, 1972, 19'"{3) are changed here to "a" isorhiza, "A" isorhiza 
and "a." isorhiza respectively. The name of another variety of isorhiza, 
the polyspira, remains unchanged. .,,,, 
Another question relevant to scyphozoan nematocyst terminology 
concerns the so-called holotrichous haplonemes. While in previous papers 
(Calder, 1971, 1972, 1973) I have followed Weill (1934), Papenfuss (1936), 
Werner (1965) and Russell (1970) in using the term holotrichs for the 
large, spherical haplonemes of scyphozoans, the thread of.these nemato-
cysts is not of uniform diameter. Therefore these nematocysts should 
be classified as anisorhizous haplonemes. 
Only three major categories of nematocysts are known to 
occur in the Scyphozoa~ yet these· structures provide a potentially 
valuable means of identification for some of the less well-known stages. 
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The variety of subcategories represented incre&ses the number of tn>es 
available for taxonomic studies. Differences in the complement of· 
nematocysts in Chesapeake Bay scyphistomae of· AulLe.lla., Chlz.y.6a.Oll.a. and 
Cya.nea. have been used to distinguish the three species ( Calder·, 1971). 
Likewise,. differences in the· nematocysts. present can be used as aµ aid 
in the identification of ephyrae from the Chesapeake Bay region. Of 
the various nematocyst types represented in the ephyrae the anisorhizas 
appear to be most useful as an aid to identification. These conspicuous 
and easily identified nematocysts occur in Chll.y.&a.oll.a., Cya.nea and Rhopilema., 
being notably absent in AUJLe..lla. The· anisorhizas of· Rhopilema. are much 
smaller than those of. Ch!t.y.6aolta and Cya.nea., and the· thread appears to · 
be less salient in the undischarged nematocyst. Ephy-rae of Chlty.&aoll.a 
are distinguishable from Cyanea. in having a prominent battery of· 
anisorhizas at the base of each lappet • 
. Altho_ugh nematocysts may be useful in solving certain problems 
of identification in the Scyphozoa, the cnidome is remarkably uniform 
from one order to another and their overall value in phylogenetic. 
studies of the class appears limited. The· only noteworthy· difference 
is the presence of anisorhizas in some. semaeostome and rhizostome 
medusae. These namatocysts have not been observed in the Stauromedusae 
(Weill, 1934; Werner, 1965) and are also evidently lacking in the 
Coronatae (Weill, 1934; Halstead, 1965). Reports of "holotrichs II in 
the Co~onatae (Werner, 1965, 1967; Russell, 1970) evidently·refer to 
isorhizous haplonemes rather than to anisorhizas~ Anfsorhizas were 
also believed to be absent in the'Rhizostomeae until being found in 
Rhopilema ve.llJU1i.,,l by Calder (1972). The cnidome of the Cubomedusae 
differs significantly from that of the Stauromedusae, Coronatae, 
Semaeostomeae and Rhizostomea.e, particularly in having microbasic 
mastigophores (Kingston and Southcott, 1960; Halstead, 1965). However, 
there is evidence suggesting that these medusae do not belong in the 
clas·s Scyphozoa. Werner, Cutress and Studebaker (1971) and Werner 
(1973) have indicated that this taxon constitutes a separate class, 
th_e Cubozoa, within the phylum Cnidaria. 
Changes in the nematocyst complement are known to occur. in 
some species of Scyphozoa during strobilation (Weill, 1934; Spangen1Jerg, 
1965, 1968; Calder, 1973). The complement of nematocyst·s in the polyp 
stages of Au.ll.e,lia, Chll.y.&a.oll.a, Cya.nea and Rhopilema. (Calder, 1971, 1973) 
typically differs from that of their ephyrae (Table 2), confirming 
that such changes occur in these four species. Nematocyst types are 
added during strobilation in Chll.y.&aoll.a. ("A" isorhizas and anisorhizas), 
Cya.nea ( anisorhizas and occasionally "A" isorhizas), and Rhopil.ema · 
(anisorhizas). In Au.ll.e.Lla, as reported previously by Spangenberg 
(1965, 1968), polyspiras disintegrate during strobilation. However, 
a few nematocysts of this type were occasionally found in ephyrae of 
Au.ll.e/!.,,la. examined here. 
Caution·and thoroughness in detemining the complement or· 
nematocysts in a cnidarian cannot be overstressed. Some categories 
mey- be rare or restricted to certain anatomical parts in a given 
species, and mey- be easily overlooked. In addition, a sufficient 
number of species should be examined to ensure that all nematocyst 
. ) 
categories observed belong to the species in question and.not to another 
cnidarian that has ra1ren prey to the species being.studied.* Confusion 
in the literature involving the nematocysts of a given species emphasizes 
the need for greater attention to and familiarity with Weill's (1934) 
established classification in studies involving these structures. 
*Care is also needed to ensure that nascent and atypical forms are not 
identified as separate, distinct categories. 
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Tabl~ 23. Nematocysts from ne~ly liberated ephyrae of AUILei.J...a. awu:ta, Chlr.y.6aoll.a. 
qulnquec1Nuta, Cyan'e.a c.ap-lUa.:!a and RhopUema veNuili . . 
Au.Jc.ei.ia. C hAy.6 ao Jt..a. Cya.nea. RhopUema 
Isorhizous haplonemes 
"a" isorhizas 
no. examined 25 25 25 
length (µ) 5.4-7.4 5.3-6.9 5.8-7.7 
width (µ) 3.0-4.7 3.8-4.9 3.8-4.9 
i length (µ) 6.2 6.o 6.3 
x width(µ) 4.1 4~1 4.2 
greatest L :W ratio 1.80 :1 1.67:1 1.70~1 
smallest L:W ratio 1.38:1 1.36:1 1.37:1 
x L:W ratio 1.51:1 L 46 :1 1.50:1 
"a" isorhizas 
no. examined · 0 25 .o 
length(µ) 
. . 5-~-7.8 
width(µ} 2.1-3.4 
i length(µ) 6.7 
x width·(µ) 2.7 
greatest L:W ratio 3.18:l 
smallest L:W ra~io 2.00:1 
i L:W ratio 2.48:1 
"A" isorhizas 




Table 23 (Continued) 
~ 
Awz.elia C hJLy.6 a(J/LO., Cyanea Rhopil.ema 
length (µ) 8.2-11.9 12.4 
width(µ) . 4.9-7 ;7 7.9 
x length(µ) 9.6 12.4 
x width (µ) 6.o 7.9 
greatest L:W ratio 1.93:1 1.57:1 
smallest L:W ratio 1. 42 :1 1. 57 :1 
i L:W ratio 1.60:1 1.57:1 
Anisorhizous haplonemes 
no. examined 0 25 25 25 
length(µ) 9.6-14.1 9.9-12.9 7.9-9.7 
~ 
width(µ) 8.0-12.1 8. 5-11.0 1.0-1.9 
x length(µ) 11.8 11.6 8.9 
x width (µ) 10.2 10.0 7.6 
greatest ·L:W ratio . 1.30:1 l.·23:1 1.25:1 
smallest L:W ratio 1.04:1 1.10:1 1.13:1 
.x L:W ratio 1..16:1 1.16:1 1.17:l 
-
Microbasic euryteles. 
no. examined 25 25 25 25 
length (µ) 8.9-10.9 10.1-12.7 8.8-10.0 
width(µ) 6.8-8.3 7.1-9.2 5.9-6.9 
i length(µ) 10.1 11.2 9.4 
~ 
Table 23 (Continued) 
AuJc.eUa 
x width (µ) 
greatest L:W ratio 
smallest L:W ratio 















1 .• 45 :1 
*only two "A" isorhi zas were found in a totaT- of 25 ephyrae of C. · c.apLU.ata 
examined, and only one of these could be accurately measured. 
_, 
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. Table 24. Differ~nces in the cni~ome of polyp and ephyra stages of AWl.~, Ch!ty.6aoJta, 
Cyanea and Rhopilema from Virginia. 
AWteUa Ch!ty.6 aoJta Cyanea. Rhopile.ma 
102 
Polyp Ephyra Polyp· Ephyra Polyp Ephyra Polyp Ephyra 
Isorhizous haplonemes 
II a" isorhizas + + + + + + + + 
"A" isorhizas + * -
"a" isorhizas + ** 
polyspiras + * ~ 
I 
Anisorhizous haplonemes + + + 
Microbasic. euryteles + + + + + + + + 
~ 
*Present only in occasional specimens. 
**Usually present. 
_, 
Podycyst Deposition and Excystemnt in ChJz.y1.>aoJta 
R. E. Black . 
Individual polyps have been cultured in bowls containing 
15 ml of •filtered York River water (salinity 15 0/00) .at 25 ± 1°C., 
for periods of up to 15 months. The polyps are fed once weekly with 
All:temi..a nauplii, and the water is changed every two weeks. When 15 
cysts have been deposited in a bowl, the polyp is removed. By noting 
the date and position of ~position of each podocyst, it has been 
possible to obtain information about the average rate of deposition by 
polyps and the average length of the dormancy period of cysts. 
The average rate of cyst deposition has been determined to 
be 0.49 ± 0.25 cysts per week for a group of 44 polyps. 
Approximately one-third of .the podocysts deposited have 
excysted. Data on the length of the dormancy period for a group of 
cysts laid down by 25 polyps are presented in Table 1. · About 80% of 
the podocysts which have excysted·to date have had donnancy periods 
of 200 to 400 days at 25°c. 
In order to determine the importance of the cyst covering 
in the maintenance of the cyst in a dormant condition, we removed the 
~ coverings from a group of 100 cysts one week after their deposition. 
·A11 of the cysts developed a thin replacement covering within 4 days; 
89% of the cysts then excysted from this and developed into young 
polyps within 9 deys. It seems obvious that the heavy cyst covering 
is essential for the maintenance of dormancy over a prolonged period. 
We have observed by autoradiography that 3H-g+ucose is 
incorporated into the replacement covering formed after experimental 
removal of the original covering. This has led us to speculate that 
the Golgi apparatus is involved in maintaining the cyst wall. Pre-
liminary electron micrographs have shown well-developed Golgi membranes 
and vesicles within the dormant cysts; however, we have made no 
observations which would allow us to conclude that the cyst wall 
material is assembled in the Golgi vesicles. 
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Table 25. L~ngth of dormancy peri¢ exhibited· 
I 
by podocysts laid down by diffe~ent po~yps 
~ 
Polyp Dormant :eeriod (dais) 
0-100 . 100-200 200-300 300-400 Unexcysted* 
l 4 11 
........ :. 
2 1 1 2 11 
3 2 1 5 
·4 1 2 4 ·a 
5 1 14 
6 1 5 9 3 
7 4 9 2 
,. 8 l 2 14 
9 1· 1 13 
10 :i 7 2 2 
~ 11 4 11 
12 10 
• .. 
13 1 2 3 8 
14 2 4 -2 8 
15 (lost) 
16 1 5 1 9 
17 2 16 , .,,. 
18 2- .15· 
19 2 2 2 
20 1 15 
2l l 9-
22 4 6 
I 23. 2 5· 11. 
~ 
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· Table 25 (Continued) 
~ 
PolyP Dormant -period (days) 
0-100 100-200 200-300 300-400 · Unexcysted* 
24 4 11 
25 3 2 2 ·7 
·, 
Totals 14 11 42 51 221 
*Dormancy periods of Unexcysted cysts range from 30 to 450 days. 
,. 
,,., 
Intracellular Recording from the Giant Fiber Nerve 
Net of a Scyphozoan Jellrfish 
Drs. Patton and Passano visited the Virginia Institute of 
Marine -Science for 4 months (February - May 1972) in order to conduct . 
. experiments· on the giant fiber nerve net of Cyanea cap,LU,a:ta. under 
Grant GB 27669 of the National Science Foundation. The VIMS jellyfish 
project provided laboratory space .for. their work, collecting resources 
and limited technical assistanc_e for their collections. 
M. L. Patton and L. M. · Passano 
Department of Zoology 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 
Repeated intracellular recording of the nerve potentials of 
the giant fiber nerve-net (GFNN) have been achieved using muscle free 
conducting bridges of subumbrellar ectoderm of Cyanea cap-lte.ata (the 
Chesapeake Bay winter form, variety 6ulva. of Mayer). Penetrations were 
_achieved under conditions permitting e~cellent visualization, and were 
occasionally held for minutes. Electrophoretic injection of the dye 
Fast Green from the recording pipette confirm penetration. 
Every GFNN impulse, whether resulting from electrical 
stimulation at a distance from the recording site," or spontaneously 
arising from a rhopaJ.ial pacemaker center, involves every GFNN cell. 
However, pulses are never obtained without GFNN conduction. There is 
no evidence (cont/ta the early claim, Passano, '58, Anat. Rec. 132:486) 
of any intermittency in this nerve-net. No pulses were recordeq. 
extracellularly and epithelial cells show no evidence of a non-nervous 
epithelial ·conduction pathway in scyphomedusae, contrary to the 
situation in hydromedusae (Mackie and Passano, 168, J. Gen. Physiol. 
52:600). Pulse shapes, sizes nnd resting potentials a.re variable 
although shape shows constancy for individual cells. Several com-
ponents of pulses are consistently observed. Pulse amplitudes show 
greater variability. This, together with failure to _elicit or block 
pulses by depolarization or hyperpolarization of the cell membrane, 
suggests ~hat the GFNN cells act, at least in part, as conduction· 
elements without conducted action potentials. (Supported by grant 
GB 27669 from the NSF, and partially by PL 89-720 of VIMS and NOAA-
NMFS). 
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Jellyfishes of the Coas.tal Atlantic Waters 
P. L. Zubkoff 
Cyanea capLU.ata is a winter ~pecies of jellyfish in Chesa-
peake Bay and a summer med us a at higher latitudes. The Bay Cyan.ea is 
non-venomous .for the human; whereas the Atlantic Cyanea, the organism 
from Delaware Bay, New· York, New England, and Canada, may cause an 
incapacitating reaction when the human comes in contact with it. In 
July 1972, numerous Atlantic Cyan.ea were observed along the 37° 00' 
parallel in the coastal waters off Virginia (J. J. Norcross, personal 
communication). In addition, on an.off~hore cruise to the Continental 
~ 0 
Shelf a Cyan.ea medusae was captured ( 30 July 1973) at 35 50' 30" W, 
75° 31" 3'0" N -and ephyrae ,of the venomous ·Pelagia n:o·C'J;bUuca were 
captured in the plankton at 20 meters. A Man-of-War, Phy.6alla phy.6ali.6, 
was captured at 35° 40' N, 75° 14' Won 31 July 1972. 
The total lipid .fatty acids o.f the dissected components o.f 
Phy.6alia. were extracted by the Bligh~Dyer method and analyzed as the 
methyl esters using an EGSS-X column in the gas-liquid chromatograph. 
It is noted that Phy.6at.i.a has predominating amounts o.f 
22:6w3, 20:5w3, and 16:0. · The 20:4w6 (13-26%) which is quite prominant 
•in Chlty.6aoJta. quinqueWUl.ha tissues, is not as abundant in Phy.6aU.a. it 
is also noted that the 18:3w3 is considerably less than iso 20/20:1 
in Phy.6alla tissues. 
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Sail Tentacles Tentacles 
FA % % % 
12:0 . .03 .01 .02 
Iso 13 + 
13:0 .02 .01 .02 
Iso 14 .01 .01 
14:0 - 3.97 4.17 3.44 
Is-o 15 • 25 .2.5 
15:0 .86 1.03 . 88 
Iso 16· .34 .32 .39 
16:0 10.49 14.91 11.92 
16:1w7 3.94 3.80 3.47 
17:0 1.19 
16:2 1.50 1.46 
Iso 18 .77 .61 
17:1 1.16 .86 
18:0 5.36 6.24 5.76 
18:lw9 5.13 5.29 5.20 
16:4/18:2w9/19:0 .21 .30 .17 
18:2w6 1.72 -1.51 1.42 
c:~ 19:1/Iso 20 .20 .64 18:3w6 .79 .54 .96 
20:0 .78 
18:3w3 .41? ·.43? ?1.67 
Iso .21/20:1 2.11? 1 •. 58? ?.63 
18:4w3 3.55 2.17 2.19 
20:2w6 .15 .18 .17 
20: 3w6 .09 .11 .07 
20:4w6/22:l 7.81 4.34 5.69 
?20:3w3 .23 
20:4w3 .50 • 30 .52 
20: 5w3 11.10 12.46 13.59 
22:3w6/24:o .16 .98 
22:4w6 1.48 .53 1.40 
?24:1 .85 ./ 
22:5w6 .68 2.01 2.53 
22:5w3 4.18 2.73 1.94 
? 1.46 
22:6w3 29.32 31.03 31.25 
Appraisal of the effect of Hurricane Agnes on medusa and 
polyp populations. of the stinging nettle Chlty-0a0Jc.a. 
qu-lnquec.)Niho.. in lower Chesapeake Bay. 
by 
Dexter S. Haven and Reinaldo Morales-Alamo 
In order to analyze the effect of Hurricane Agnes on 
populations of Chlr..y;.,aoJW. qcunquec.iMha in lower Chesapeake Bay, data 
for several previous years must serve as a reference. ·nata for 1968 
and 1969 are•included here to serve as basis for comparison with 
observations made in 1972 because medusa populations were usually 
low in most of the lower Chesapeake Bay in 1970 and 1971. 
A. Tributaries of the Lower Chesapeake Bay 
Table 1 presents counts· of medusae of C. qu-lnquec.iMha made 
at different stations in tributaries of the lower Chesapeake Bay in 
1969 and 1972. Counts were made from a moving boat and covered an 
area approximately 300 meters long by 3 meters wide. 
~ Medusa populations declined rapidly after the middle of 
'August in 1969 and by the end of the month were nearly absent from 
· all stations. This can be seen in the zero counts for 29 August at 
Wreck S~oal and 8 September at the North River. 
Very few observations on medusa abundance had been made 
prior to June 22 in 1972. With the advent of Hurricane Agnes, it 
was decided to concentrate on tributaries that were not affected by 
the freshet as rapidly as the major tributaries (the James and 
Rappahannock) were. However, observations made by VIMS personnel 
collecting fisheries data in those rivers indicated a nearly complete 
absence of medusae at the time of the hurricane and thereafter. 
Our observations showed that the jellyfish populations. of 
those tributaries that empty directly into Chesapeake Bay. or Mob.jack 
Bey did not appear to be affected by Hurricane Agnes as seriously as· 
the James and Rappahannock Rivers. With the exception.of.the North 
River, medusae were present every time the rivers were visited, although 
the medusae numbers were low in comparison to those observed in 1969. 
-· 
It should be pointed out that 1969 populations were exceedingly 
abundant, far more so than in 1970 and 1971. This is true of both 
the Upper Bay in Maryland and in the Lower Bay in Virginia. The- 1969 
population presents an extreme in terms of abundance of.jellyfish, 
whereas that of 1972 represents a_period of very low or relatively low 
jellyfish populations. 
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B. Post - AGNES Survey., 1972 
Table 2 presents the result of tows made with a 12" net 
and 0.37 mm mesh size. 
Ephyrae were present in most of the minor tributaries and 
in the tributaries of the Jam~s and York Rivers near their mouths 
(Nansemond River and Hampton River in the James and Sarah Creek in 
the York·) during July and August of 1972. 
C. Compilation of Oyster Shell Data Since 1969 
Table 3 presents a compilation of results for examination 
of oyster shells from river bottom salliples collected since 1969.· The 
contrast between samples collected in previous years and early in 1972 
in the James and York Rivers shows that Hurricane Agnes had a very 
harmful effect on polyp populations in the upper and middle estuaries 
of these rivers. We still were able, however, to find three polyps 
at Wreck Shoal ( James River) on 8 August.. These indicate that some 
polyps have survived the low salinities prevalent there. Samples 
from the Nansemond and Hampton Rivers showed that polyp populations 
in tributaries of the James near 'the Chesapeake Bay were not affected 
as badly as those in the river proper. A relatively high abundance of 
polyps in Sarah Creek also indicates that tributaries close to the 
river mouth were not as greatly affected as up-river tributaries were. 
~ The data collected in the Great Wicomico River show that 
~' 
· medusa and polyp populations found there in the spring and thereafter 
suggest that substantial populations of bo-th ( at least of polyps, 
anyway) would be present through the summer. However, low salinities 
drastically reduced their numbers by August. 
Observations made on one visit to· the Eastern Shore together 
with connnents from local watermen indicated that ChJty.1.>aoll.a and AuJte.Lla 
medusa populations were very small this summer. 
FinaJ. observations will be made on polyp populations in the 
Rappahannock in September. Any conclusions on them must be reserved 
till then. 
D. Summary of Observations 
Our observations may be summarized as follows: 
1. Medusae populations were absent from the major river 
tributaries of the bay and their polyp populations were 
wiped out. 
2. Tributaries of these rivers near the bay appeared to have 
escaped these extreme effects. 
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3. Minor tributaries of the ba;y did not appear to be badly 
affected by Hurricane Agnes, except f.or a belated effect 
on .the Great Wicomico River. 
4. Through the first part of August the Piankatank River 
was still supporting a moderate population of medusae.; 
5. Of all tributaries studied, the ~orth and Ware Rivers 
supported the largest populations of medusae and sub-
stantial populations of polyps. 
It should be emphasized that it i~ the high reproductive 
potential of existing polyps which pose the greatest problem. A 
polyp is capable of producing more _polyps by a sectorial reproduction 
through the ·formation of podocysts arid buds. It is the polyp which 
gives rise to the medusa through the process of strobilation with as 
many as forty ephyrae per polyp being produced during the year. 
Al though there is a limited number of polyps available at this time, 
the high potential. for their reproduction and formation of cysts and 
medusae still exists for the coming year. The major effect of th~ 
storm has been to reduce the polyp populations and medusae populations 
but not to 'Wipe them out entirel~-
·E. Work to be done 
A·survey of the river systems needs to be conducted during 
late·September or early October to determine the relative abundance 
of C h!l.y.6 aolta polyps • 
The Sarah's Creek study (CaJ..der and Cavelle) indicates that 
there are abundant Ch!l.y.6 a.oil.a. polyp populations on the bottom. Since 
Sarah's Creek was not grossly perturbed by Hurricane Agnes, this area 





Number of medusae counted from moving boat in lower Chesapeake 
Bay. Area on which counts made was approximately 300 
meters long by 3 met~rs wide. 
Temp. Salinity Chrys-
River and Station· Date 0 0/oo Aurelia c .. aora 
James River 
Wreck Shoal 196~ 31 July . 29. 2 11.71 2 0 
15 Aug.· 140 0 
29 Aug. 26.2 0 ·O 
1972 8 Aug. 0 0 
Brown Shoal 1969 2 July 28. 9 19.56 0 0 
17 July 30.0 17.40 92 2 
31 July 29.0 15.90 3 14 
1972 8 Aug. '.29. 0 9.17 0 0 
Nansemond River 1969 2 Ju1y 28.9 18.97 33 9 
17 July 29.5 18.30, 237 37 
7 Aug. 27.8 15.96 25 24 
19,72 8 Aug. 28.5 10.03 1 0 
~ Hampton River 1969 2 July 28.1 20.13 2 0 
7 Aug. 29.4 18.05 69 15 
1972 9 Aug. 30.0 13.76 2 0 
York River 
Gloucester Point 1969 10 July 26.6 22.08 77 0 
28 July 27.4 22.68 133 0 
1972 6 July 0 0 
Ware River 
Warehouse Landing 1969 19 Aug. 16.07 8500 1 
1972 11 July 26.3 13.39 4 0 
16 Aug. 26.3 14.22 17 0 
I • . 0 ~ Wilson Creek 1969 14 July 28. 6 20.-45 10 
4 Aug. 27.9 20.49 41 . 0 
19 Aug. 29.6 20.27 11 1 
1972 11 July 5 0 
North River 
Cradle Point and 
Todds bury 1969 8 Sept. 28.7 20.80 0 0 
1972 11 July 26.3 14.22 202 22 





'J.1emp. Salinity . Chrys-
River and Station Date oc. 0100 aora Aurelia 
· Pianka tank River 
Dixie 1969 7 July 29.5 17~72 82 0 
22 July 31.8 14. 00 235 0 
5 Aug. 24.1 10.45 30 0 
19 Aug. 28. 9 . 14.88 93 3 
1972 2 Aug. 27 .. 9 6.75 17 0 
Rappahannock River 
Buoy 7 1969 1 July 2600 2700 
7 Aug. 27.1 16~70 11 36 
Corrotoman-River 1969 1 July 30.1 17.58 283 1 
(West Point) 15 July 29.6 17.21 370 210 
7 Aug. ~9.8 15.82 112 10 
1972 27 June 4.07 3dead 0 
Robinson Creek 1969 15 July 29.B 17.08 77 1 
·7 27.9 13.72 2120 2 
Smoky Point 1969 7 Aug.· 1545 0 
~ 
Great Wicomico River 
·Glebe Point 1969 7 July 28.5 17.10 252 0 
22 July 29.8 14.00 450 0 
5 Aug 25.2 13.21 56 0 
20 Aug. 112 0 
2 Sept. 29·. 0 14. 56 52 0 
1972 30 June 7. 30 15 0 
1 Aug. 27.6 6.40 1 0 
Back River 
s.w. Branch 1969 11 July 290 4 
31 July 71 3 
1972 7 July 6 0 -
Poquoson River 
Near Patrick Creek 1969 11 July 26.5 22.18 317 5 
31 July 29.6 22.00 500 1 
12 .Aug. 26,.3 21.81 5 0 




Chlr.y-0ao~a qc.u,nqueciNz.ha Ephyrae and Medusae Collected in 
Virginia Waters (12 incl_r net with 0.37 mm mesh) 197?. 
27 June - RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
Corr0toman River 
Urbanna Creek 
29 June - PIANKATANK RIVER 
Dixie 
Roane Point 
30 June - JAMES RIVER 
Deep Creek 




Below Blackwell Creek 





7 July - BACK RIVER 
S. W. Branch 
N. W. Branch 
Mouth 
Gosnold Park Canal 
10 July - POQUOSON RIVER 
Mouth 
Front Patrick' s Creek 
11 July - WARE RIVER 
Warehouse Landing 
King's Oyster House 
Wilson Creek 
11 July - NORTH RIVER 
Cradle Point 
13 July - BACK CREEK 
Wormley Creek 
18 July - EASTERN SHORE 
Deep Creek 
Onancock Creek 
Ephyrae per 10 m3 






























































Table 28 (Continued) 
19 July - INDIAN CREEK 
l August - GREAT WICOMICO RIVER 
· Glebe Point 
Haynie Point 
:2 August - PI.ANKATANK RIVER 
Cape Toon 
Dixie 




;EJ>hyrae per 10 m3 
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Table 29 
Number of polyps and podocysts of Chrysaora on oyster. 
shells from river bottom samp_les, 1969-1972. 
Mean Polyps 
No. No. +. 
Temp. -· Sal. Shells No. Podo- Podocysts 
River and Station Date oc. 0/oo Examined Polyps cysts Per shell 
James River 
Point of Shoals_ 1969 27 Aug. 20 0 61 3.0 
1 Oct. 22.2 9.00 20 0 17 0.8 
1970 3 March 20 0 8 0.4 
1972 29 Aug. 
Wreck Shoal 1969 15 Aug. 27.2 12.34 20 117 . 1 5.9 
27 Aug. 17 0 0 0 
29 Aug. 26.2 20 1 145 7.3 
1970 3 March 5.8 10.01 20 0 84 4.2 
15 April 12.0 5.86 20 0 9 0.4 
13 May 25.5 3.24 20 0 0 ·o 
1971 6 Oct. 10 .36 98 15-1 
1972 1 March so 0 145 2.9 
30 May 20 0 20 1.0 
17 July 40 0 0 0 
25 July 20 3 2 0.2 
1 Aug. 40 0 0 0 
8 Aug. 29.0 6.68 40 3 0 0.1 
29 Aug. 40 0 0 0 
White Shoal 1969 1 Oct. 21.s 17.34 20 18 34 2.6 
1970 3 March 5.8 7.39 20 0 32 1.6 
16 April 12.8 9.76 20 0 45 2.2 
1972 25 July 20 0 0 0 
29 Aug. 40 0 0 0 
Brown·Shoal 1969 21 Aug. ----- ----- 19 100 ,: 8 5.7 
1 Oct. 21.2 18.86 20 34 '.''47 4.0 
1970 3 March s.5 13.79 20 0 37 1.8 
16 April 11.8 13.28 20 0 57 2.8 




) TabJ1? (Cont:.. ed). ) 
No. No. 
Temp. Sal. Shells .No. Podo- .Mean 
River and Station Date oc. 0/oo Examined Polyps cy.sts No. 
Brown Shoal (Contd.) 1972 25 July 20 0 0 .o 
8 Aug. 29.0 9.17 40 0 2 a.as 
Nansemond Ridge 1969 1 Oct. 20.8 17.61 . 20 151 97 . 12.4 
1970 2 March 6.5 14.87 40 0 25 Q.6 
1972 25 July 20 0 0 0 
Nansemond,River 1969 9 Oct. 15. 04 20 so 83 6.6 
1970 2 March 6.8 11.35 40 10 233 6.1 
1972 8 Aug. 28. 5 10.03 40 12 7 o.s 
Hampton River 1969 25 Sept. 21.5 20.69 20 15 14 1.4 
1970 10 March a.a 19.48 40 0 134 3.3 
1972 9 Aug. 30.0 13.76 40 126 49 4.4 
York River 
Aberdeen Rock 1968 31 Oct. 20.0 15.70 19 . 26 11 1.9 
1969 17 June 25 2 11 o.s 
28 Aug. 13 20 13 2.5 
1970 16 March 6.8 15.·26 40 4 29 0.8 
1 April· 9.2 13.01 20 5 78 4.1 
5 May 18.0 10·. 75 19 0 0 0 
19 May 20 0 0 0 
1971 23 Sept. 25.0 18. 36 20 40 22 3.1 
1972 19 July 40 0 0 0 
31 Aug. 
Aberdeen Creek 1969 29 Sept. 22.9 17.40 20 172 242 20.7 
1970 19 May 21.4 11.82 20 10 32 2.1 
1971 23 Sept. 24.8 17.32 10 115 112 22.7 
1972 31 Aug. 
Pages Rock 1968 31 Oct. 19 9 0 o.s 
1969 28 Aug. 12 94 94 15.7 
· 1970 16 March 6.6 16.20 40 2 38 1.0 
1 April . 9. 2 14.01 20 0 21 1.0 





(Cont_ ec;l) ) 
No. No. 
Temp. Sal. Shells No. Pode- Mean 
River and· Station Date oc.· 0 :Joo Examined Polyps cysts No. 
Pages Rock (Contd.) 1971 23 Sept. 24.6 18.66 20 33 16 2.4 
1972 19 July 40 0 5( 61d) 0.1 
31 Aug. 
Sarah Creek 1969 21 April · 18.4 19.39 50 6 24 0.6 
12 June 25 24 0 1.0 
25 Aug. 29.3 17.88 25 58 50 4.3 
13 Nov. 12.0 21.07 17 4 30 2.0 
1971 23 Sept. 24.2 20.19 20 96 126 11.1 
8 Dec. 20 49 143 9.6 
1972 25 July 40 0 0 ·O 
26 July 40 ,0 0 0 
29 Aug. 40 74 57 3.3 
Ware River 
Warehouse Landing 1969 8 Sept. 28.6 19.07 10 499 305 ·00.4 
1970 11 June 26.5 12.75 ·15 .. 0 0 0 
1972 16 Aug. . 40 68 25 2.3 
Beacon 6 "1969 29 Aug. 18 3 10 0.7 
1970 25 March . 8.1 18.80 40 0 20 0.5 
1972 16 Aug. 40 125 98 5.6 
North River 
:roossbury 1969 8 Sept. 29.2 20.95 10 282 434 71.6 
1972 16 Aug. 20 142 303 22.2 
Piankatank River 
D1.x1.e 1969 7 Oct. 21.1 16.11 10 21 42 · 6 .3 
1970 4 MaFCh s.6 14.63 20 6 575 29.0 
1972 2 Aug. 40 0 18 0.4 
Rappahannock River 
Morattico Creek 1970 24 Feb. 6.9 11.·22 20 42 107 7.4 
14 May 23.6 8.54 20 83 30 5.6 




) Tab"'129 (Cont. eq.) ) 
No. No. 
Temp. §al. Shells No. Pode- Mean 
River and Station Date 0 Examined Polyps c. . 1/oo cysts No. 
Robinson Creek 1969 25 Feb. 4.8 14. 32 55 85 507 10.8 
28 Aug. 27.9 14.01 10 153 77 23.0 
1970 27 Feb. 3.4 15.55 30 22 344 12.2 
17 March 8.2 12.93 40 16 119 3.4 
28 April 17.1 11.42 · 20 23 73 4.8 
12 May 20.2 11-13 30 62 48 3.7 
1972 1 May 29 75 75 s.2 
Urbanna Creek 1969 4 Sept. 14.15 20 60 0 3.0 
1970 18 Feb. 4.8 6.77 30 1 111 3 •. 7 
1972 1 May 10 10 104 11,4 
Corrotoman River 
(West Point) 1969 16 Sept. 26.7 16.17 20 394 413 40.3 
1970 17 Marchi 9.5 14.82 20 . 22 584 30.3 
28 April 18.3 12.86 20 34 269 15.1 
12 May 22.2 11.97 20 -208 151 17.9 
21 May 24;0 11.85 31 104 22 4.1 
197115 Oct. 15 375 313. 4 s. 9 
1972 1 May 4 117 197 78.5 
Great Wicomico River 
Glebe Point 1969 22 April 15.68 25 452 999 58.0 
23 Sept. 15. 73 20 390 514 45. 2 
1970 27 May 23.6 11.52 20 90 74 .8.2 
1972 7 Ma·rch 20 77 1133 60.5 
13 July 10 147 236 39.3 
1 Aug. 40 0 36 0.9 
(+ 500 Cyanea 
larval cysts) 
Cockrell Creek 1969 23 Sept. 21.1 16.55 10 718 0 71.8 


















Number of Medus ae Counted in a 5-minute Interval 
from Moving Boat (area covered was approximately 1000 
feet long by 10 feet wide) 1972 
STATION 











S. W. Branch 
N. W. Branch 
POQUOSON RIVER 
Front·of Patrick's Creek 
WARE RIVER 
Warehouse Landing 










GREAT WICOMICO RIVER 
Glebe Point· 
Cockrell Creek 

























































































Numbers of Polyps and-Podocysts of ChJr.y-0ao~a Found on Oyster 
Shells Collected from River· Bottom, Fall 1971. (Haven and Morales-Alamo). 















ralace Bar ( Old) 











Above Sta. 3 
Sta. 3 
Above VIMS Dock 
Cook's Oyster House (Old One) 
Cook's Oyster House Shore Bank 
Cook '-s Oyster House . (New One) 
~elow Browning's Marina 




































































































































Table 31 (Continued) 
RIVER .AND STATION DATE No. Chll.y-6 a.oil.a. No. Mean No. 
Shells No. Podocysts Polyps and 
~ Polyps Podocysts 
Per Shell 
BACK CREEK 12-10-71 
A 10 1 51 5·.2 
B 20 o· 8 o.4 
C 20 0 41 2.0 









Ch.Jiy-0ao~a Polyps and Podocysts Found 6n Oyster 
Shells Collected from River Bottoms, 1972 
· (Preliminary D. Haven and R. Morales) 
Station Date Shells Polyps Podoclsts 
Wreck Shoal 1 March 50 0 145 
30 May 20 0 20 
17 July 40 0 0 
25 July 20 3 2 
1 1\.UgUst · ··4o 0 0 
8 August · 40 3 0 
Nansemond Ridge 25 July 20 0 0 
Nansemond River 8 August 40 12 7 
Brown Shoal 25 July 20 0 0 
8 August 40 0 2 
White·Shoal 25 July 20 0 0 
Hampton River 9 August 40 126 49 
West Point (Corrotoman) 1 May 4 117 · 197 
Aberdeen Rock ~19 July 40 0 0 
Pages Rock 19 July 40 0 5 (Old)-
·Sarah Creek 25 July 40 0 0 
26 July 40 0 25(01d) 
Dixie 2 August 40 0 18 
Urbanna Creek 1 May 10 10 104 
Robinson Cre~k 1 May 29 75 75 
Morattico Creek 28 April 15 10 18 
Great Wicomico 
Glebe Point 7 March 20 77 1133 
13 July 10 147 236 
1 August 40 0 36+ 
500 Cyane.a 
Cockrell Creek 1 August 40 0 0 
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31 May - 6 June 
7 June - .12-. June . 
14 June - 20 June 
19 June - 27 June 
26 June - 4 July 
3 July - 11 July 
10 July - 18 July 
17 July - 25 July 
24 July - 1 Aug. 
31 July - 8 Aug. 
7 Aug. - 15 Aug. 
14 Aug. - 20 Aug. 
21 Aug. - -27 Aug. 
). 
Table 33 
Mean Daily Number of Medusae Counted During 5-Day Periods 
Within Periods Given. Summer Months of 1968-1972. VIMS 
Pier, Gloucester Point, Va. (Figures for 1968 represent 
Actual Count on a Particular Day or Days). 
Mean No. Chrysaora . Mean No. Aurelia 
1968 1969 · 1970 1971 1972 1968 1969 1970 1971 
---- 2 0 0 ---- ---- 0 0 0 
---- 0.4 0 ---- ---- 0 0 
(0) 2 ·l 0 0 (0) 0 0 0 
(11) 1 0.7 0 0.2 (0) 0 0 0 
( 4) 1 4 0 0.6 (0) 0 0 0 
(36) '·64 2 0.7 1 (18) 1 0 0 
(8) (2) 1 0 0 
(12) ( 4 8) 
( 24) 107' 3 0.2 1.4 (3) 0 0 0 
( 88) 45 1 1.2 4.8 ( 0) 4 0 0 
( 23) 48 1 0 6.5 (9 )" 4 0.5 0 
(11) 13 0.4 0 0:2 (47) 1 0 0 
(21) (42) 
(61) 3 2 0 o.s (57) 0 0 0 
(80) (181) 
(35) (30) 
(16) 0.2 0 0 0 (6) 0 0 0 
(20) (10) 
(17) (5) 


















B. Hydrography of Virginia Waters 
~ J.E. Warinner, III and P. L. Zubkoff 
In view of the highly variable populations of jellyfishes 
which o·ccur in the summers, (high in 1969, lower in 1970 and 1971), 
. the stream flow data of the York Rappahannock and Great Wicomico Rivers 
were analyzed to assess the effects, if any, that the integrated fresh 
water input may have on the jellyfish·populations. Since the Chll.y-0ao4a 
strobilation process usually occurs p~imarily in mid-spring in the 
Lower Chesapeake, only the mid-winter to early summer data were studied. 
The data for 1969, a year of particularly large jellyfish medusae pop-
ulations, and 1971 and 1972, years of lower medusae populations, are 
discussed. 
The York River 
The York River, a tidal tributary to the Chesapeake Bay, is 
28 nautical miles long and formed by the _confluence of the Pamunkey 
and Mattaponi Rivers draining rural Piedmont and upper tidewater Virginia. 
Both t:dbutaries meander through extens.iv.e marshes before reaching the 
York at West Point. The only major industries are a kraft pulp mill 
at West Point and an electric generating station and oil refinery near 
the mouth. In the lower.10 miles, the river is broad and has a deep 
natural channel which serves naval shiprd.ng going to Cheatha.!Jl Annex 
Naval Supply Center and the Naval Weapons Station at Yorktown. The 
·Pamunkey River drains an area of 1,425 square miles and the Mattaponi 
940 square miles; a total of some 2,365 square mil.es. There are some 
15,000 acres of marsh or swamp land draining into the Pamunkey River 
and 8,238 acres into the Mattaponi. · These areas serve as flood plains 
during periods of high rj_ver discharge. The mean range of tide is 2. 4 
feet at the entrance to the York River and at Yorktown and 3 feet at 
West Point. 
Shown in Figure 1, is a plot of the discharge of fresh water 
in the Mattaponi and Pamunkey Rivers which form the York River. Since 
the gauging stations are a considerable distance upstream from the 
confluen~e of the two rivers, the discharge data have been adjusted by 
multiplying by the ratio of total drainage area to the drainage area 
above the gauging station. This assumes a uniform runoff above and 
below the station. The correction factors are 1.33 for the Pamunkey · 
River and 1.52 for the Mattaponi River. The data covered the years 
1968-1972 including two major storms, Hurricane Camille in August 1969 
and Tropical Storm Agnes in J~e of 1972. Conspicuous are the relative~y 
wet winter and spring months of 1970, 1971 and 1972 and the extremely 
wet summer of 1972, beginning with Tropic al Storm Agnes. The fall of 
1971 was relatively wet followed by a wet spring in 1972 prior to 
Tropical Storm Agnes which occurred 21 June 1972. According to data 
from U.S.E.S.S.A. 1958-1967, summer is the wettest season while autumn 
is the driest; however, as can be seen from Figure 1, this situation 
is variable from year to year. 1968 and 1970 were dry during the 
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summer and wet during the spring and winter; only in the year 1969 and 
1972 were the summers efxtremely wet and most .of this was due to the 
tropical storms which occurred in those years. Fall months are ord.ina.rily 
relatively dry but the years 1971 and 1972 proved to be very wet. The 
discharge data for the fall of 1972 was available but not plotted at 
the time of this writing. 
The Rappahannock River· 
The Rappahannock River flows into the west side of Chesapeake 
Ba:y 45.7 miles by channel from the Virginia Capes. Fredericksburg, 
93 miles above the mouth,_is the head of practical navigation. 
Traffic on the river consists chiefly of pulpwood, -shellfish 
and shells, chemicals, and some sand and gravel. Drafts of vessels 
using the river seldom exceed 11 feet and are mostly 6 feet or less. 
The river has natural depths of 15 feet or more to the bridge 
at Tappahannock, 37.4 miles above the mo~th. Above this point, a 
Federal project provides for dredging of the bars to provide a channel 
12 feet deep to Fredericksburg; the controlling depth was about 9 feet, 
in 1965. 
The channel from the mouth of Rappahannock River to Tappahannock 
is comparatively straight, but gradually decreases in width and leads 
between shoals that make out from both banks. 
The mean range of tide is 1.2 feet at the mouth of Rappahannock 
River, 1.6 feet at Tappahannock, and 2.8 feet at Fredericksburg. The 
river water is fresh above Port Royal. 
The currents follow the general direction of the channel. 
The velocities throughout the river are usually weak, averaging less 
than 1 knot at the entrance to 1.3 knots at Tappahannock. Times of 
slack water and strength of current become later going upriver. These 
normal conditions are subject to change by 'Winds and changes in drainage 
flow. 
During severe winters, ice closes the river nearly to 
Tappahannock, but in ordinary winters the channels are usually kept . 
open by the river traffic. Ice sufficient to interfere with navigation 
of small craft will usually be encountered in January and February, 
particularly above Port Royal. 
Freshets occur during the spring and fall, but are of 
short duration and ordinarily are not dangerous to shipping. The 
highest level on record was 33 feet above low water at Fredericksburg, 
but the usual height due to freshets-is not more than 9 to 12 feet and 
. only occasionally rises above the wharves. The freshet effect on the 
water level decreases rapidly below Fr~dericksburg and is ordinarily 
negligible~ll miles downriver. 
_, 
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Figure 2 presents the discharge of fresh water in the 
Rappahannock River. The stream discharge -was quite low d.uring April-
June of 1969; the surmner of that year had quite a liigh ab~ndance of 
jellyfish medusae. In contrast; however, the comparable periods of 
1971 had relatively high stream discharges, and during 1972 Hurricane 
Agnes presented record amounts of fresh water. 
The Great Wicomico River 
Chart 534 - Great Wicomico River; on the west side of Chesa-
peake Bay 13 miles northward of Windmill Point Light, is entered between 
Dameron Marsh and Bull Neck, 1.7 miles to the northward. 
· Great·<Wicomicrn River has -depths 0f 17 feet or more for 5.5 
miles abqve the entrance, and thence 9 feet or more for 3 miles. The 
river is navigable for small craft for another 2 miles. 
The channel in Great WiGomico River is marked by lights for 
4 miles from the entrance. The mean range of tide is 1.1 feet at the 
entrance. Ice does not close the river to navigation except in severe 
winters, and then only for brief periods; Cockrell Creek is considered 
a secure harbor from ice. 
The fresh water discharge ·into the Great Wicomico River is· 
minute in comparison to either the York or Rappahannock Rivers. (The 
data presented in Figure 3 are plotted on a scale 100 times greater 
than that for the other rivers.) The flow and distributions of waters 
in the Great Wicomico is primarily by tidaJ. flushing. 
Summarized observations over the past several years have 
indicated great abundances of Chlty.6aoJta medusae particularly in the 
Great Wicomico-and the Rappahannock Rivers (Haven and MoraJ.es-Alamo) 
although the medusae populations have been som~what less in the York 
River. 
Closely associated with decreased abundances of CIVl.y.6aoJta 
medusae populations during 1970 and 1971 are the large periods of heavy 
rainfall in the May-June as reflected by the stream discharges of 
the York and Rappahannock Rivers. The effects of rainfall on the Great 
W~comico·, a locale where enormous populations of medusae are observed 
yearly are minimal. In 1969, the discharges of both the York and 
Rappahannock Rivers were reduced and the populations· of Ch.JtyJaoJta 
medusae in these rivers were large. 
A concluding remark is in order. We believe tha,t the· river· 
discharge which reflects the relative rainfall during the spring, is 
a key indicator for jellyfish medusae populations. However, the 
precise cause of this association is unknown. A working hypothesis 
is that the heavy rains in the spring or large river discharges mey 
disrupt the planktonic ecosystem which provides the prey-.and food 
organisms for the newly liberated ephyrae. A brief disruption of the 
planktonic food web at that period would be critical to the survival 
of the ephyrae. It is emphasized that this is a working liypothesis fQr· 
future studies. Other factors, such as physical disruption.of ephyrae, 
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